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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

One of the arguments made for the formation of educational service agencies

(ESAs) in nearly every state where they have been established is that they pro-

vide improved service access to students and staff of local education agencies

(LEAs). ESAs often have been able to provide services which individual LEAs

were unable to offer because of limited enrollment, excessive distance, or limited

financial resources. Urban, as well as non-urban districts have found it advan-

tageous to share in the support and utilization of services provided by ESAs.

While service scope and general access have increased in many jurisditions

served by ESAs, little attention has been paid to the issue of equalization.

Problem Statement and Significance

In the course of extending opportunity for all, have the conditions of

extension made programs and services of ESAs adequately and equitably access-

ible to districts according to their differential needs and desires? This is

a complex question to investigate-for a number of reasons. First one must

translate adequate and equitable accessibility to appropriate use of ESA ser-

vices. Then cne must ask if districts make appropriate use, that is, do they

participate according to their differential needs and desires? The obligation

exists to gauge actual use and desired use of services and then make the neces-

sary comparison. And finally, when and where differences exist, what accounts

for them? Is it money alone that enables an LEA to get the ESA services it

wants, or do size and remoteness, or more subtle factors like leadership and

communication, influence participation?

The litcacure is essentially dc d of the treatment of this question.

Some states measure participation 4', ces and learn, thereby, the degree

to which participation has been extenu,.., but not whether or not the extension

has been equitable, and whether ur not appropriate use of services has been

achieved. Several states have addressed the issue in the funding of ESAs, but

scant attention has been given to the import of the funding cr the import of

other factors which affect LEA participation in ESA services. This study makes

a beginning. It is ronfined to one state. It attempts to gatner data and make

observations concerning the influence of wealth, size and other LEA and ESA

variables upon the LEA use of ESA services in Texas. No claims are made about

the study's applicability to other states, but it is hoped,'of course, that the

experience will be useful if interest in equitable accessibilty spreads and

other studies are undertaken.

Funding

Considerable ambiguity exists concerning factors which should influence

LEA use of ESA services. With the exception of the funding issue, these mat-

ters are usually addressed in the planning and establishment of individual ESAs

and/ or statewide networks, but forgotten thereafter.

From the 26 state descriptive study of ESAs, 22 states supplied data

concerning their expenditures for all of elementary and secondary educe-

1
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tion, and for that portion expended by ESAs.[I] While the accuracy of all reports

may be subject to some question, there are reliable dimensional data that place

the financial support of ESAs in proper perspective. The 22 states spent about

60 billion dollars for all elementary and secondary education in 1977-78.[2]

Twenty-six billion was from state appropriations. In the same year and in

those same states, approximately 1.7 billion was spent by ESAs -- 764 million

from local sources, 675 million from the states, and 262 million from the

federal level.

Responses to equalization in ESA financing vary from the ultimate of full

funding from state and/or federal sources, to the assumption that the differential

funding of LEA current expenditures according to LEA wealth is sufficient to equal-

ize LEA access to ESA services. Several states, like Texas, are somewhere between

these extremes, with ESA financial support coming from state, local and federal

sources. !slew York and Pennsylvania, for example, partially subsidize the cost

of LEA use of ESA services according to LEA wealth. In New York an incentive

option for partial reimbursement according to LEA financial effort also exists.

But wnatever the scheme, the ESA funding plans adopted oy various states do not

seriously disturb their overall equalization balance or lack thereof.

The descriptive study mentioned above indicates that the total 1977-78

ESA spending from all sources in the 22 reporting states was approximately 2.8

percent of the cost of elementary- secondary education. The study further shows

that state financial support of ESAs is generally a very small portion of state

aid for elementary-secondary education. It is less than one percent in 13 of

tne states and exceeds five percent in only two. In Texas, 1.1 percent of state

aid in 1977-78 went to the network of regional education service centers (RESCs).

The impact of such small amounts of state aid upon basic equalization conditions

is not likely to correct fundamental weaknesses or upset excellent models.

The foregoing statement is not intended to diminish the importance of the

equalization issue as it applies to ESA financing. It merely attempts to put the

issue into perspective and to thwart arguments that ESA funding is a serious

contaminant to existing state finance systems. On the contrary, within the

limited scope of ESA state financing the issue of fairness in funding is timely

and it is quite important. The relatively small dimension of the ESA finance

problems makes them manageable. It is easier to achieve needed changes, if any,

before state financing of ESAs grows to the point where significant change may

require more dollars than the financial and/or political environment will

produce. Equitable availability of ESA programs and services for LEAs is thA

an overriding issue that must accompany the extension of opportunity. The

cost of improving equalization here is relatively small, yet there may be no

place,in the state system of finance where such small investment can ac eve

much, if administrators, teachers and students in low - wealth .districts a

indeed experiencing less than adequate access to existing ESA programs and

services they need. Relatively minor adjustments in ESA funding amounts and/or

procedures may make significant differences in service utilization.

Other Influences

Where ESA services are primarily available through state and federal sup-

port, as in Texas, the issue of local wealth may not.be dominant among LEA and

ESA variables relevant to participation. Thus this study must explore the role

15
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of size, remoteness, effort, ethnicity, leadership and other factors as well

as wealth as it attempts to assess their influence upon LEA use of ESA ser-

vices.

Why Texas?

The Request for Proposal (RFP) to which this study responds called for

an examination of the role of ESAs in increasing educational opportunity "in

no less than three and no more than six states."[3] The project staff's

request that the multi-state requirement be dropped and replaced by a focus on

Texas alone, was approved. There were a number of reasons for the request:

1. After exploring the literature and examining the return of

data in the 26 state descriptive sutdy, it was assumed by

project staff that a multi-state study of factors which in-

fluence LEA participation in ESA services was premature. A

single-state study seemed a logical and necessary prelude to

a multi-state consideration, and there were insufficient

resources and time to do both. There are so many differences

in the quality and availability of data among various states,

that it was appropriate to concentrate'on one state and de-

velop study technology which could be adapted for use in other

states at another time.

2. The RFP designation of Texas as a necessary component of the

study reflects a number of important considerations.

a. This study is subcontracted through the Edgewood Inde-

pendent School District in San Antonio, Texas. It was

logical, therefore, for the RFP to specify the district's

native state as one of those to be stuaied. Furthermore,

while Edgewood was not a participant in the proposal de-

velopment, its interest in the accessibility issue snoul_

be great. The district,with a large Mexican American

population, has meager local resources to support is

schools. Known to be among the bottom on the scale of

wealth for Texas local districts, in 1977-78 Edgewood

proved to be the poorest, at $12,399 per child, of the

684 LEA respondents in this study.*

*Wealth was computed by dividing (refined) average daily attendance (ADA)

into the district's Average GOER property value. "Average GOER" (rover-

nor's Office of Education Resources) is the average of two property wealth

indices from 1977-78 data base files, "GOER Full Market Value" and "GOER

Agricultural Use Market Valus." Edgewood's $12,399 index of wealth was

obtained by dividing the ADA, 17,409, into GOER Average Value, $215,848,200.
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b. There was inordinate interest in and commitment to this study in

Texas. It was expressed by Commissioner Brockette; by Associ-

ate Commissioner for Field Support Services, James Hill; by Ernest

Chambers, Director of Regional Program Development; and by the

Executive Directors of the state's Regional Education Service

Centers (RESCs). It was later confirmed by the impressive re-

sponse rate from LEA superintendents and by repeated assistance

provided by the Texas Education Agency (TEA) and the RESCs.

c. In many ways, Texas has the diversity in funding strategies

to make it an appropriate arena in which to investigate the

variables that seem to impact upon accessibility. Some ser-

vices are supported entirely by state and/or federal funds,

some by local funds, and the costs of others are shared.

d. Texas has great diversity in other factors that affect LEA use

of ESA services; factors such as wealth, enrollment, pupil/

teacher ratio, effort, ethnicity and remoteness (distance

between LEAs and ESAs).

e. The Texas RESCs do not appear to be tradition bound. This young

network is barely a decade old, but it has sought and/or been

subjected to .several changes in its brief history, it prides

itself on its openness and its flexibility. The chances of imple-

menting some study recommendations, be they of substance, would

seem reasonably good.

f. Despite the network's youth, it had continually become more

important and .more secure in the eyes and intentions of the

Texas Education Agency (TEA) and the Texas Legislature prior

-to 1979-80. Born in,1966-67, in a decade the network moved

from a tenuous federally supported network at the $1,500,000

annual support-level, to a $70,000,000 operation supported by

a mix of state, local and federal funds, with the latter the

smallest of the three.* In 1978-79 investment in RESCs approx-

imate $75,000,000, with the state providing about $30,000,000

and the LEAs providing more than half of the remainder.**

Limitations

This study reflects the traditions and the uniqueness of Texas. The

general study design and methodology should be useful to other states, as will

implications of some of the findings. However, great care should be exercised

in attempting to translate findings to other settings.

t*See Table 1, p. 18

**1977-78 data for this study was collated and analyzed, and this report well

underway prior to the Legislature's action to reduce base RESC funding for

the next biennium, 1979-81. The implications of that action and the future

adjustments it may prompt in RESC are mentioned in the final Chapter.

1j
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Definitions

The terms and acronyms, and the variables for local education agencies
(LEAs) and the Regional Education Service Centers (RESCs) are defined to
faciliate reading and understanding of the report.

Terms and Acronyms. The following are the most frequently used expressions.

I. State Education Agency (SEA): The state agency whichhas prime respon-

sibility by law for elementary and secondary education.

2. Texas Education Agency (TEA): The SEA in Texas.

3. Local Education Agency (LEA): The school administrative district at

the local level which is supported and maintained by public.funds and

local leadership. It includes all local and county unit districts
whicn exist as distinct administrative units under boards of education

and which are assigned primary program responsibility by the State for

delivering elementary and/or secondary education.

4. Education Service Agency (ESA): A public agency organized to serve a

group of LEAs and /or the SEA in the sub-state geographic region which

' encompasses the LEAs. In Texas, ESA is synonymous with RESC or ESC.

5. Regional Education Service Center (RESC) or Education Service Center

(ESC): The ESA in Texas.

6. Refined Average Daily Attendance (ADAM): Regular ADA minus ineligible
AEA (underaged, overaged), reported annually by each LEA superintendent.

7. GOER Average Value: The average of two full market property values
established by the Governor's Office of Educational Research (GOER)

when varying local assessment ratios and values were translated to a

state standard.* GOER full market value ana GOER agricultural use
market value are used to determine the local share of the state Foun-

dation Program, and the average of the two, when divided by refined

ADA, is-GOER average value, the measure of LEA wealth used in this

study.

LEA Variables. The following six LEA variables were used in regression
analyses to determine their relationship to the LEA use of RESC services. Size

and wealth were also used is comparisons of means of use measures and perceptions

measures.

I. Size: Number of pupils in refined ADA.

2. Wealth: GOEeaverage value per pupil in refined ADA.

*TEA 's office of Education Information suggested the use of GOER 2verage value

as a wealth index, and advised that the State Tax Assessment Practices Board now

computes the standard property values.

4.0



3. Effort: Local school tax rate computed by dividing GOER average value

into the maintenance levy.

4. Remoteness: Distance in miles from LEA central office to the RESC

central office or RESC satellite, whichever is closer.

5. Staff Ratio: Average number of students per professional staff member.

6. Ethnicity: Percentage enrollment for Spanish surname, black and all

other students, fall survey, 1977.

RESC Variables: The relationship of LEA use of RESC services to regional

. variables was probed.

1. Number of LEAs: Count of LEAs in region. (Vary from 13 to 100 in

Texas.)

2. Size: 1977 fall enrollment of all LEAs .n region was used in analysis.

Refined ADA instead of enrollment was used for wealth and receipts

measures.

3. Wealth: Regional GOER average value per pupil in refined ADA, or sum
Trirr LEA GOER values divided by sum of all LEA refined ADAs.

4. Expenditure Level: Estimated 1977-78 RESC receipts divided by refined

ADA of region (sum of LEA ADAs). Per pupil expenditures estimates
computed according to,total receipts and according to sources: federal,

state and local.

5. Remoteness: The number of miles from the farthes,: LEA central office

to the RESC central office is used in the regression analyses. In the

analyses of means, the regions with satellites were compared to a group

of regions without satellite offices and with more than 150 miles

between the farthest LEAs and the RESC offices.

6. Size' of Staff: Total number of professional staff, full-time,equiv-

alents, reported by' each region for the 1977-78 school year-

7. Ethnicity: Percent of general populatiun for black, Spanish surname,

and all others.
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CHAPTER II

THE EDUCATION SETTING -- TEXAS AND ITS REGIONS

Presented in this chapter are selected Characteristics of public ele-

mentary-secondary education in the state of Texas and of the Regional Edu-

cation Service Centers (RESCs). This overview is limited to those factors

which bear most directly on the main emphases,bf the present investigation,
and are intended to contribute to an understanding of a number of major con-

textual features under which the RESCs function.

A. THE STATE SYSTEM OF ELEMENTARY
AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

In Texas, the Legislature entrusts policy direction and general over-
sight of elementary and secondary education to the State Board of Education,

a corporate body whose 24 members are elected for six-year terms by the voters

in each of the state's 24 congressional districts. With State Senate confirma-

tion, the State Board of Education appoints the Commissioners of Education for

a six-year term. The Commissioner provides leadership and management direction

for the state school system; which includes tOe LEAs and the 20 Regional Educa-

tion Service Centers.

Selected Characteristics of Texas LEAs

In 1977-78, the base year for the preseTit study, 1100 public LEAs ware

in existence in the state. A total of 2,726,490 students were enrolled. The

state's average daily attendance (ADA) was 2,576,002. The 52 largest districts,

representing only 4.7 percent of the 1100 LEAs, enrolled over 54 percent of

the states' total student ADA. Over 75-percent of the public LEAs (844) had an

ALA of 1000 students or less.[4]

The preponderance of LEAs in Texas are k -12 districts known as Independent

School Districts (ISOs). The few Rural High School Districts (RHS0s) are,

despite their title, also k-12 districts. The Common School Districts (CS0s)

are rapidly disappearing.*

Wealth-Size Distribution of LEAs

At the suggestion of the TEA's Office of Education Information, the
_project staff utilized GOER average market value as the index of local wealth.

Using 1977-78 data tapes supplied by the Texas Education Agency (TEA), average

LEA wealth for Texas was computed as approximately $83,000 per pupil in refined

ADA, the median as approximately $94,000.

Figure 1 shows the wealth-size distrtbutiOn of 684 LEAs whose superin-

tendents (or their designees) responded to the survey instrument mailed to all

* 1977 legislation discontinued state funding of county superintendents' offices

as of 12/31/78. Many common school districts are joining neighboring ISUs.

8 22



FIGURE 1

WEALTH-SIZE SCATTEFIRAM AND DISTRIBUTION CURVE OF 604 LEAs
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districts. Six hundred four are plotted on the graph, and 80 LEAs fell beyond

its ranges. Nineteen are above the size of 19,000 pupils and another 61 are

beyond the $300,000 mark in wealth per pupil. Each asterisk (*) represents

one LEA. Numbers replace asterisks where more than one LEA falls at a given

wealth-size point. The significance of the distribution lies in the clustering
of districts toward the bottom and left of the chart, the tendency for most

large districts to be relatively'poor, and the marked, almost exclusive, ten-
dency for the very rich districts to be confined to small LEAs.

Sources of Funding

Revenue receipts for public elementary-secondary education in 1977-78 was

$4,797,737,000. As shown in Figure 2, these monies were derived from three

principal sources: state receipts ;51.8 percent), local receipts (38.1 percent),

and federal receipts (10.1 percent), This percentage distribution compares with

the national average of 44:1 percent from state sources, 47.8 percent from local

sources, and 8.1 percent from federal sources. The total revenue receipts of

approximately 4:8 billion dollars ranked third in the nation behind California

and New York.[5]

FIGURE 2

ESTIMATED LOCA, STATE ANO_FEDERAL ;ECEIPTS :OR ALL
ELEMENTARY/SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR 1977-78 :N TEXAS

Local

38.1%

S 1,327,734,000

State

51.8%

S 2,486,000,300

Federal

S 484,000,000
10.1%

y Total: ( 4,797,737,000

Source: Statistics of Public Elementary and Secondary Oay Schools, 1977-

79, School Year Final , national Canner for Iducation Statistics,

wasiiington, . p. 73.

National Rankings and Comparisons of Selected

'Texas Data with National Averages

Personal income and selected governmental and educational finance data

are cited here to place Texas in relationship to the national pictured For

2,1
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example, as shown in Table 2, in 1975-76 the Texas per capita total revenue

of all state/local governments was $911.11 compared to the national average

of $1,193.41. This ranked Texas 39th in the country and represented 83 percent

of the national average. In per capita property tax for state and local govern-

ment, Texas, at $213.18, ranked 29th and was at 80 percent of the national

average of $265.54. In total expenditures of state and local gOvernments for

all education in 1975-76, Texas ranked 30th at $427.48. This represented 94

percent of the national average. In 1977-78 estimated current expenditures for

public elementary/secondary schools, Texas ranked 42nd at $1,352.00 per pupil

ADA. This represented a 78 percent level of the national average of $1,742 per

ADA.

TABLE

PMSPECTIVE: RANTMIGS Of SELECTED 1975-78 TEXAS
DATA, PC COMPARISONS WITS NATIONAL AVERAGES

Salectod Characteristics Amount Unit U.S. Avg. : of U.S. Avg.

ier capita personal income 56,201.00 25 56,399.00 97

1976

Per capita total general
revenue of all state/
local government, 1975-

991.11 39 1,193.41 33

76

?er capita property tie 213.182 29 265.54 30

of state and local
government, 1975-76

Per capita total empondi- 427.48 30 452.80 94

tures of state and local
governments for all edu-
cation, 1975-76

Estimated current expeadi- 1,352.30 42 1,742.00 78

turn for public elemen-
tary/secondary school
per pupil in average
daily attendance, 1977-
78

Sousse: &Want of the States, L978, National Educstiop Association, washingcon.
0.C., 1978;

In the 1970's, Texas has made great improvements in its equalization

effort. The state's share of the Foundation Program reached 85 percent, and the

state-local sharing, $915 per pupil, in 1977-78. Nevertheless, this "equalized

level" was more than $400 below the state's average current expenditure of

$1352 per pupil.[6] LEAs tend to see their payments for RESC services as coming

from this unequalized portion of their expenditures.,



B. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE REGIONAL
EDUCATION SERVICE CENTERS*

Establishment

In 1955, the Texas legislature authorized the State Board of Education
to develop, plans and operating procedures for a state-wide system of regional

education media centers to be supported with equal amounts of state and local

funds. Under Senate Bill 408, the stare, of Texas established Regional Education
Media Centers"... to provide educational media materials,. equipment, maintenance
thereof, and services to the public free school districts of this state who
participate herein." In 1237, prior'to the activation of the Regional Education
Media Centers, and at the request of the State Board ;,of Education;'the.legisla- ,

ture broadened the scope of the 1965 legislation'to include provisdns for the
establishment of Regional Education Service Centers (RESCs).

Presently there are 20 such regional centers in the state. As indicated

in Figure 3, the regionvinclude all areas of the state.. The RESC's are an .

integral component of Oie Texas elementary/secondary education system fupded
from a combination of local, state, and federal sources. They are not branch

offices of the Texas Education Agency, but should be defined as special district;

ESAs.** The Texas Attorney General's Office certified RESCs as local edUcatjAh

agencies (LEAs) eligible to receive federal funds.

Programs and Services
Provided by RESCs

The legislation concerning Regional Education Service Centers in Texas

specifies that they are to provide educational media services and other ser-
vices to local districts, and coordinate educational planning within their

respective regions. In addition, regulations adopted by the State Board of

Education for the RESCs specified a fourth basic purpose: to participate in
appropriate statewide programs approved by the Commissioner of Education and

the State Board of Education. Services mandated by state legislature and/or

the TEA include:

o regional planning

o educational media services

o computer services
o educational services for children with handicapping conditions

o guidance and counseling services
o assistance with crime prevention and drug education programs***

o bus driver training

* The historical backgroue and governance characteristics cited are taken
from an unpublished speech delivered by TEA's Director of Regional Pro-
gram Development, Ernest Chambers, in Austin, Texas, in 1977.

** This term isiused in the Stephen's descriptive study to identify intermediary
service agencies which are supported and controlled by both the state and

local levels.

***Special funding through RESC will be dropped in 1979-80.
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FIGURE 3

TEXAS' ZO REGIONS AND LOCATIONS
OF EDUCATION SERVICE CENTERS
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Programs in bilingual and/or migrant education are supported by categori-
cal funding where targeted populations exist. A somewhat standard group

of services is covered by parts of this study and they are listed, along with
brief descriptions and related information in Table 3.

Governance Characteristics

The state legislation authorizing service centers gave the State Board
of Education authority to create rules and regulations for the establishment

and governance of the centers. The flow chart presented in Figure 4, indi-

cates the leadership, advisory, and authority lines of governance of the Texas

RESCs as it existed in 1977-78.

According to this governance system; each RESC has a seven-member b and
of directors whose members were elected by a joint committee.* The join

Committee, which' also acts as an advisory body to RESC, is composed of ,epre-)
sentatives of LEAs. ine board of education of each twelve-grade LEA selects
one 'representative, usually the superintendent, as its joint committee member.

MemL,Irs of the RESC board of directors, the policy-making body of the agency,
may not be activey engaged in education as an employee or LEA board member, nor

can he or she sell goods or services to the RESCs. Each RESC also has an
advisory committee which must include LEA teachers, supervisors and principals.

Finance Characteristics

In 1967-68 the initial basic support for the regional agencies was pro-
vided by federal ESEA, Title III fulids. Media funds were supplied by state/
local matching funds and ESEA, Title VI funds were used to assist programs
for children with handicapping conditions. In 1969-70, programs for these
children were also supported by state funds, and in the same year, state

assistance for RESC computer services began. In 1972, the end of reliance on
Title III funds for basic support was initiated with state funding equal to the

1967-68 Title III level. In 1975 basic statewide support, exclusively from
state funds, was increased from $2 per student in ADA to $3 per student. The

legislation authorized the Commissioner of Education to develop a formula for
distribution of the funds. In 1977 the Legislature approved Senate Bill 1,

thereby increasing base funding to approximately $10,150,000 or 0.45 percent
(0.45 of one percent) of the state's Foundation Program. The Legislature also
directed that the distribution provide $200,000 for each RESC, a total of
$4,000,000, and that the remainder, approximately $6,150,000, be distributed on

an ADA basis. Region IX, the smallest in ADA, gut approximatley $291,000, and
Region IV, the largest, received about $1,400,000.**

* In 1979, the State Board of Education changed the governance system. Members
of RESC Boards of Directors are now elected by LEA Board Members and the
RESC Joint Committee is advisory only.

**For 1979-80, base funding was reduced approximately 14 percent statewide
because some RESC balances at the end of 1977-78 were regarded as excessive
by the Legislature. For the current school year the appropriation is

$9,100,000.
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FIGURE 4

LEADERSHIP-SERVICE, ADVISORY AND AUTHORITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR RESCs
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14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

16. Diffusion, Promising
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18. Migrant Education
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In regular entricoium

Oisseeinate new knowledge, report promising plactiles,
reepond to requests for information

instructional support, including curriculum and staff
development, training requirements fur certification

Viscal agent for cooperatives, in-service edwation
and/or direct instruction

In-service education and/or special programs

20. Coupetative Purchasing Poulin, of LEA.' needs for quantity discounts

21. Adult Education

22 Right to Read

21. health Services

24 Managcment Services
(other)

25. In- Service idocation

(othit)

Bask education for adults, 11S equivalenty, other
adult education

I,,- service education

School nurse, ,ollaboration wIti public health
att,Lclea

1n-service edmation for administrators, planning
services, tonsoltatlou In management. by objettives,
program budgeting, legislative information, etc.

Any in-service education not Included In Acute
services

10 LEA staff

and students

2J

20

18

IkA staff

LEA staff

LEA staff In
schools with
minority stu-
dents, espec-
ially Mexican
American

18 LEA staff
and students

19 LEA staff
and students

6 LEAs

12 Drop-outs

and interest-
ed adults

20 LEA staff

8 LEA students

20 LEA adminis-
trative and
non-instruc-
tion staff

20 ILA staff

LEA payments

Categorical state funds, LEA
payments

lateguriecl state and federal
funds

Categorical state funds

Categorital federal funds

Mix of balm funding, grants, LEA
payments

Base Lindh' of LEA payments for
program administrations

Categorical state and federal
fonds, participant fees in more
programs

Categorical federal funds

LEA payments, public health
.sure Ices

Dame 1 ling, grants, LEA pay-
meets, workshop participant fees

Barr funding, categorical funds,
LIA payments, workshop parti, I-

paut tees

Sources for "0 Regions Offering" (number of), lit St expcotiye dilectots, see instrument, Appendix 8; for othef data, Stephens'
multi-state ESA study and phone calls to RISCs
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As shown in Table 4, since its beginning there have been steady, some-
times sharp, increases in RESC funding through the 1977-78 study year. In

the first year of tri-pirt funding, 1967-68, the total revenue from all
sources was $8,103,774, with 62 percent from federal sources, and 19 percent
from each of the state anl locals levels. In 1977-78, support had risen to
$73,241,075, with the state the leader at 38 percent followed by 32 percent
local and 30 percent federal support. This funding was equivalent to $28 per
student, statewide, with regional variations from $13-to $51 per student (Table
5 and Figure 5).

TABLE 4

1966-67 THROUGH 1977-78 FUNDING SUMMARY.
REGIONAL EDUCATION SERVICE CENTERS

Year Federal State Local Total

1966-1917 1,457,402 1,457,402

1967-68 5,026,584 1,498,196 1,578,994 8,103,774

1968-69 9,034,218 2,740,223 3,191,948 14,966,389

1969-70 8,081,312 3,332,144 4,104,124 16,017,580

1970-71 12,199,881 7,700,329 5,286,851 25,187,061

_ 1971-72 14,146,834 6,603,710 7,413,028 28,163,572

1972-73 7,685,168 11,535,431 10,993,682 30,214,281

1973-74 12,460,896 14,575,463 12,084,151 39,120,510

1974-75 12,315,209 15,968,611 15,092,759 43,376,579

1975-76 13,377,000 22,298,400 15,194,700 50,870,100

1976-77 23,866,882 23,910,429 21,530,180 69,307,491

1977-78 22,232,823 27,554,227 23,454,625 73,241,075

Source: TEA, Division of Regional Program Development

RESCs do not possess taxing authority. In addition to the cited revenue
receipts from the federal, state and local levels, there are some non-revenue
receipts, such as fees sometimes charged to participants in adult education
and in-service education.

State Commitment` to

the RESC Network

The strong commitment of the Texas Education Agency (TEA) and the State
Legislature to the RESCs can be demonstrated in a number of ways. Fiscal

supp rt for the service centers from state sources has been increasing from
the inception of the network. In addition, the TEA has made categorical funds
available to RESCs as an incentive for local school districts to participate
1n regional activities.
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ESTIMATED LOCAL, STATE, FEDEKAL ANO TOTAL RESC REVENUE

RECEIPTS PER PUPIL IN ADAI 1977-78

-

Region

Headquarters
Location

RESCs Receipts: $/Student
'MO

Local State Federal Total

I. Edinburg 7 - 6 15 28

- II Cams Christi 3 10 12 25

II: Victoria 8 12 13 33

IV Houston 12 16 2 30

'I Beaumont 1 8 4 13

it Huntsville 4 9 15 28

III Kilgore 4 9 5 18

II:: Mount-Pleasant 5 u 25

IX Wichita Falls 9 15 2 46

Richardson 10 7 5 17

XI Fort Worth 5 8 5 18

XII Waco, 5 29 1 35

X111 Austin 9 25 3

XI'/ Abilene 4 13 30 47

XV San Angelo 3 20 25 51

XVI Amarillo "11 - 24 3 .13

XVII Luboock 10 9 3 27

XVIII Midland 5 10 13 23

tx El Paso 9 20 9 33

XX San Antonio 11 10 5 27

Avg. per legionw 5.35 14.75 3.70 31.30

Statewide Avg.*' 8.35 13.13 7.14 23.52

'Assigns equal weight to all regions. Thus, the "average per region" is the sum of

each column divided by twenty.

"The, estirnotec !tatewide receipts in HO category were divided by the Itwawide

ADA of 2,576,002.

Gate Sources: 1977 ...78 refines! AOA for eacn region 3110 tree receipts for Region

from TEA, November, 1978. Estimated receipts for otner regions from RESCs, Summer,

1978.
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The joint planning activities betAitn the TEA and the 20 service centers
is perhaps-unmatched in the nation and stands as clear evidence of the impor-
tance of the network to the state education agency. The principal agency for.
joint planning activities between the TEA and the network is the Commissioners
Planning Council for Regional Services. Membership on the Planning Council is
composed of the 20 executive directors of the service units, and these senior

level TEA officials: the Commissioner of Education; Deputy Commissioner for
Administrative Services; Deputy Commissioner for Program Development; and the
nine associate commissioners of the nine departments of the agency. The Plan-

ning Council is chaired by the Associate Commissioner for Field Support Ser-

vices.

The Planning Council meets monthly. In a recent speech on the Texas
system of service agencies, Associate Commissioner for Field Support Ser-
vices, James L. Hill, cited three values of the Planning Council: the execu-

tive directors of the RESCs systematically bring field concerns and problems
from the LEAs to the TEA's senior staff; the meetings afford the executive
directors opportunity to share issues relative to mandates for RESCs to provide
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services and coordinate planning in the regions; and, the executive directors

can "... asist the TEA in the development and implentation of statewide plans

for educational improvement."*

Further evidence of state commitment to RESCs is provided by the designa-

tion of a full-time middle manager and small staff to facilitate coordination .

activities between the TEA and the 20 service agencies.

Accountability
of the Units

The 20 RESCs presently operate under a legi..latively mandated accounta-

bility system which maybe unique for states with ESAs. Senate Bill 1, passed

in 1977, requires that the RESCs -in- -each five-year period:

1. perform a self-study of the effectiveness of its services to

local schools districts;

2. invite a panel of distinguished personnel from other service

agencies, public school administrators, and other persons

deemed appropriate by the service center board to evaluate

the practices and services provided; and,

3. be subject to a management and service audit conducted by

the Texas Education Agency.[8]

The new legislation augments administrative, political, program and finan-

cial accountability associated with the governance and advisory structure. earlier

identified as boards of directors, joint committees and professional advisory

committees of teachers, principals and supervisors. In addition there are two

other requirements in place:

1. The Commissioner of Education must approve final candidates

for,the position of executive director before final selection

is made by the board of directors.

2.. Each RESC must submit an annual operating report to the TEA.

Selected Descriptive
Data for RESCs

Demographic Characteristics. Table 6 was devised to provide quick

insight into general size and wealth aspects of-the RESCs by showing region-

by-region data and state totals or averages.

* James L. Hill, Associate Commissioner for Field Support Services, Texas

Education Agency (unpublished speech delivered at Annual Conference of

the AASA/National Organization of County, Intermediate, and Educational

Service Agencies, New Orleans, Louisiana, February 13, 1979).
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TABLE 6

SELECTED 1977-78 DESCRIPTIVE DATA FOR TEXAS REGIONAL EDUCATION SERVICE CENTERS (RESCs)

22

Headquarters

Region Location

Number
of

Counties

Number
of
LEAs

Area in
Square
Miles

Distance to
Farthest

LEA

Refined
ADA

Wealth
Per

Student

Size of
Professional

Staff

I Edinburg 7 39 10,515 145 147,984 f 39,029 70

II Corpus Christi 11 45. 11,414 101 94,523 88,009 15

III .Victoria 11 41 10,833 85. 50,442 140,291 21

IV Houston 7 56 6,856 85 513,722 93,821 98

V -141UMant 6 38 4 -5,i52 -70 84,162 41-.285 23

VI Huntsville 15 60 12,110 125 18,157 90,370' 79

VII Kilgo;e 17 100 13,305 111 122,170 88,706 41

VIII Mount Pleasant 11 49 6,419 70 48,534 71,313 25

IX Wichita Falls 12 40 10,513 70 37,427 85,345 38

X Richardson 8 81 6,548 73 347,930 76,447 103

, XI Fort Worth 10 82 7,745 87 206,871 67,939 37

XII Waco 12 82 11,316 100 89,619 62,230 45

XIII Austin 15 60 12,957 90 126,995 79,748 93

XIV Abilene 13 51 12,155 100 43,123 148,365 29

IV San Angelo 18' 49 25,224 165 42,314 85,522 26

XVI Amarillo 26 74 25,805 150 68,647 125,115 44

XVII Lubbock 20 65 18,966 112 79,757 142,231 33

XVIII Midland 19 34 37,145 250 65,030 166,146 25

XIX El Paso 2 13 5,095 120 102,438 44,762 53

XX San Antonio 14 50 15,945 150 226,957 48,135 94

TOTAL/A "RAGE 254 -1100 266,018 113 2,576,002 $ 82,809 992

Sources: Stephens' multi-state ESA study, TEA data tapes for 1977-78 and Cis Myers (Office of

the Lieutenant Governor), Reaional Education Service Centers in Texas.

Comparison of Selected RESC,Characteristfcs with Those of Some Other State

Networks. Additional perspective of RESCs can be gained by comparing selected

c aracteristics of the Texas Network with'those of comprehensive networks

of ESAs in other states. Table 7 on the folloWing page highlights the following:
number of LEAs per region, enrollment in public LEAs, land area of the region
served by the -units in each network On square miles), and the major thrusts of

the networks in providing services.to public LEAs. For the latter, emphasis is

given to whether or not the networks provide direct instructional services to

students, or instructional support services such as media and/or staff and
curriculum development for LEA staffs.
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TABLE 7

COMPARISONS OF RE1.BETECI"-C/M-RAGTFALSTICS OF THE TEXAS .RESCH WLIII 'CHOSE OF EI.EVEN OTHER ESA SYSTEMS

S

1. Co

2. Ge

3. lo

4. M14:

5. Ne

6. Nor

7. Okl

8. Pen

9. 4Dds

10. Was

11. Wts

rex

4ieJlan enrollment, Eat , 1977, approximately 90,000 pupil*

Source: Stephens' multi-state ESA study
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CHAPTER IIf

THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE STUDY

The Texas study addresses the request for the proposal's concern about

equity in the availability of ESA services to LEAs. Since half of the ques-

tions in the request related to LEA wealth, a major focus of the study deals

with the relationship of LEA wealth to LEA participation in RESC services. In

addition, however, effort is made to determine the impact of a number of LEA and

ESA vari4bles upon at.quate and equitable access to ESA services.

Participation

As indicated earlier, adequate and equitable access is translated to the

equal ability Of LEAs to get appropriate services, or services according to

need. Thus this study seeks insight into equity in the service system by

attempting to guage the extent of LEA use and desired use of RESC services.

Superintendents' Opinions. That assessment is based primarily upon the
judgement of LEA superintendents concerning the actual and desired participa-

tion.

1. The ESA client is the LEA, and the cardinal rule in Texas, as

in most, states with ESAs,'is that client use is voluntary. No

one except the LEA ultimately should decide what ESA programs

and services it needs and wants.

The LEA's interpretation of its use and desired use of ESA ser-
vices is generally best expressed through the superintendent.
In large districts, a designee in each may act for the super-
indendent, but most of the LEAs which fill the,vast expanse
of Texas are small, and the superintendent in each such district

likely to be personally involved.* He or She probably serves

on the RESC Joint Advisory Committee and makes all or most of
the decisions about participation in RESC services.

3. In Texas, as in many states, comparable statistical reports
(counts of dollars, students and staff) relating to partici-
pation in RESC services are not available'for most services

on an LEA-by-LEA basis.

"hard Data." In addition to obtaining opinions of LEA superintendents
concerning actual and desired participation in ESA services, the study
utilizes ESA reports of LEA participation, where data is available and compar-

able. In Texas, the TEA requires the RESCs annually to report region-wide

expenditures, but it does not get LEA-by-LEA expenditures from the RESCs, except

in media services. Thus the study asks the kESCs to supply media data and
selected expenditure and other data on 236 randomly selected districts from the

684 LEAs which* responded to the survey of actual and desired use of services.

*Of 684 respondents (from 1100 LEAs), 449 or 66%, were from schools of less

than 1000 students. The remaining 34% were almost equally divided among

the LEAs below 2501 ADA and those above 2509, 118 and 117 respectively.

There are less than 200 LEAs in Texas with More than 2500 students.
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The data on opinions of LEA superintendents, as well as the "hard data"
collected from RESCs, are to be analyzed by multiple regression and comparisons

of means.

Factors Which Influence Participation

In addition to analyzing information concerning participation, perceptions
of LEA superintendent- end RESC executive directors are sought concerning
factors which influence participation.

Differences in Actual and Desired Participation. When differences exist
between actual and desired use of RESC services, what factors account for them?
The tabulation of the factors are to be examined to see how they vary among
twenty-five services.

Incentives and Deterrents. Among possible incentives and deterrents, which
most influence LEA participation in RESC services? Is state and/or federal aid
more or less important than program quality or good communications between the

RUCs and LEAs? How do the perceptions of superintendents compare to those of

the executive directors? Comparisons are to be made of the means of superinten-
dents' responses upon statewide and regional bases, and upon differences in
wealth and size of LEAs.

Rank-Order of Major Influences. When forced to choose among influences and

rank-order them from strongest to weakest, what will be the responses of the LEA
superintendents and the executive directors? What will be the relationship of

their respective perceptions? Will perceptions vary among superintendents of
differing types of LEAs according to wealth and size?

The three-part investigations into possible factors '.hich influence LEA
participation in RESC service-, should contribute to improving perspectives of
the TEA, the RESCs and the LEAs concerning the funding and other conditions
which affect delivery of ESA services.

Study Questions

I. What are the statewide averages of_ uses of RESC services as
perceived by LEA superintendents?

2. What are the statewide averages of desired uses of RESC services as
perceived by LEA superintendents?

3. What are the statewide averages bf uses and desired uses of RESC
serves as perceived by superintendents of high-wealth and low-

weal". LEAs?

4. What are the statewide averages of uses and desired uses of RESC
services as perceived by superintendents of large and small LEAs?

5. What are the regional averages of LEA uses and desired uses as per-
ceived by. superintendents? How do they compare to statewide averages?
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6. According to multiple regression analysis, how does participation, as

perceived by LEA superintendents, vary according to six LEA variables?

7. What do school superintendents cite as reasons for LEAs participating

in RESC services at less than desiredfrequency7

8. What are the statewide and-regional means of participation in selected

RESC services by 224 randomly chosen LEAs, as measured by RESC records?

9. What are comparisons of expenditures for selected RESC services in

forty-one large (ADA > 2500) and forty-four small (ADA < 2501) LEAs?

10. What are the comparisons of per pupil expenditures for selected RESC

services in forty-three rich and forty-two poor LEAs?

11. According to regression analysis, how does LEA participation in selected

RESC services, as measured by-RESC records, vary according to six LEA

variables and nine RESC variables?

12., How does LEA participation in RESC services vary among RESCs grouped

according to nine RESC characteristics?

13. What degree of influences do LEA superintendents and RESC executive

directors, statewide, assign to possible incentives and deterrents to

ESA participation in ESA services? What is the.comparison of their

perceptions?

14. How do the incentive-deterrent perceptions of LEA superintendents vary

according to size and wealth of LEAs?

15. How does the average of the perceptions of the superintendents\in each

region compare to the statewide averages and to the ranges of regional

averages concerning possible incentives and deterrents?

16. How do the incentive-deterrent perceptions of LEA superintendents vary

according to the existence of their LEAs in regions clustered according

to nine RESC variables?

17. What are the statewide distributions and average rankings assigned to

six influences on LEA participation in RESC services by LEA superinten-

dents and RESC executive directors?

18. What are the average rankings assigned to six influences on LEA partici-

pation in RESC services by superintendents in each region? How does each

region's response configuration compare to the statewide average rankings

and to the ranking of the RESC executive director?

19. What rank=orders are assigned to six important influences on LEA

participation in RESC Lervices, when superintendents' responses are
grouped according to regional variables?
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CHAPTER IV

METHODOLOGY
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Texas evidenced considerable interest in the 26 state ESA descriptive study

from its outset. The multi-state project and the accessibility concern was
discussed briefly with-TEA officials, with RESC executive directors and with

chairmen of RESC boards of directors in a meeting in Austin in March, 1978. In

the summer which followed there was unanimous return of the descriptive study

instruments by the 20 executive directors. That data is now part of the national

perspective being drawn on ESAs, and excerpts were utilized to develop regional

profiles for this "Texas study."

Periodic telephone discussions with the TEA'S Director of Regional Program

Development, Ernest Chambers, and with various RESC executive directors occurred

as the instrumentation development began in late summer. In early October a

project staff member met with five executive directors and two Texas LEA super-

intendents concerning actual and desired uses of twenty-five RESC services.

Among the group were M. L. Fullerton and Raymond Trotter. Fullerton, the

Executive Director of Region IX, was also he chairman of the Planning and

Evaluation Committee of the Texas Elementary/Secondary School Planning Council,

which is composed of the 20 regional directors and Associate Commissioner for

Field Services, James Hill. Trotter was Pref,identof the Texas Association of

Community Schools, which is conceraJd with the interests of the Texas LEAs with

only one high school.* At Fullerton's in,ritation a project staff member pre-

sented the revised draft of the instrument and other project plans to the

Planning and Evaluation Committee in Austin in late October. The committee

recommended participation to tae full Planning Council an the following day.

The Council and James Hill, on behalf of the TEA, endorsed the plan. The

October trip to Austin was a key event In the project. Great commitment of

Texas officials was demonstrated. They endorsed the first instrument, advised

the project staff on other data gathering and approved the general project plan.

In addition, the TEA agreed to provide mailing labels and base data tapes at a

nominal cost, and another meeting was held with Raymond Trotter concerning

endorsement of the project.

During November, 1978, letters from Associate Commisstaiir Hill were

sent to all LEA superintenderts asking them to respond to the instrumentation.

Letters from the executive directors of the RESCs were also sent to LEAs encour-

aging the superintendents to participate in the study. When the first instru-

ment packets were mailed to the 1100 LEA superintendents in November, 1978,

those going to LEAs below 2500 in refined ADA included Trotter's endorsement

letter on behalf on the Texas Association of Community Schools.**

*Project staff assumed that all or most LEAs with an enrollment under 2500

have a single senior high school. There are more than 900 such districts in

Texas.
**The first set of mailing labels for Texas LEAs listed the names and addresses

of 1107 superintendents. However, state funding for the offices of county

superintendents ceased in December, 1978. Apparently, seven small districts

merged with neighbors. The count of 1100 superintendents was affirmed on a

region-by-region tabulation.
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Data Sources.

The study utilized four sources of data.

1. The Texas Education Agency (TEA) was very helpful. Computer tapes

and mailing labels were purchased and source documents obtained through

the Agency. Mr. Chambers was the TEA coordinator for the basic multi-

state descriptive study and liaison for this extension of the study.

The TEA and RESC executive directors provided state and regional

materials which aided project staff understanding of Texas.*

Under the direction of Ms. Cis Myers, Administrative Assistant, the

Office of the Lieutenant Governor published Regional Education,Service

Centers in Texas in February, 1977.[9]. Its comprehensiveness was

impressive. The book covered governance, staffing, funds and programs
and it developed profiles for each of the twenty regions. The publica-

tion and its author provided background and understanding to the

project staff. Another publication read with interest and benefit is

Texas Regional Education Service Centers: A Review.[10]

2. Data from the multi-state descriptive study were used. One section was

completed by the TEA, another was executed by all twenty RESCs and yet

another part was completed by all directors and two TEA officials.

This brought the Texas profile up to date.

3. The 1100 superintendents of local education agencies were requested to

participate in a study of their actual and desired uses of 25 programs

and services offered by several or all RESCs in the state. The super-

intendents were also asked to indicate their reasons for differences

between actual and desired usage. In the same instrument, the super-

intendents were requested to rate fifteen possible incentives and an

equal number of possible deterrents to participation in RESC services.

A sample of the respondents to this two-part probe was further re-

quested to rank order six factors according to their relative impor-

tance in influencing LEA participation in RESC services.

4. The twenty directors of the RESCs were asked to respond to the in-

centives-deterrents instrument and complete the rank-ordering exercise.

In addition, they were requested to provide actual participation data

on randomly selected districts in a few services where such data were

available.

Approaches Used in Data Reporting and Data Analysis.

The main data collection activities used in the case study were begun

in November, 1978, and ended in late February, 1979. A number of procedures

were employed for the reporting and analysis of the data secured through the use

cf the new,instruments-used in the study. An overview of the major instrumenta-

tion and major procedures used follows. (See instruments in Appendix B.)

* Among various materials received were computer printouts from

several RESCs concerning technical assistance services to LEAs.
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Actual and Desired Use of Services and Reasons for Differences. Since

comparable participation data consisting of counts of dollars and students or

other measures were quite limited it was necessary to find another way to gauge

participation. And since it was important to also gauge the extent to which

LEAs desired to participate, Imiphasis in the study was placed upon client

judgments.. Thus, initial attention to participation was devoted to actual and

desired uses of services, according to the judgment of the LEA superintendents;

An instrument entitled, "Comparisons of Extents of Actual and Desired Uses of

RESC Sbrvices, in 1977.78 and Reasons for Differences, if Any", listed twenty-

five RESC programs and services in the following format.
-vs

4. Media, Equipment Repair

actual 1 2 3 4 5 6

desired 1 2 3 4 6

The one to six scale refers to the degree of participation:

1. Never

2. Almost Never

3. Occasionally

4. Frequently

5. Almost Always

6. Always

The respondents were asked to circle, after "actual" and "desired", the appro-

priate'degree of participation upon completing the following statements.

(actual) "When this RESC service was available in 1977-78,

this LEA used it."

(desired) "This LEA should have used

this service in 1977-78."

Responses from 684 superintendents were analyzed by comparisons of means

and by regression analysis for 25 RESC services. On a statewide basis, means of

perceived use were compared to those of desired use. The same analysis was done

for each region and compared to the statewide means. In addition, the responses

from 273 LEAs at the wealth extremes of seven size categories were divided into

two pairs of groups fo,. large-small and rich-poor comparisons of means in each

of 25 services. See Figure 6, page 31, for these size and wealth categories.

Through multiple regression analysis, the actual and desired uses, accord-

ing to the perceptions of superintendents or their designees, were related to

six independent or possible "predictor" variables -- size, wealth, effort, staff

ratio, remoteness and ethnicity. In addition to multiple regression analysis,

frequency counts were used to determine, on a service-by-service basis, which of

seven possible reasons were most responsible for utilization below the desired

levels. Reasons were:
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1. No state/federal aid
2. Release time costs (substitutes, etc.)

3. Travel costs
4. Travel time
5. RESC fees
6., RESC program quality
7. LEA not involved in planning

Perceived Incentives and Deterrents to Participation. A list of fifteen
incentives and fifteen deterrents was also part of the instrument that went to

the 1100 superintendents in Texas. They were asked to, "Circle the degree of

influence of factors as incentives and deterrents to your LEA's participation in

RESC services." Responses were according to a five-point scale.

1. none (no incentive or deterrent)

2. weak (incentive or deterrent)

3. moderate (incentive or deterrent)

4. strong (incentive or deterrent)

5. very strong (incentive or deterrent)

In December this same instrument was sent to each executive director. The

fifteen incentives and fifteen deterrents remained the same. There were slight

wording changes. Whereas the LEA superintendent was asked about "your LEA" or

"this LEA," each RESC executive director was asked about, "the LEAs in your

region."

In addition to analyzing the means of the responses to compare the degrees

of influence assigned to the various incentives and deterrents, the statewide

means of the superintendents were compared to inose of the twenty RESC executive

directors, and to the means of the superintendents' responses from each region.

Finally, the same divisions of the 273 responses analyzed for large-small and

rich-poor comparisons of actual and desired uses, was used for similar compar-

isons of incentive-deterrent responses.

Rankings of Six Perceived Influences in Participation. From among the

684 participants in the first survey all eight respondents in Region XIX and

twelve randomly selected LEAs in every other region, a total of 236 LEAs, were

asked to do the following on a post-card survey. "Please rank order the factors

below from strongest(1) to weakest (6) according to o inion of their

relative importance in influencing LEA participation RESC services. (Use all

6 numbers in the ranking.)"

A. LEA wealth

8. LEA size (enrollment)

C. LEA remoteness (distance from RESC)

D. RESC program quality
E. RESC leadership
F. LEA leadership

This same information was obtained from the executive directors on the same

instrument that listed the incentives and deterrents. The means of the rankings
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the samples. from the b84 respondent districts, 273 at the wealth extremes'of the seven size categories, as depicted above, were used for large-small

and rich-poor comparisons of means in actual-desired uses and incentives-deterrents.
"large" is composed of all lfAs >2,600 ADA, "small" is all those

<2,501. The "poor" group Is all those at the left of the wealth scale, "rich" districts are on the right. The coepartSons are shown in Tables 11,

12 and 19. in addition, 85 of 224 LEAs randomly selected for expenditures analyses, are among the 273 districts, and are represented in Table 17, and

in figure 12. From all three probesactual-desired,
incentives- deterrents, and RISC records of per pupil receipts--the bulk, 411, of the 684 LEAs

were excluded. They are 361 districts in the mid-wealth range and 50 unselected 1160 from two extremely wealthy groups.

48 416e range downward-lrumsuch_griallth
extrape5 was expanded by selecting only odd-numbered LEAs from the groups of 47 and 55, resoctively. Thus,

23 and 27, respecklvely, a total of 50, were

.
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were tabulated so that comparisons of the LEA responses with those of the

executive directors could be made on a statewide and regional basis.

LEA "Hard-Date" Participation in Selected RESC Services. Despite the

difficulty of getting comparable measures, the exploration of "hard-data" was

not abandoned. The 20 RESCs were asked to supply actual participation data on

: selected services for each of 12 randomly chosen districts. The one exception,

as noted earlier, was Region XIX, where data for eight districts were sought.

(These 236 districts were also used for contacting LEA superintendents directly

in the post-card survey.) After the sample LEAs in his region had been identi-

fied, each regional director was asked to indicate how much each LEA spent with

RESC for media, driver education and computer services, and how much each LEA

spent for all services in 1977-78. In addition, RESC was asked to count the

number of students who participated in driver education, and the number of

technical assistance contacts made with each identified LEA.

The usable data was run against the same independent variables used in

aralyzing the responses from LEA superintendents on extent of actual and desired

uses. The multiple regression analysis was also used to determine what predictor

relationship, if any, nine RESC variables mis;it have on LEA participation in the

selected services indicated above. The RESC variables were: size, wealth,

expenditure (federal, state, local and total) levels, size of staff, remoteness

and number of LEAs. Means of participation data were compared among regions

clustered according to dimensions of the nine RESC variables.

Statewide and regional means were computed and compared, as were means of

the rich and poor districts among eighty-five LEAs stratified by six size

categories. The results of the hard data danalyses were examined to see whether

or not general and/or specific correlations existed with perceived participation.

Response Rate.

The LEA instrument mailed to 1100 superintendents consisted of both sides

of a legal-sire sheet. Table 9 shows the number and percent of respondents on

a region-by-region basis. The sixty-two percent response, statewide, for such

a formidable instrument, reflects the effectiveness of the advocacy of key

officials concerning participation in the study.

All 20 RESC directors executed and returned the December instrument which

requested them to rank-order six influences and indicate their opinions of the

degree to which certain factors acted as incentives or deterrents to LEA par-

ticipation in4tESC services.

The unanimous response of the directors was not quite matched in the

request for "hard data" on 236 selected districts, but 19 of the 20 RESCs re-

sponsed on 224 districts, ;3 percent of the random sample.* The geographic

distribution of the 224 districts is shown in Figure 7.

lb

*Participation data for 12 districts in Region V not received.
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The LEA superintendents responded promptly to the post-card rank order

instrument. From the 236 instruments dispatched, 200 (85%) usable replies were

received. Table 10 shows the number and percentage of responses.

WILE 8

DATA COLLECTION

Oistribution Response

Data. Sought

Number

Source Distributed Number Percent

Perceived Degroe of Superintendents 1100 634 62.2

LEA Use and Desired
Use of RESC Services

RESC Receipts
from LEAs

incentives-Oatarrents

(RESCs Records)

Simerintandents

230.1

1100

224/

634

94.9

62.2

to Participation Oirtctors 20 20 100.0

Rank-Order of Six Superintendents 236 200 84.7

Influences on Partic-
ipation (Past cards)

Director: 20 20 100.0

a/ Sample included 12 LEAs per RESCs, except 8 from Region XIX.

o/ Report on 12 districts in one mil-on not received.

Usable Data

In the "hard data" reports from RESCs, an ambiguous portion of the instru-

ment obtained poor data on total LEA expenditures and replies were not usable.

All other data were used except the technical assistance counts and replies

that cou.d not be coded. The technical assistance counts were dropped because

they are rot standardized from one region to another. Some RESCs count them not

at all. It was not possible to make reliable comparisons. Driver education

data were included in summaries of expenditures for selected services, but

dropped from isolated comparisons because they were too scattered to be com-

parable.

Six imindred eighty four instruments out of 699 returns were used in the

use-desired use and incentive-deterrent analyses. Many phone calls were made to

clarify responses, but only 15 were not usable.

Only eight of 210 post-card replies were dropped because of uncodable

replies.



TABLES

NUMBER ANO PERCENT OF RESPONSES FROM SUPERINTENQENTS ON LEA USE AND DESIRED
USE OF RESC SERVICES, REASONS FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN USE AND DESIRED USE,

ABB ON INCENTIVES AND DETERRENTS WHICH INFLUENCE PARTICIPATION

Region

Number

Number

of LEAs

Number

Returned

Percentage

I 39 21 54

II 45 28 62

III 41 26 63

IV 56 49, 88

V 30 14 47

VI 60 37 62

VII 100 65 65

VIII 49 26 53

IX 40 30 53

X 81 51 63

XI 82 51 62

XII .82 40 49

XIII tO 37 62

XIV 51 32 63

XV 49 40 82

XVI 74 45 '61

XVII 65 41 63

'XVIII 33 16 48

XIX 13 8 62

XX- 50 27 54

-TOTAL 1100 684 62.2
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TABLE 10.

POST CXRD SURVEY: REGIONAL RESPONSES FROM SUPERINTENDENTS ON THE RANK-ORDERING
OF SIX INFLUENCES ON LEA PARTICIPATIONIN RESC SERVICES

=Region

Number

Number

Mailed

Number

Returned

Response Rate

(Percentage)

I .12 11 92

II 12 10 83

III 12 10 83

IV 12 10 75

V 12 11 92

VI 12 10 83

VII 12 11 92

VIII 12 10 83

IX 12 11 92

, 12 11 92

XI 12 9 75

XII 12 9 75

XIII 12 8 67

XIV /' 12 9 75

XV 12 11 92

XVI 12 11
....512

xvII 12 10 83'\x

XVIII 12 11 92

XIX 8 6 75
9F-

-XX 12 11 92

TOTAL 236 200 85
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CHAPTER V

FINDINGS

Many questions were asked in the Texas study and much information was
collected in an effort to answer them. To the extent feasible, data are
portrayed in tz.hles and graphs to facilitate reading. Readers interested

in regional similarities and contrasts will find regional graphs (in the
appendix) and tables of special interest, but they should be cautioned not
to make' value judgments about the RESCs as a result of studying this mate-
rial. This study makes no pretense of evaluating regions. The focus is on

LEA imeticipatiln in RESC services, its relationship to desired participa-
tion, and implications of the data for equity in access to RESC programs

and services. These findings are organized according to the project ques-

tions raised ,Jn pages 25 and 26.

A. FINDINGS ACCORDING TO STUDY QUESTIONS

CJuPstion 1: What are the statewide averages of LEA uses of RESC services

as perceived by LEA superintendents?

In addition to showing the averages, (0), cf use, Figure 8 also shows
the ranges of the regional averages. The lower ranges on the repair of-media
equipment (4), student computer terminals (7), cooperative' purchasing (20),
adult basic education (21), and health services (23) result from the services

not being offered in some regions. (In such cases, LEAs wanting a service

are sometimes able to get it from a neighboring RESC.) Conversely, the ser-

vices with the highest averages, film library (2), Child Find (8), special
education in-service (9), and bus driver training (13), are offered by all

regions. Other variations in the average uses will be mentioned in relation

to desired uses in the next question.

Question 2: What ar. the statewide averages of desired LEA uses of RESC ser-

vices as erceived b LEA su erintendents?

I* is important for the reader to consider desired and actual uses
together. The averages (0) in Figure 8 indicate a remarkable degree of
agreement in Texas between the two -- an indication that the clients, the
LEAs, are generally well satisfied with RESC services. The closeness of

desired and actual uses also explains the variations in the means from ser-
vice to service. In other words, :nme services are used more often than
others because some are ceded more often.

Although the "ifferences of the means of actual and desired uses are
small and reflect a high degree of client satisfaction, ttey are, nonetheles,
tatistically significant because of the large number of superintendents,
84, who responded. Orly four differences, those in Child Find (8), bus
river training (13), bilingual education (17), and migrant education (18)

were not statistically significant. The service areas in which clients
desires most exceed perceived usage are media e'tlipment repair (4), student
Computer terminals (7), pupil services (11), girted and talented (19), and
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MIRE
SUMO' MEANS (0) Of DIME Of ACTUAL AND DESIRED 1977.78 USES

or rwarr-FIVE RISC SERVICES, AS rinumtvo ST 686 Lar. surfuntruars,
AND THE RANGES Of TEE REGIONAL MANS Of MEER RESPONSES

Ranges: "actual" Ina 1=3-- "desired" use V

Coda for %agree of actual a.d desired participation": 1-never, 2-almost

mar. 3-occasionally, 4- frequently, 5-almost always, 6-always

RESC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE 1

DECREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 4 5

1. Planning. Evaluation/Accred.
actual
desired

2. media, Film Library
&gavel
desired

2. Media, In- service
actual

6

4. media. Equipment Repair

desired

actual
dasired

5. Computers, Student Acctg.
actual
desired

6. Computers. 3uSinesS Sorv. 5E=3:V=1actual

7. Computers, Stesot "erminals

3. Special Ed., Child Find

actual 77' -..- ,r
desired

actual
desired

9. Special Ed., In-service
actual
desired

10. Special Ed. Materials (5EIMC
actual
desired

II. 'oil Sir ices
actual
desired

12. Crime Prey. 6 Orug Ed.
actual
desired

13. Sus Driver Training
actual
desired

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

16. Oiffusion, Prom. Pi-act., etc.

17. Bilingual Education

18. Migrant Education

19. Gifted and ralented

20. Cooperative Purcusing

21. Adult 3asic Education

22. Rignt to Road

Z3. 4ealtn Services

actual

".337-77
r:Pr-r-53777;",

desired

actual

27'72:2=1"7-4
77-Y-27377-m777.771

desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
clasJaled

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual

desire

actual
desired

actual

1

desired

24. W9st. SorviceS (other)
__actual

desired

25. ln-service Ed. (other)
actual
desired

mss

7717.771

1
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cooperative purchasing (29). These differences reflect the absence or near

absence of the services in some regions. The regional variations are depicted

on the regional graphs in the appendix.

Question 3: What are the statewide averages of uses and desired uses of RESC

services as perceived by superintendents of high-wealth and low-wealth LEAs?

As shown by Table 11, there are no appreciable differences between the

responses of superintendents of the rich districts and those of the poor ones

when comparisons of perceptions are made. The largest single difference in

perceived usage, from 2.5 to 3.0, finds the poor districts using media

equipment repair services (4) more than the rich districts use them. One

service, adult basic education (21), shows a difference of 2.4 to 2.0 with

the greater usage attributed to rich districts. The seeming paradox of the

poor using a contract payment service more than the rich use it, the rich using

a free service more than it is used by the poor, may be explained by factors

other than wealth. Clearly, it is possible that the poor contract with RESC

for media repair because the alternative might cost more. Since rich districts

are likely to also be small ones, it is likely that they prefer to share adult

basic education (ABE) programs. It is equally possible, however, that the

rich-poor relationships on these two services are coincidental fall-outs of

regional policy decisions on official service offerings. As will be noted later

in the "hard data" analysis, the big users of media repair are in regions I,

VII, VIII, IX, XVIII, and XIX. The group includes the richest and poorest two

regions in the state. Two regions are in the "average wealth" range, one is

"below' average" and sixth is quite poor.

The 273 LEAs in this sample represent wealth extremes in specific size

categories. The data clearly reflect perceived equality in the use of RESC

services among rich and por. As will be noted later, this great agreement

in perceptions is not always substantiated by comparisons of the actual "hard

data" usafle concerning these same LEAs. Thus, while generally reasonLble agree-

ment between real and perceived usage is depicted in this study, there is per-

ceived equity even when unequal participation is shown in the LEA participation

records of the RESCs.

Similarly, Table 11 indicates there is considerable agreement in the

levels of services desired by rich and poor districts when the effect of size

is reduced. In 17 of the 25 services, differences range from zero to 0.2 on

the six-point scale. Though the differences in the other eight services are

not dramatic, they may be noted with interest. The rich desire more coopera-

tive purchasing services (20) than the poor districts; and the poor prefer more

career education (15) and health services '1/423) than the rich districts desire.

The poor also desire more instructional materials for the handicapped (10) and

more diagnostic and counseling services (11) from RESC; whereas the rich desire

more in adult education. In the computer area the rich districts want more

business services (6) than the poor, the poor want more student terminals (7)

than the rich.
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TABLE 11

AVERAGE DEGREES OF uSE AND DESIRED USE OF RESC SERVICES BY 145 RICH AND
12B POOR LEAs, AS PERCEIVED BY LEA SUPERINTENDENTS OR THEIR DESIGNEES

RESC Programs And Services Use Desired Use

Rich Poor Rich Poor

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred. 3.9 4.2 4.2 4.3

2. Media, Film Library 4.8 4.9 5.0 4.9

3. Media, In-service 3.6 3.6 3.9 3.9

4. Media, Equipment Repair 2.5 3.0 3.5 3.7

5. Computers, Student Acctg. 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.4

5. Computers, Business Seri. 3.3 3.1 3.6 3.3

7. Computers, Students Terminals 2.0 2.0 2.5 Z.8

8. Special Ed., Child Find 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.3

9. Special Ed., In-Service 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.2

10. Special Ed. Materials (SEIMC) 4.0 4.3 4.2 4.5

11. Pupil Services 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.7

12. Crime Prey. & Orug Ed. 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.4

13. Bus Driver Training 4.9 4.9 5.0 4.9

14. Driver Education 3.2 2.9 3.5 3.3

15. Career Education 3.4 3.5 3,6 4.0

16. Diffusion, Prcm. Pract., etc. 3.0 2.9 3.1 3.3

17. Bilingual Education 2.9 3.0 2.9 3.1

18. Migrant Education 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

19. Gifted and Talented 2.8 2.6 3.5 3.7

20. Cooperative Purchasing 2.3 2.2 3.1 2.6

21. Adult Basic Education 2.4 2.0 2.5 2.3

Z2. Right to Read 3.1 3.0 3.4 3.4

23. Health Services 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.7

24. Mgmt. Services (other) 2.4 2.6 2.6 2.8

25. In-service Ed. (other) 3.6 3.7 3.9 4.0
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question 4: What are the statewide averages of uses and desired uses of RESC
services as perceived by superintendents of large and small LEAs?

The sample of 273 school districts was broken into two groups, those LEAs
above and those below 2500 in average daily attendance. Table 12 shows the

means of actual and desired participation for the two groups. Unlike Table

11, which shows little or no difference among the wealth groups compared, these
data show that there are differences in usage and desired usage between large

and swell districts in several services.

The most notable differences, as expected, are in computer services.
The large districts indicate greater use in all three categories, student
accounting (5), business services (6), and student terminals (7). The dif-

ferences are consistent with the desired use expressed, although both groups
indicate greater gaps between actual and desired use in student terminals
than in other computer services. Greater usage and desired usage are also
indicated for the larger districts in Child Find (8), special education mater-
ials (10), driver education (14), diffusion (16), bilingual education (17),

and gifted and talented (19). While there is little difference between actual

and desired usage in the first four services of this group, there are gaps
in diffusion and, especially, in gifted and talented. This reflects the limited

adequacy and/or availability of the latter service despite the desire for it.

The small districts exceed the usage of the larger districts in ten of the

twenty-five services. The largest differences are in planning and accreditation
(1), media equipment repair (4), bus driver training (13), and career education

(15).

Question 5: What are the regional averages of LEA uses and desired uses as

perceived by superintendents? How do they compare to statewide averages?

In the appendix 20 regional profiles of means for perceived use and

desired use are graphed. Readers interested in particular regions should

examine the graphs to find which services, if any, are desired more than state

averages, and which may be desired less. The curious will note throughout

this report, that differences in participation, or in desired participation,
or in perceptions of factors influencing participation, almost always are

greater between regions than between different categories of LEA clients.
The notable exceptions are the absence of perceived need and use of computer
services in very low-enrollment LEAs, and the exclusive presence of bilingual
and migrant education in schools with targeted minority populations. These

differences reflect policy decisions at the state and federal levels (the
locations of calputer centers and services to targeted populations), and the
discretion of RESCs to tailor programs to regional needs presumably expressed

by the LEAs. As one TEA official said, "That's the way it ought to be --

regional policy should reflect clients' needs."

Question 6: According to multiple regression analysis, how does participation,
as perceived-by LEA superintendents, vary according to six LEA variables?

Multiple regression analysis was used in two ways. First, it was used
to see what tendencies are suggested between LEA independent variables and
the dependent variable, LEA participation in RESC services. Thus, it enabled

a more comprehensive analysis than the comparisons of means alone. Secondly,
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TABLE. 12

AVERAGE DEGREES OF USE AND DESIRED USE OF RESC SERVICES BY

101 LARGE (ADA >2500) LEAs AND BY 172 SMALL (ADA <2501)

LEAs AS PERCEIVED BY LEA SUPERINTENDENTS OR THEIR DESIGNEES

RESCProgrmas And Services Use Desired Use

Large Small Large Small

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred. 3.5 4.3 ;.8 4.5

2. Media, Film Library 4.7 4.9 4.9 5.0

3. Media, In-Service 3.4 3.8 3.8 4.0

4. Media, Equipment Repair 2.2 3.2 2.9 4.1

5. Computers, Student Acctg. 4.0 2.6 4.4 2.3

6. Computers, Businets Serv. 4.4 2.5 4.5 2.8

7. Computers, Student Terminals 2.8 1.5 3.6 2.0

8. Special Ed., Child Find 4.2 3.5 4.2 3.3

9. Special :d., In-Service 4.1 4.0 4.4 4.0

10. Special Ed. Materials (SEIMC) 4.3 4.0 4.5 4.2

11. Pupil Services 3.2 3.1 3.5 3.5

12. Crime Prey. & Drug Ed. 4.0 4.5 4.1 4.5

13. Bus Driver Training 4.4 5.2 4.5 5.2

14. Driver Education 3.5 2.8 3.3 3.2

15. Career Education 3.1 3.7 3.6 4.0

16. Diffusion, Prom. Pratt., etc. 3.1 2.8 3.7 3.1

17. Bilingual Education 3.3 2.7 3.5 2.7

18. Migrant Education 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.4

19. Gifted and Talented 3.1 2.5: 4.0 3.4

20. Cooperative Purchasing 2.3 2.2 2.7 2.9

21. Adult Basic Education 2.3 2.2 2.4 2.6

22. Right to Read 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.S

23. Health Services 1.9 2.2 2.3 2.6

24. Mgmt. Services (other) 2.5 2.4 2.9 2.6

25. In-service Ed. (other) 3.4 3.8 3.8 4.0
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it was used to add depth to the understanding of relat;onships indicated by

comparisons of means.

Two kinds of correlations are portrayed in Table 13. Tic first is the

initial relationship" or that correlation abiding when all variables are

operative. Symbols standing alone in the table, or as the first of paired

symbols, refer to these correlations. The second, or the partial correlation,

is- the "unique association" existing when the effects of other variables have

presumably been removed. Such correlations are indicated in the table only as

the second symbol in paired symbols. Correlations which are statistically

significant to the .01 level are indicated by P, for positive, and N, for

negative. ,Those significant to the .05 level are shown by p and n. In addi-

tion to examining relationships in the 25 individual program or service areas,

the multiple regression analysis was applied to three groups of services.

Item 26, "combined in-service", pools responses for items 1, 3, 9, 15, 19, and

25 as "technical assistance" services. Item 27 combines media services 2, 3,

and 4, and item 28 combines computer services 5, 6, and 7. It was assumed that

the grouping of certain services with some common characteristics might reveal

more reliable correlations.

Size. The correlations here essentially confirm the size comparisons of

means shown in Table 12. The superintendents of small districts tend to see

their LEAs as using RESC planning, evaluation/accreditation (1), media (2, 3,

4), crime and drug prevention (12), and bus driver traininy (13) services more

than the uses perceived by superintendents of larger districts. These corre-

lations are all significant to the .01 level for the groupings.

Wealth. There is not a single positive correlation or a unique associa-

tion depicted in the entire wealth column of Table 13. There are some negative

correlations which suggest that the superintendents of poor districts see their

LEAs as using some RESC services more than the reported uses by superintendents

of other districts. There is no confirmation or denial of the comparisons of

means for rich and poor, Table 11. The negative relationships in items 5 and 28

are expected because there is a negative correlation in Texas between school .

wealth and size. In extremes of wealth, the negative relationship is emphatic.

Larger districts tend to be poorer -.han small ones. As will be seen later in

the "haft data analysis, however, results differ when the effects of size are

accounted for and computer usage is examined among districts of extreme wealth

categories.

Where wealth and size are both negative, as in items 1 and 2 for example,

there is the suggestion that the poor small districts make greater use of some

RESC services than do other districts. At this point, great caution should

be exercised relative to the influences of wealth on participation. But a

tendency for the less wealthy districts to use cost-free (no charges to LEAs)

services more than the high-wealth districts is suggested.

Effort. The superintendents of those LEAs with lower "true value" property

tax rates see themselves as using RESC services to a greater degree than that

perceived by superintendents of districts with higher tax rates. The results

in this column of Table 13 show a stronger negative correlation in items 9 and

10 than is shown for any other single relationship in the table except that for

remoteness and computers in items 6 and 28.
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TABLE 13

CORRELATIONS AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS ESTABLISHED THROUGH MULTIPLE
REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE RELATIONSHIP OF SIX INDEPENDENT

LEA VARIABLES TO LEA PARTICIPATION IN RESC SERVICES

Code for level of significance: P rine N -- positive and negative, respectively, to .01
p and n -- positive and negative, respectively, to .05

Note: Partial correlations, or indicators of "unique associations" when the effects of other vari-

ables are removed, exist in this Table only as the second symbol in paired symbols. Symbols

existing singly, or as the first of paired Symbols, refer to "initial associations" or cor-
relations when all variables are operative.

Independent LEA Variables as 'Predictors"

RESC PROGRAMS 5 SEgiiICES- Size I Wealth Effort Staff Ravi° Remoteness

Ethnicity
.81ackMex. Amer.

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred. N n n

2. Media, Film Library nn N nn N

3. Media, In-Service Nn e p

4. Media, Equipment Repair N 1 1 N P

5. Computers, Student Acctg. E.
n na p Nn

6. Computers, 3usiness Serv. P P NN

7. Computers, Student Terminals a n In

8. Special Ed., Child Find n P n

9. Special Ed., In-Service 1 nn

10. Special Ed. Materials (SEIMC) 1 I to S

11. Pupil Services
[

12. Crime Prev. 5 Drug Ed. I n fiN

13. Bus Oriver Training a n nn

14. Driver Education

IS. Career Education %

16. Diffusion, Prom. Pract., etc.

17. 811,ngual Education P Pp N

18. Migrant Education I 2 2P N

19. Gifted and Talented

20. Cooperative Purchasing E.

21. Adult Basic Education

22. Right to Read

23. Health cervices I n

li:'Serafialer)--,
25. In-service Ed. (other)

26. Combined In-service N

(1,3,9,15,19,25)

n Mn
.

n

27. Combined Media (2,3,4) N n i nn Nn

28. Combined Computers (5,6,7) P n NN
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I

Staff Ratio. As expected, the staff ratio column is similar to the

size column. There are few students per teacher in small schools. The re-

lationship expressed in items 26 and 27 are even stronger than the size re-

lationship because there are partial correlations in addition to the initial

associations depicted.

Remoteness. The relationship under this variable should be expected to

be 4'577i-6Tthose for size. The regional service centers are located in

the most populous parts of the regions, and they tend to be closer to the urban

and suburban LEAs than to'the more remote and smaller rural districts. Thus,

in computer services, strong negative correlations exist. The larger and

nearer LEAs use them more. Weaker, but positive relationships, suggest greater

use of some services -- planning (1), media in-service (3), bilingual (11), and

migrant education (18)--by remote districts.

Ethnicity. Two expected and important program relationships are depicted

under ethnicity. There are strong positive corelations indicating that bi-

lingual (17) and migrant education (18) are utlized in LEAs with higher per-

centages of Mexican Americans. There is a negative correlation between each of

these offerings and LEA usage in LEAs with higher concentrations of black

students.

Those correlations under special education, Child Find (8), and combined

in-service (26) are puzzling because the services exist in every RESC. It is

thus suggested that the superintendents of predominantly Mexican American

districts see their LEAs using Child Find more than use in other districts is

perceived by other superintendents. The contrast is greatest with schools with

relatively high percentages of black students, whose superintendents see their

districts usim: Child Find and combined in-service education less than other

superintendents see usage in other LEAs.

Since media equipment repair (4) and cooperative purchasing (20) are not

offered by all RESCs, it is possible that correlations are coincidental. No

logical program relationship to ethnicity is apparent.

Question 7: What do school superintendents in Texas cite most frequently es

reasons for LEAs partiepating in RESC services at less than desired frequency?

Table 14 is a very important one for those who wish to understand client

reaction to specific RESC services. It shows, for example, that only one

respondent superintendent does not desire services for gifted and talented stu-

dents, whereas 349 do not desire computer terminals for student use. It fnr-

ther indicates that only eight percent of the respondents desire more and/or

better training for their bus drivers, but 40 percent and 38 percent, respec-

tively, desire new or more frequent services for gifted and talented youth,

and for repair of.media equipment.

Despite the ,,oundance of numbers in the table, careful examination of it

indicates uncommon LEA satisfaction with RESC services in Texas. Not one ser-

vice finds as many as half of the clients using it less than desired despite

the fact that a few services are not offered in several regions. In more than

half of the 25 services the average difference perceived between actual and

desired uses is 0.2 or lees on a six-point -cale. The overall average, swollen
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TAKE 14

SUMMARY OF 684 SUPERINTENOENTS. RESPONSES CONCERNING

PERCEIVED USE ANO DESIRED USE OF RESC SERVICES IN 1977-78

RESC Programs and Services
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I. Planning, Evaluation/Accreditation 668 17 104 16 0.2 10 16 21 15 20 6 2A 17

2. media. Film Library 683 12 60 9 0.1 0 5 2 1 4 10 1

3. Media. In-service 672 18 146 22 0.2 11 10 28 29 5 27 6

4. media. Ectui t Repair 652 124 247 38 1.0 156 15 ' 11 15 17 33 7

5. Comouters, Pupil Accounting 658 217 142 22 0.3 1 2 5 12 8 5 21 14

5. Computers. Business Services 649 278 114 18 0.3 4 17 3 7 10 46 21 22

7. Commuters. Student Terminals 630 349 168 27 0.5 (69) 49 6 2 2 7 32

3. Special Education. Child Find 664 98 93 14 0.0 7 7 7 11 7 3 7

9. Special Education. In-service 679 45 100 15 0.1 3 3 (241) 15 17 4 17 10

10. Swecial Education Mettrials (SEIMC) 676 29 96 14 0.2 5 S 11 12 16 2 16 5

11. Pupil Services (psychological. etc. .17 84 182 27 0.4 29 18 16 19 19 11 1 14

12. Crime Prevention 6 Oru Education 681 22 89 13 0.0 1 3 12 12 11 4 17 6

13. Sus Driver Training 679 30 51 8 0.0 1 4 10 1 15 5 12 3

14. Driver Education 654 236 113 17 0.4 2 1 11 C) 11 16

15. Career Education 677 40 154 23 0.3 13 a (4 21 12

16. Oiffusion, Promising Practices, etc. 620 124 110 18 0.2 19 12 23 16 15 3 13 20

17. Bilingual Education 662 213 121 18 0.1 10 0 17

18. Migrant Education 655 312 7S 11 0.0 10 1 3 3 3 1 13 25

19. Gifted and talented 658 1 261 40 0.8 4 c) ( ) (.) 2S 5 29 3

20. Cooperative Purchasi 649 262 167 26 0.6 1 6 1 3 4 1 11 21

21. Adult Basic Education 646 302 102 16 0.3 [] 10 3 1 5 6 1 6 17

22. Right to Read 664 153 146 22 0.3 3 17 8 24 20 1 16 18

23. Mealth Services 646 253 143 22 0.4 79 15 13 16 12 2 7 16

24. Management Services (other) 629 211 85 14 0.2 2( 3 7 7 6 1 7 12

26. In-service Education (other) 667 70 117 18 O.? 8 4 25 20 3 20 9

!n- service rouo (1,3.9.15.19 6 25) 4021 203 882 22 0.3 92 130 96 140 132 28 142 88

media group (2.3 6 4) 2007 154 453 23 0.4 67 1 63 40 48 32 38 14

Comouter orolf (5 6 & 7 1937 844 424 22 0.4 74 95 14 21 20 46 49 78

Grand total, 25 services 16485 3500 3156 19 0.4 371 373 347 333 26 371

Three different clusters of services with one or more characteristics cowman to each cluster. are
shown at the bottom of the above list of services. The six in-service, or staff development services.
are technical assistance types aimed at '".7.1ping staff in the Ca'i-71757Ove instructional practices. They
are also grouped because most are provided without cost to the LEAs. Although the method of support for
each of the media services is generally different, they deal with a common too.c. One technological area
includes tnetWie caapn uuter services, the group which represents the major expenditures for RESC ser-
vices on a statewide aas s.

'One hundred thirty respondents indicated no discreoancy wnatsoever in the levels of service used and
desired. Of the 507 wnr identified some difference. seventy-seven cited no reason for such difference.
and the remeining 477 checked one or more reasons for each discrepancy. Thus, the sum of the eight
columns under 'reasons cited..." may be more or less than the number of responses in the "less than
desired used colurn.
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a bit by services unavailable in some regions is 0.355, rounded to 0.4 in the

table.

Though the extent of dissatisfaction is extremely small, its analysis is

quite instructive. The primary reason(s) for participating less than desired

in services are circled in the table. Release time posts are the leading deter-

rent in in-service TaEation, RESC fees keep some LEAs out of computer services

and driver education, the absence of state or federal aid limits participation

in the much-desired services for gifted and talented, and "not offered" leads

five service areas and provides the highest total of any reason cited for not

participating sufficiently in RESC services.

There are services where combinations of reasons best'explain non-partici-

pation. While 349 respondents, more than the number for any otherlservice,

indicate no use of student computer terminals is desired, another 168 wish to

begin or to increase the use of terminals in their LEAs. Sixty-nine of these do

not have the service available, but 49 and 46 replied, respectively, that use

would be started or increased if state or federal aid were available, and/or if

RESC computer fees were lower or non-existent. Apparently, some RESCs may

offer few services for gifted and talented children, but the absence of state or

federal aid and release time costs are more often cited as participation

inhibitors.

The leading prohibition to the use of RESC services is the non - availability

of them, cited 683 times overall and reprtsenting four percent of the possible

responses. The quality of RESC programs trailed the costs of released time

and unoffered services as the leading inhibitor of participation in specific

services. But program quality, for the full range of services, was cited more

frequently than any other reason for limited use of.available services. Readers

should be reminded, however, that 441 responses under program quality is a mere

2.7 percent of the dissatisfaction which could have been expressed.

Question 8: What are the statewide and regional means of participation in

selected RESC services by 224 randomly chosen LEAs, as measured by RESC records?

Requested data on receipts for certain services, student counts in driver

education and contact counts in technical assistance services were received tom

19 regional offices. Region XIX provided data on all eight LEAs that partici-

pated in the November survey of superintendents and 18 of the other 19 regions

responded for twelve districts in each. The driver education student counts

and the technical assistance counts did not provide useful and comparable data

and were dropped from the analyses. The remaining data consisted of receipts

from LEAs for media, driver education, and computer services. The driver

education participation was too sporadic for meaningful illustration by graph,

but the receipts are shown in Table 15 and included in the graphed totals in

Figure 11.

Media. The State of Texas provides a maximum matching amount of one dol-

lar per pupil for the use of regional media film services. Each RESC receives

that matching dollar or a portion thereof from the state, according to its

receipts from the LEAs for use of the film library. Figure 9 indicates that

most regions ch4rge the LEAs at or near the one dollar level. The average

regional amounts for the samples twelve districts are lower in Regions I, VI,

and XVI-because there is one non-participant among the sampled LEAs in each
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region. The non-participants in I and VI are relatively large. The two other

regions noticeably under the dollar, per pupil level for film library are VII

and XI. The former averaged seventy-three cents per pupil in its sample

district, and Region XI averaged ninety-four cents. Region-VII, however,

collected an additional twenty-seven cents for eqdipment repair. The con-

spicuous use of the equipment repair service is in Regions VIII and XIX. There

was unanimous participation of the reported LEAs. The amount in Region XIX,

$1.17 per pupil reflects heavier-than-usual needs in the large LEAs in 1977-78.

$ per

pupil

2.00

1.50

FIGURE 9

REGIONAL MEANS 0! TOTAL LOCAL EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FOR RESC MEDIA
SERVICES (FILM LIBRARY + EQUIPMENT REPAIR) COMPARED TO THE STATE,

MEAN AND THE STATE MAXIMUM MATCHING LEVEL ($1.00 /PUPIL)

(n 224. The sample includes 12 LEA. per region except
Ear Region V. no data, and Region XIX, 8 LEAs.)

Film library Equipment repair

$ per
pupil

2.00

ge'. 3 5121211I01:1111m.

1. 00

0.50

1.50

AAXiMUU
&Itching
($1.00)

1 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Region

Driver Education. EV'erl RESC reported that it provides driver education

services. There are great variations, however, among and within regions, on

the nature and extent of services utilized. Some, regions apparently offer

the full range of services -- in-service education for teachers, classrooms,

simulator and behind-the-wheel iflstruction and/or simulator rental. An LEA in

such a region could contract for one or all. In other regions most LEAs

presumably provide their own services and RESC offerings are meager. No usage

at all was recorded in the sample districts in four regions. This sporadic

pictu're reflects no particular LEA or RESC independent variable such as size,

wealth, remoteness or ethnicity, so it was not separately graphed. It is

reported, however, in columns 10 and 11 in Table 15. The important variables

reflected are program philosophy and leadership priorities at the LEA and RESC

levels.

.50
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Computer Services. Little supplemental comment is needed for the com-

puter services usage depicted by per pupil receipts in Figure 10. All nine-

teen reporting regions have users of pupil accounting and business services,°

Combined usage of the two services is smallest in Region VIII, which has

several small districts with low or modest resources. It is generally

greatest in the more populous regions where computers are located (IV, X,

XI, XIX, and XX). However, Regions VI, IX, XVII, and XVIII averages more

than $2.00 per pupil for pupil accounting and business services. The two

biggest users of student terminals, Regions IV and IX, are the largest and

smallest ADA regions, respectively, in the state. Of the six other regions

where student terminals are in evidence in the sample LEAs, Region XV has

the highest per pupil receipts. Region VIII is the only one which sells more

student terminal services than the combination of pupil accounting and business

services. But Region IV, at $3.40 per pupil in student terminals in its sample

districts, not only leads all regions in the provision of such services, it

leads the state in per pupil and total receipts for any one category of computer

services. This probably leads the state, also, in per pupil receipts for any

other single service on a region-wide basis.

= --

S per
pupil

FIGURE 10

REGIONAL MEANS OF LOCAL EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL FOR
RESC COMPUTER SERVICES (PUPIL ACCOUNTING + BUSINESS

SERVICES + STUDENT TERMINALS)

(n 224. The sample includes 12 LEAs per region
except for Region V, no data, and Region XIX, 8 LEAs.)

Pupil accounting

Business services

Student terminals
$ per
pupil

6.00

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

' gion

15 16 17 18 19 20

.00
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Figure 11 shows the region-by-region totals in per pupil receipts from

sample districts for media, driver education, and computer services. Regions

IV and XIX are far and away the state leaders, with LEA receipts for these

services exceeding $8.00 per pupil. Only five other regions spend half as

much or more, with the highest of these, Region X, at $5.50 per pupil ==

$3.00 below the leaders. In contrast, seven regions spend less than $3.00

per student.* One should note at this point, that the average statewide LEA

$ pee

pupil

8.00

6.

2.

FIGURE 11

REGIONAL WASS Of TOTAL L3CAL EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL TOR SELECTED RESC SERVICES

(MEDIA, DRIVER EDUCATION, COMPUTERS) COMPARED TO TEE STATEWIDE MEAN

(n 226. The sample includes 12 LEM per region except

for Region V, no dace, sea Region XIX, 8 LEAs)

....1. NO

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Regioe

12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20

$ per

pupil

8.00

6.00

_Stetevide
Mean ($5.48)

4.00

2.00

expeneitures for these three service areas, $5.48 per pupil, is approximately

two-thirds of the statewide average, $8.35, received by all RESCs from LEAs for

all services and shown in Table 5, page 19.

Question 9: What are the comparisons of per pupil expenditures for select-

ed RES ervices in forty-one large (ADA > 2500) rind forty-four small (ADA <

LE.,s?

This comparison of participation according to size is limited to LEAs

which randomly fall into the extreme wealth categories depicted in Figure 6,

page 31. Table 16 lists the means for the two groups -- those LEAs above 2500

in ADA and those below 2501. It indicates a larger expenditure per pupil

*Region V is included in that count. Even though there is no entry for Region

V in Figure 11, Table 5 on page 19 indicates that the region's total LEA

receipts averaged about one dollar per student.
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by small districts for media, a difference in favor or larger districts in

driver education and a substantially larger expenditure per pupil for com-

puter services by larger districts. The driver education data are not graphed,

but the depiction of usage in Table 16 is consistent with the results in Table

11. These data, including driver education, correlate with the degrees of

perceived usage reported in Table 12 by the superintendents of 273 LEAs

TABLE 16

COMPARISONS OF PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FOR RESC SERVICES

BETWEEN LARGE ( > 2500) AND-SMALL ( < 2501) LEA!

Service 41 Large LEAs 44 all LEAs

(736,010 AOA) ,482 ADA)

I
Media

Film $ 0.97 50.98

Equipment Repair 0.05 0.13

Media Total 1.01 1.10

Qriver Education 0.76 0.45

Computers

Pupil Accounting 1.34 0.40

3usiness Services 1.25 1.05

Student Terminals 1.33 0.21

Total, Computer Services 3.92 1.56

0

Total, Selected Services 55.69 $ 3.21

Question 10: What are the comparisons of per pupil expenditures for selected

services in forty-three rich and forty-two poor LEAs?

This comparison is between groups in extreme wealth categories, where

the effects of size have been minimized. The data according to six size

categories and "all rich" and "all poor" are in Table 17, and they are

grapned in Figure 12. Participation differences in media and driver education,

according to LEA wealth, are essentially non-existent. However, there are

marked differences in per pupil expenditures for computer services. The effect

is so strong that the differences in computer services are carried into the

graph for selected services. This f4nding takes on added significance in face

of the perceived equity depicted by Table 11 and the weak negative corre )tions

71,
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FIGURE 12

GRAPHS OF AVERAGE PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FOR RESC SERVICES IN 43 VERY

raf.1! AND 42 VERY POOR LEAs IN SIX LEA SIZE (refined ADA) CATEGORIES *

Media

(Film Library + Equipment Rt.pair)

I/ If If Se
100- 1.000- 3.000- 000 .10.000
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(Pupil Acctg + Bus. Services + Student Terminals) (Media 4 Computers + Driver /ducstion)
Selected Services
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*Extreme wealth ranges and size categories are shown in Figure 6, page 31.
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in Tables 13 and 18. The perceptions in this case simply do not agree with

reality as they do elsewhere. No explanation is apparent for the computer

comparisons in Table 11. The weak negative correlations may be influenced by

the overwhelming domination of size as a predictor of computer usage.

Question 11: According to regression analysis, how does LEA participation in

selected RESC services, as measured by RESC records, vary according to six LEA

variables and nine RESC variables?

These analyses are based upon the data reported by the regional offices

for 224 LEAs. The hard participation figures were confined to the LEA ex-
penditures covered in the previous three questions. The significant relation-

ship' of the LEA and RESC variables to per pupil expenditures are shown in Table
17.

LEA Variables. Correlations between LEA variables were examined to see
what refinements or additions should be made in preceding analyses. The data

confirmed the obvious, that large LEAs use more computer services than small

ones. No contradictory correlations between them and earlier data arose, but

one new correlation appeared. A significant positive relationship is indicated
between LEA financial effort and computer business services, where earlier

analysis showed no significant relationship. The most noticeable difference
between these regression analyses and earlier ones concern the numbers of sig-

nificant correlations. Whereas 20 significant relationships appeared in the

combined areas of films, media equipment repair, and computer services in the

previous analysis of,,perceived usage, only five appear here in the recorded

usage. Apparently, the smaller n, 224, and the expansion of the number of in-

dependent variables to include nine regional characteristics, combined to re-
duce the number of correlations at the .01 and .05 levels of significance.

RESC Variables. The regression analysis of participation reports from
the RESCs considered the relatioship of nine RESC variables to LEA use of

services. Table 18 shows 20 correlations at the .U1 and .05 levels of sig-

nificance for these variables. Expected relationships to participation in
computer services are observed for the three variables, regional enrollment,

regional receipts from LEAs (local), and size of RESC staff. These also

are reflected in the total money spent for media, driver education, and

computers. Enrollment and size of RESC professional staff tend also to be

predictors of the use of driver education services. The local receipts (from

LEAs) variable appears to be related to the film library expenditures at

the .05 level. In the project year, 1977-78, there was strong negative corre-
lation between the number of LEAs in a region and the expenditures of those LEAs

for media services. It may relate to the likelihood that it is easier to get

agreement in smaller groups of LEA superintendents than in larger groups. When

regression analysis is limited to the examination of only 224 cases dispersed

among 20 regions, chance correlations are more likely than in results dei-ived

from many more cases. For that reason, those correlations, like the negative
.05 (n) shown for federal receipts and student computer terminals, should be

viewed with caution unless some logical causal relationship exists.
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TABLE 18

CORRELATIONS AND PARTIAL CORRELATIONS ESTABLISHED THROUGH MULTIPLE REGRESSION

ANALYSIS FOR THE RELATIONSHIP OF SIX LEA AND NINE RESC VARIABLES TO LEA

PARTICIPATION IN SELECTED RESC SERVICES, ACCORDING TO EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL

Code for level of significance: I: anct ft-- positive and negative, respectively, to .01

p ;..nd n -- positive and negative, respectively, to .05

Note: Partial correlations, or indicators of "unique associations" when the effects of other variables are

removed, exist In this Table only as the second symbol In paired symbols. Symbols existing singly,

or as the first of paired symbols, refer to "intial associations" or correlations when all variables

are operative.

RESC PROGRAMS ll SERVICES

RESC Variables LEA Variables

No. of
LEAN

Fall En-
rollaent,

1977

Remote-
nest

Wealth,
Vpupil

Rcpts
from

LEAs

Rcpts
from

State

Rcpts
from

Pettit.

Total

Rcpts

Size,

Prof.
Staff

Size Wealth,
S/pupil

Effort Staff

Ratio

Ethnicity
Hex.

Amer. Black

I. Media. film Library

2. Media, Equipment Repair da nfj

3. Media Total (1+2)

4. Driver Education 1.41

Pp

5. Computers, Pupil Accounting P p PP PP n P

6. Computers, Business Services
PE

1. Computers, Student Terminals PP p

pp

n

8. Computer Total (5.6.1) P

P

p E

9. Total, Selected Services

(3108)
t

.

n p P
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Question 12: Mow ddes LEA participation in RESC services vary among RESCs

grouped according to nine RESC characteristics?

fin this analysis the regional means of LEA per pupil expenditures shown

in Figures 9, 10 and 11 were used in 19 different group combinations to explore

the effect of nine RESC characteristics upon LEA participation-. In order to

prevent dominance by any one, region, it was assumed that the per pupil expendi-

tures from each RESC should have equal weight. Therefore, the averages in

each cluster of regions are computed by adding the regional per pupil expendi-

tures and dividing by the number of regions in the cluster.* The results for

nineteen grdups clustered according to dimensions of nine variables are shown in

7igures 13, 14 and 15. Figure 13 indicates that there is little variation

in film library usage. The data from the 224 sample districts shows that the

expenditures for repair of media equipment vary considerably and explain most

of the variation shown in total media expenditures. It appears that the regions

spending the most for media are the least wealthy and the ones with high con-

centrations of Mexican AmericanT.--They are essentially the same districts. It

should be further noted that one region, XIX (see figure 9), is responsible for

tne high average in both clusters.

Whereas the range of LEA expenditures for media services varied only 40

cents per pupil among these regional clusters, the variation in computer ser-

vices was $2.36 per pupil. In Figure 14, Region IV appears in five clusters

(large, low federal receipts, high LEA receipts, satellites, large staff) of the

six in which participation in computer services is highest. Since that region's

per pupil expenditures for computer services are more than twice that of fifteen

of the other eighteen reporting regions, its influence on the five clusters is

great. (See Table 15, page 48.) Participation in computer services is expected

to be great in all clusters containing multiple regional computer centers

(MRCPs) and regional processing centers
(RICs), Regions IV, X, XI, XIX, and XX.

The. "poor" cluster is composed entirely of three of these regions. Since the

bulk of expenditures for media, driver education, and computers are in computer

services, the pattern of total expenditures for all is similar to that set by

computers. The driver education data, not separately graphed, are included in

Figure 15. The expenditures in these three areas comprise 66 percent of all

statewide LEA expenditures for RESC services.

Question 13: What degree of influence do LEA superintendents and RESC executive

directors, statewide, assign to possible incentives and deterrents to ESA par-

ticipation in ESA services? What is the comparison of their perceptions?

Incentives. The statewide averages of the responses of the superintendents

and those of the executive directors are shown in Figure 16. The graph Indic-

cates great similarity, except for amplitude, in the responses of the two

groups. The greater amplitude of the average scores of the executive directors

is partially, at least, attributable to the small n, 20. Both groups assign

their highest ratings to items 10, 13 and 14. The superintendents rate them

* Average per pupil expenditures computed in this manner were used for Figures

13, 14 and 15.
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FIGURE 13

AVERAGE* PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FOR MEDIA SERVICES (FILM

LIBRARY, EQUIPMENT REPAIR) FOR COMBINATIONS OF RESCs CLUSTERED

ACCORDING TO NINETEEN DIMENSIONS OF NINE RESC VARIABLES**

Film library 111 Equipment repair

(1,4,10,11,20) Large

(8,9,14,15,16) Small

(3,14,16,17,18) Rich

(1,19,20) Poor

(14,15) Hi Fed'l Rcpts

(4,9,12) Lo Fed'l Rcpts

(9,12,13) Hi State Rcpts

(1,10,11) to SLate Rcpts

(,10,13,17,20) Hi LEA Rcpts

(2,6,7,14) to LEA Rcpts

9,13,14,15) Hi Total Rcpts

(7,11) to Total Rcpts

(1,15,18,20) Remote Las

(4,7,10,16) Satellites

(14,6,10,13,20) Large Staff

(2,3,8,15,18) Small Staff

(9,11,14,16) Hi Non-minority

(4,6,7,8,12) Hi 31ack

(1 2,19,20) Hi Mex. Amer.

0.25 ' 0.50 0.75

$ per pupil

*See explanation, page 19 (oct131 .might attic:rt.' to all regions!

**Size, wealth, four categories of receipts (federal, state, local, total),

remoteness, RESC staff, ethnicity.

1.00
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FIGURE 14

AVERAGE* PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FOR COMPUTER SERVICES (PUPIL ACCOUNTING,
BUSINESS SERVICES, STUDENT TERMINALS) FOR COMBINATIONS OF RESCs

CLUSTERED ACCORDING TO NINETEEN DIMENSIONS OF NINE RESC VARIABLES**

Pupil Accts. III

3ua. Services el

(1,4,10,11?20) Large

(8,9,14,15,16) Small

1,14,16,17,18) Rich

(1,19,20) Poor

(14,15) Hi Fed'l Rcpts

(4,9,12) Lo Fed'l Repo)

(9,12,13) Hi State Rcpts

(1,10,11) Lo State Rcpts

(4,10,13,17,20) Hi LEA Rcpts

(2,6,7,14) Lo LEA Rcpts

(9,13,14.15) Hi Total Rcpts

(7,11) Go Total Rcpts

(1,15,18,20) Remote LEAs

(4,7,10,16) Satellites

(1,4,6,10,13,20) Large Staff

(2,1,8,15,18) Small Staff

(9,11,14,16) Hi Non-minority

(4,6.7,8,12) Hi Black

(1,2,19,20) Hi Mex. Amer.

Student terminals

1.0d

$ per pupil

*See explanation, page 19 (equal weight assigned to all regions)
**Size, wealth, four categories of receipts (federal, state, local, total),

remoteness, &ESC staff size, ethnicity.

2.00 300
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FIGURE 15

AVERAGE* PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES FOR SELECTED SERVICES (MEDIA,
DRIVER EDUCATION, CBMPUTERS) FOR COMBINATIONS OF RESCs CLUSTERED

ACCORDING TO NLIETEEN DIMENSIONS OF NINE RESC VARIABLES **

. (1,4,10,11,..4) Large

(8,9,14,15,16) Small

(3,14,16,1,7,18) Rich

(1,19,20) Poor

(14,15) Hi Fed'l &cots,.

(4,9,12) to Fed'l Rcpts

(9,12,13) Hi State Rcpts

(140,11) to State Rcpts

(4,10,13,17,20) Hi L7A :.cats

(2,6,7,14) to LEA Rcpts '

9,13,14,15) Hi Total Repts

(7,11) to Total Rcpts

(1,15,18,20) Remote Las

(4-,7,10,16) Satellites

(1,4,6,10,ii,20)' Large Staff

(2,3,8,,5,18) Small Staff

(9,11,14,16) HI Non- minority

(4;36,7,8,12) Hi Blaok

,(1,2,19,20) 11 Mex. Amer.

1.00 2.00 1.00 4.00

$ per pupil
Z

See explanation, p age 19 (equal weight assigned to all regions)
Size, wealth, four categories of receipts (federal, state, local, total',

remoteness, RESC staff size, ethnicity.

3.00

60
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equally at 4.6, the "strong incentive" point, whereas the executive directors

rate item 14, "RESC sensitivity to our needs," ahead of runliers-up, "quality of

RESC-LEA communications" and "programs meet state and/or federal requirements."

Item 9, "level of TEA-RESC-LEA cooperation," at 3.9, is the next most important

incentive to.the superintendents. While the score assigned by the executive

directors to that incentive is the same, unlike the superintendents, they

assign higi >r scores to four other incentives -- "RESC program or service

quality," item 6, "all costs paid by the state and/or federal sources," item 1,

"this LEA alone cannot prov:de effecti4e program", item 3. The lowest scores

for both groups, 2.4 for the superintendents and 1.5 for the executive direc-

tors, were given to the same item, 15, "adequacy of numbers of minority persons

on RESC staff and board of directors." It is significant, however, that the

greatest disparity between the scores of the superintendents and those of the

executive directors is on this item. Twelve executive directors scored the

minority issue "no incentive", six rated it "weak incentive" and two indicated

"moderate incentive" -- an average score of 1.5 for the 20 responses. In

contrast, no regional average score of the superintendents was below 2.0; the

mill-point of "weak incentives". Region I superintendents scored the item at

3.1, beyond the mid-point of "moderate incentive", and three other regional

averages were in the 2.7 to 2.9 range. Similarly, the superintendents regard

"proximity" as more important than it is seen by executive directors. The

only other item which superintendents scored higher than executive direc.c

is "RESC unit costs".

Deterrents. Figure 17 has the same desiyn features as Figure 16. The

dashea717477 the statewide averages of the superinY,.endents and the unproken
line for the executive directors are plotted against a shaded background which

represLtnts the ranges of the regional averages of the super".ntendents. Here

again the curves Are similar In shape except for the larger amplitude and hidner

scores of the directors on all 15 deterrents. 1 executive directors rate

three items in the "strnng deterrent" range. ..o state and/or federal aid",

item 3, and "cost of substitutes for teachers in RISC workshops", item 5, are

scored at 3.9 and "service already provided by LEA", item 10, 3.7. While the

averages are much lower, the superintendents rate "cost of substitutes..." as

the leadirg deterrent, Aith a trio of other money considerations -- "no state

and/or rederal aid', "travel time" and "service already provided by this LEA" at

2.6 to 2.8 in the lower nalf of the "moderate deterrent" range. Significantly

lower than others for both groups is item 12, "too few minority persons on RESC

staff and/or board directors." In contrast to their different scores on

this issue as an incentive, the superintendents and executive directors are

tcgether on it as a deterrent.

The Fact that "RESC costs" is-seen as less of a deterren: to partici-
pation than other money items (3,4,5, and 6) reflects the conuition .n Texas

where two-thirds of RESC costs are borne by state and federal support. When

specific services were examined in actual and desired usage (Figure 14),

"RESC fees" led the reasons for limited use of available computer services,

driver education, and media equipment repair. The overall low average score

of superintendents on this item as a deterrent may be influenced by the large

number of responses from small LEAs that perceive little cr no need for

computer service
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FIFTEEN POSSIBLE INCENTIVES TO PARTICIPATION IN RESC SERVICES:
STATEWIDE MEANS OF RESPONSES FROM 684 LEA SUPERINTENDENTS

AND- TWENTY RESC EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS, AND THE RANGES (shaded)
OF THE REGIONAL MEANS OF THE SUPERINTENDENTS' RESPONSES

Statewide means: Executive Direc,. ors Superintendents--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,
3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All. costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This L. alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RISC facility

3. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LZA
cooperatior

10._uality of RESC-LZA com-
munications

11. Advantages of Multi-
district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involement
in RESC planninc

13. Programs meet state and/
Ns

*

or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
need

Degree of Influence
1 2 3 4

13. Adequacy of ,umbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

3

1
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FIGURE 17

FIFTEEN POSSIBLE DETERRENTS TO PARTICIPATION IN RESC SEPVICES:

STATEWIDE MEANS OF RESPONSES FROM 684 LEA SUPERINTENDENTS
AND TWENTY RESC EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS, AND THE RANGES (shaded)

OF THE ,REGIONAL MEANS OF THE SUPERINTENDENTS' RESPONSES

Statewide means: Executive Directors Superintendents--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very strong deterrent

Poss.ible Deterrents Degree of influent e

1. Tra73: t_me

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

. Travel costs to and
from programs

Cost of sust±tutes for
teachers in RESC workshots

Level of available
resources

Programs rot recu:red by
state or feds

3. RESC prc:gram quh.7.ity

9 Dndetendence of LEAs

Service already provided
by this LEA

Level of RESC-ion coote::a-

tion

'2. Toofewminoritypersons on
RESC staff &/orbd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of REST insight into
this LEA s needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in It
FC.SC planning \

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
RESC services

2 3 4 5

N I

t

"1'
die

tr-
,. .

;-
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Question 14: How do the incentive-deterrent perceptions of superintendents

vary according_to size and wealth of LEAs?

Table 19 lists the average scores assigned to incentives and deterrents

by superintendents of 35 LEAs paired into large-small groups and rich-poor

groups. In the large-small pairing, the largest differences assigned to

incentives were in item one, "all costs paid by state and/or federal sources(s)",

and item 11, "advantages of multi-district coop:ration." The larger districts

regard the former.as more of an incentive than do the smaller disticts. The

direction of the difference is reversed in the latter, where the superintendents,

as expected, assign more importance to multi-district endeavors. Among deter-

rents, the smaller districts, generally more remote from the service centers,

assign more weight to the deterrence of travel time than do larger districts.

The superintendents of the larger LEAs are more cognizant of the absence of

federal and/or state subsidies, and the larger districts, generally the pro-

viders of more local services, regard the local provision of such programs as

more of a deterrent to participation in similar RESC services than do smaller

districts.

The superintendents from sample LEAs which are very poor regard money

items, with the exception of travel costs, as more important influences on

participation than do superintendents from the samples of very wealthy LEAs.

There are few other differences worth noting.

The significant finding in these two sets of comparisons concerns their

lack of sharp contrast with each other and with statewide averages. Not a

single incentive or deterrent for any of the four groups reaches the upper or

lower limit of the regional ranges. It is apparent that, in Texas, percep-

tions of incentives and deterrents vary more among individual regions than among

LEAs clustered according to other regional or LEA variables.

Question 15: How does the avera e of the erce tions of the su erintendents

in each region compare to the statewide ave ages and to the ranges of regional

averages concerning possible incentives and deterrents? (See graphs in Figure

A-Z in Appendix A.)

readers interested in the regional means of responses of superintendents

concerning incentives and deterrents should examine the graphs in Figure A-2

in the appendix. The figure contains forty graphs, one for incentives and

another for deterrents for each of the 20 regions. The unbroken lines con-

necting regional average scores are easily seen against the statewide averages

(broken lines) and the background ranges (shaded) of the regional averages. The

majority of the regional averages are close to tne statewide averages, as should

be expected. Nevertheless, there are notable exceptions and illustration of the

previously-cited relationship, that regional ranges are greater than most

differences among other categories of LEAs being serviced, and they often

reflect policy and leadership influences not necessarily related to other

regional variables included in this study.

Incentives. Regions VII and VIII are cited as neighbors with interesting

contrasts. They assign the same degree of influence to "RESC unit cost," but

they agree on nothing thereafter. Region VIII superintendents view each of tne

5)6



TABLE 19

LARGE-SMALL AND RICH-POOR COMPARISONS OF AVERAGE DEGREES OF INFLUENCE ASSIGNED TC POSSIBLE

INCENTIVES AND DETERRENTS BY SUPERINTENDENTS OF 101 LARGE LEAs (ADA >2500), 172 SMALL

LEAs (ADA 4:2500), 145 VERY RICH LEAs AND 128 VERY POOR LEAs *

Scale for degree of influence: 1 - none

2 - weak

3 - moderate

4 - strong

5 - very strong

Incentives

Degree of Influence

Large Small Rich Poor

1. All costs paid oy state and/or federal source(s) 3.8 3.4 3.3 3.8

2. LEAs alone cannot provide effective program 3.6 3.7 3.5 3.7

.EAs alone cannot provide economical program 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.7

4. LEA financial resources 3.5 3.2 3.2 3.4

5. ',ESC unit costs 3.4 3.1 3.0 3.3

5. RESC program or service quality 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.8

7. Proximity of RESC facility to LEAs 3.5 3.3 3.3 3.3

3. RESC service delivered to LEA or nearby LEA 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.5

3. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA cooperation 3.3 3.9 3.8 3.9

10. Quality of RESC-LEA communications 3.9 4.0 3.9 4.0

7 Advantages o' multi-district cooperation 3.5 3.9 3.6 3.7

Z. Degree of LEA involvement in RESC planning 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.5

;3. Programs meet state and/or federal requirements 3.8 4.0 3.9 3.9

'4. RESC sensitivity to LEA needs 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

15. adequacy of numoers of minority persons on
RESC staff and board of.directors

2.3 2.3 2.2 2.1

Deterrents

7. 'ravel t'me 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.4

2. RESC unit costs 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.4

3. No state and/or federal aid 3.0 2.6 2.5 3.0

4. 'ravel costs to and from programs 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.6

3. Costs of LEA substitutes for teachers in workshnps 3.2 3.1 2.9 3.3

5. LEA finaLcial resources 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.8

7. J"ogrims not required by state or federal government 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.3

B. RESC Program or service quality 2.4 2.2 2.3 2.3

4. Indeplindence of LEAs 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.3

10. Service already provided by LEA 3.0 2.5 2.6 2.8

11. Level of RESC-LEA c000eration 2.3 1.9 2.0 2.2

'2. Too few minority persons on RESC staff and/or
board of directors

1.5 1.2 1.3 1.4

12. Degree of RESC insight into LEA needs 2.4 2.1 2.1 2.3

14. Degree of LEA involvemert In PESC planring, 2 3 2.0 2.0 2.3

15. Degree of LZA staff interest in RESC services 2 6 2.3 2.3 2.4

*Extreme wealth ranges and size categories are shown in Figure 6, page 31.
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other fourteen incentives as more influential than the ratings assigned to the

same items by superintendents in Region VII. Opinions of the former coincide

with the upper limit of the ranges on five items, whereas the latter rate seven

items at the lower limits of the ranges. Region XVII superintendents see all

but one of the last ten items as greater incentives than the averages, and six

of their scores r_uincide with the outer ranges. Whereas the Region XVII pro-

file is generally at or above the state configuration, Regions XVIII and XIX

show great amplitude, hitting both the upper and lower ranges, sometimes in

agreement, but more often in disagreement. These scores are not evaluations

of the regions. They are some of the most radical departures from state

averages, sometimes they may reflect anticipated differences between rich and

poor, for example, but more often, regional variables are not easily associ-

ated with particular profiles. !heir value lies in their possible usefulness to

the TEA and RESCs in understanding superintendents' perceptions on a regional

basis.

Deterrents. The deterrent graphs in Figure A-2 show greater ranges

of responses from the regions. Region XIX, which depicted great amplitude in

incentives, does likewise in deterrents as it rates nine of fifteen items at

the outer ranges of responses, three at the lower and six at the upper levels.

In contrast, the range of replies from Region XVIII, large among incentives,

dwindles among deterrents. Only one item, "independence of LEAs", reaches the

statewide average, all others are below, and six are at the lower limit of

average regional responses. Neighbors I and II, south Texas regions, do not

depart dramatically from state perceptions, but their superintendents see

three costs items quite differently. Region II's wealth, close to the state's

average, is twice that of Region I. Regional differences in incentives and

deterrents are greater than differences according to the large-small and

rich-poor comparisons provided in Table 19.

Question 16; How do the incentive-deterrent perceptions of LEA s,.perin-

tendents vary according to the existence of their LEAs inregional clusters

according to nine RESC variables?

The incentive-deterrent responses of 684 superintendents were analyzed

according to the distribution in the same regional combinations compared in

"hard data" aflalyses Few noteworthy differences were revealed and the

extensive table was omitted from this report. Five comparisons, however,

deserve mention. Regions XIV and XV, paired be'ause their federal receipts per

pupil were twice or more as high as seventeen of the other regions, generally

score all incentives as high or higher, and all deterrents as low or lower, than

they are scored by respondents from regions IV, IX, and XII, the regions with

the lowest federal receipts per pupil. The other set of comparisons of percep-

tions relates to the rich and poor clusters of regions. Among incentives, the

rich, regions III, XIV, XVI, XVII, and XVIII, score RESC fees lower, and proxi-

mity and level of cooperation higher, than'their less wealthy counterparts

in regions I, XIX, and XX. In all but three deterrents where differences were

negligible, those in the less wealthy regions scored ueterrents stronger than

&&
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those in the wealthy regions. Money items and the "too few minority persons..."
deterrent were noticeably higher, three to four tenths on the scale, but the
biggest difference, five tenths, was on "degree of LEA staff interest in RESC

services."

Question 17: What are the statewide distributions and average rankings assigned
to six influences on LEA participation in regional services by LEA superintendents

and RESC executive directors?

Superintendents. Two hundred usable and complete replies were received
from the 236 superintendents contacted in the post-card forced ranking survey.
The numbers in the grid in Figure 18 represent the distribution of the respon-

dents, :.;.c wisdom' portion represents the rangEi of the averages of regional
responses, and the dashed line connects the statewide averages. The super-

intendents assigned their highest average rankings,'2.6, to program quality,
closely followed, at 2.9, by RESC leadership, and LEA leadership, at 3.4.
Fourth, fifth, and sixth are size, remoteness and wealth, ranging from 3.9 to

4.14.

RESC Executive Directors. In Figure 19, the average rankings of the(re-

sponses of the executive directors, are plotted against the distribution 9f the

twenty responses for each item. There is similarity to the general rankfngs of

the superintendents, but the specific differences are meaningful. LEA leader-

ship, at 2.25, is the highest ranking of either group. Ranked second by the

executive directors, but given a higher numerical score than that assigned

by superintencents, is program quality, at 2.35. Third place finds RESC leader-

ship at the identical average numerical value, 2.9, ascribed to it by the

superintendents. The three remaining values, in descending rank-order, are
remoteness, at 4.3; wealth, 4.45; and size, at 4.75.

The most notable comparisons are the different positions assigned to leader-

ship factors. The executive directors placed LEA leadership ahead of both pro-

gram quality and RESC leadership. The superintendents, on the other hand,place

program quality just ahead of RESC leadership and regard their own leadership as

less important than do the executive directors.

Question 18: What are the average rankings assigned to six influences on LEA

participation in RESC services by superintendents in each region? How does each

region's responsa configuration compare to the statewide average ranking and to
the ranking of the RESC executive directors?

Table 20 is provided to facilitate comparisons of the superintendents'

rankings among the regions. It also allows comparisons of the rankings of

the RESC executive directors in Table 21. As expected from the statewide

averages shown in Figure 18, superintendents from the various regions rank

RESC program quality first more often, 11 times, than any other influence. One

region, VII, has it tied for first with wealth, six regions rank RESC leader-

ship first. In one, XI, remoteness heads the list, and in the remaining region,

LA, LEA leadership ;s first. In only eight regions are there intrusions into

the trio of leaders, progam quality, RESC and LEA leadership.
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FIGURE 18

SIX IMPORTANT INFLUENCES ON LEA PARTICIPATION IN RESC SERVICES:
THE STATEWIDE DISTRIBUTION AND AVERAGE OF RANK-ORDER RESPONSES
OF 200 SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS, AND THE RANGE (shaded) OF TWENTY

REGIONAL AVERAGES OF THEIR RESPONSES
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FIGURE 19

SIX IKPORTANT INFLUENCES ON LEA PARTICIPATION IN RESC SERVICES:

THE STATEWIDE DISTRIBUTION AND AVERAGE OF RANK-ORDER
RESPONSES OF THE TWENTY RESC EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
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TABLE 20

RANT.LIGS OF SLX INFLUENCES ON LEA PARTICVATION LN RESC SERVICES
AS PERCEIVED SI LEA SUPERINTENDENTS FROM EACH REGION

Ranking

Regions
200)

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

I 11 RESC Frog. LEA*--- Remote Size Wealth

II 10 Prog. RESC LEA Remote Size Wealth.

III 10 Frog. Remote Size LEA RESC We filth

IV )10 Prog. RESC Size LEA Remote Wealth

11 Prog. RESC Wealth LEA -- Size Remote

71 10 Prog. RESC Wealth LEA RemoteSize --

711 LI Prog. --- Wealth Size Remote RESC LEA

VIII 10 RESC Prog. LEA Remote --- Wealth Size

IX IL ?reg. RESC LEA Size Remote Wealth

X 11 Frog. RESC LEA ---- Wealth. RemoteSize

XI 9 RESC Frog. LEA Size Wealth Remote

XII 9 RES- Prog. Size LEA Wealth Remote

XIII 3 Frog. RESC LEA Size Wealth Remote

Frog. LEA RESC Size Wealth-- Remote

X7 11 Remote Prog. RESC LEA Wealth Size

XVI 11 RESC Frog. LEA Wealth Remote Size

XVII 10 ?rog. RESC ----- LEA Size Remote Wealth

XVIII RESC Prog. LEA Remote Size 'Wealth

RIR 5 LEA Frog. RESC Wealth Size Remote

XX 11 Pros. LEA RESC Wealth Size Remote

n - Number of respondent superintendents (Twelve

XIX, where eight were requested.)
Ties are connected with dashes (---).
*RESC and LEA refer to "RESC leadership" and "LEA
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Table 21 indicates that RESC program quality and LEA leadership each

led the rankings of seven executive directors. Three rated RESC leadership

first, two named remoteness, and only in Region XIII did the executive director

name wealth as number one. Thirteen of the 20 RESC leaders rate LEA leadership

ahead of heir own leadership -- the reversal of the superintendents' sequence.

Eleven executive directors, like most superintendents, regard program quality

and leadership as more influential than other influences. Notable exceptions

are in Region V, where the executive director assigns program quality and both

leadership factors to the bottom half of the scale, and Region VII, where the

executive director rates LEP leadership first, but his own leadership and program

quality fifth and sixth, respectively. In the other seven regions wealth was

in the ton three influences four times; remoteness was there three times.

Additional insight into configurations of regional responses can be gained

by examining the 20 graphs in Figure A-3 in Appendix A. The grid upon which

the regional ranges (shaded) are shown contains the response distribution for

each region, the statewide average, the regional average and the executive

director's responses. Most regional profiles follow the state profile rather

closely. The most notable exceptions are in Region VIi, where the leadership

rankings are atypical, and Regions II, VIII, IX, XI, and XVI and XVIII, which

have larger amplitudes than the state profile, express more agreement among

the superintendents and more emphatic separation of the tnree leadiny influences

from the three trailers. The highest score assigned by any group to any ;"actor

exists in Region XVIII, where ESC leadership is considerably ahead of the

runner-up, program quality. The second highest score in the state was assigned

to program quality by Region II. Regions XI and XIX assigned the lowest scores

in the state to remoteness.

Question 19: What rank-orders are assigned to six important influences on LEA

participation in RESC servics, when superintendents _responses are grouped

according to regional variables?

There ,re nineteen sets of regions in Table 22, representing aspects Of

nine RESC variables. There are few important differences in the responses of

the, groups. For the most part, the groups rate program, then RESC and LEA

leadership first, second and third, respectively, with size fourth, and remote-

ness and wealth often alternating in the fifth and sixth spots. The interesting

exceptions are:

1. Many of the LEAs in Region XIV and XV apparently pool federal

receipts for the training and paying of staff in migrant edu-

cation prograhis. These districts in the "high federal receipts"

regions are small and remote, and they place ,remoteness at the

head of the list of six influences.

In only four groups does wealth rank as high as third or fourth.

The "poor" and "high Mexican American" groups are the same,

except for the addition of Region II In the ethnic grouping.

And two of the three regions in "low-total receipts" also

appe.r in the cluster, "low LEA receipts," which rates wealth

higher than any other group, despite the absence of the state'

three low-wealth regions, I, XIX, and XX.



TABLE 21

RANKINGS OF SIX INFLUENCES ON LEA PARTICIPATION IN RESC SERVICES
AS PERCEIVED BY THE EXECIMVE DIRECTOR OF EACH RESC

Ranking

Regions 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

I Prog. RESC* Remote Size LEA* Wealth

II RESC Prog. LEA Size Wealth Remote

III Prog. LEA RESC Remote Wealth Size

IV Prog. RESC LEA Size Remote Wealth

V Remote Wealth Size Prog. RESC LEA

VI LEA RESC Prog. Wealth Site Remote

VII LEA Remote Size Wealth RESC Prog.

VIII Prog. LEA Wealth Size RESC Remote

IX LEA Prog. RESC Remote Size We.1th

X Prog. LEA RESC Size Wealth Remote

XI Prog. LEA Wealth RESC Size Remote

XI/ LEA Wealth Prog. RESC Size Remote

XIII Wealth Program LEA Remote RISC Size

XIV LEA RESC Remote Prog. Size Wealth

X7 LEA RESC Prog. Remote Size Wealth
'...

XVI Prog. LEA RESC Wealth Size Remote

XVII RESC LEA Prog. Size Remote Wealth

XVII: LEA Prog. RESC Wealth Remote Size

XIX Remote RESC Prog. LEA Size Wealth

XX RESC LEA Prog. Remote Wealth Size

*RESC and LEA refer to "RESC leadership" and "LEA leadership", respectively.
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TABLE 22

RANKINGS OF SIX LIFLDENCES ON LEA FAZTIC=ATION LET RESC SERVICES AS
PERLzJoica 3Y LZA.SZTPELVTLNDLITS FROM REGIONS CLUSTERED ACCORD/NG TO
NINETELN DIMENSIONS OF NZIE RESC VARIABLES (size, wealth, four

categories of receipts, remoteness, staff size, echnicir7)

R a n k i n g

RESC VariaJ1 e 1st 2nd 3rd 4tn Stn 6tn

(1,4,10,11,20) Large Prog. RESC* LEA* Size Wealth Remote

(8,9,14,15,16) Small Prog. RESC LEA Remote Size Wealth

(3,14,16,17,18) Rich Prog. RESC LEA Remote Size Wealth

(1,19,20) Poor Prog. RESC LEA Wealth Size Remote

(14,15) Hi Fed'l Roots Remot. Prog. RESC LEA Wealth Size

(4,9,12) La Fed'l Rcpts Prog. RESC LEA Size Remote Wealtn

(9,12,13) Hi State Roots ?rog. RESC LEA Size Remote Wealth

(1,10,11) Lc State Rcpts RESC LEA Size dealtn Remote

(4,10,13,17,20) Hi LEA Rcpts Prcg. RESC LEA Size Wealth Remote

(2,5,8,7,14) Lo LEA Roots ?rog. RESC Wealth LEA Size Remote

(9,13,14,15) Hi Total Rcpts Prog. IIESC LEA Remote Size Wealth

(5,7,11) Lo Total Rcpts Prog. Size -- kESC Wealth LEA Remote

-(1,15,18,20) Remote LEAs RESC Prog. LEA Remote Wealth Size"

(4,7,10,16) Satellites Prog. RESC LEA Size Wealth Remote

1,4,8,10,13,20) Large Staff Prng. RESC LEA Size Wealth Remote

(2,3,5,8,15,18) Small Staff Prog. RESC LEA Remote Size 'dealt,'

(9,11," :45) Hi Non-minority Prog. RESC LEA Size Remote Wealth

(4,5,6,7,8,12) Hi Black Prog. RESC Size LEA Wealth Remote

(1,2,19,20) Hi Mex. Amer. Prog. RESC LEA Wealth Size Remote

*RESC and LEA refer to "azsc leadership" and "LEA leadership", respecti7s17.
: *_as are =stetted with. dashes (---).
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Superintendents consistently rate regional program quality and RESC leader-

ship as more important to LEA participation in RESC services than their own

leadership, and the size, remoteness, and wealth of their own districts.

The data on the rankings of six influences on LEA participation in RESC

services ;houlJ be instructive to Texas, especially, but they may also contribute

to insight'in other ESAs and other states. In Texas, one-third of RESC costs

are borne by the LEAs, which vary greatly in wealth, size and in distance from

RESC centers. Yet these important influences are consistently ranked below

program quality, RESC leadership and LEA leadership as influences ofqartici-

pation. It is important to note again that the sequence of RESC and LEA

leadership influences is reversed in the perceptionsof the respondent LEA

superintendents and regional executive directors.

B. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The findings set forth in response to the foregoing questions are summar-

ized here under headings of variables for LEAs and RESCs. Expanded comments

on the findings and their implications for equity in access to services is

provided under "observations", the next and final chapter of the report. Dis-

cussion of leadership and program quality is omitted here and reserved for that

chapter.

LEA Variables

Size. LEA participation in RESC services varies bore according to size

(ADA) than to any other LEA variable. It's influence is most dramatic, in

computer services, where pupil accounting and business services are of more

vale in larger systems. Computers are probably seen as'a growing necessity

ti-o: must be provided locally or obtained from RESC or another source. Project

data suggest that, in terms of dollars per pupil, peak computer expenditures are

among LEAs in the 2,500 o 5,000 ADA range. The decline in larger' districts

finds them using more computer services, however, than the LEAt,below an ADA of

2,501.

According to the perceptions of 273 superintendents separated into two size

groups according to LEAs above and below 2,500 in ADA, large schools use about/

one -third of the services more than small districts, the small LEAs use another

third of the services more than ler, LEAs, and the final third is used about/

evenly by both groups. More specs _ally, large districts use computer services,

driver educatibi, special education, bilingual educatidfl and programs for gifted

and talented more than dO small/LEAs. On the other hand, negative correlations

exist between size and the use of several services. Smaller districts use 'more

media services and more of such technical assistance services as planning, crime

prevention, bus driver training, and in-service education, generally.
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TNere is no question that size generally influences an LEA's need for
some RESC services, yet both the superintendents and executive directors, when

asked to consciously rate the influence of size, ranked it low, fourth and sixth,

respectively, among six factors. This essentially means, apparently, that size

is not "a major influence in determining whether or not the LEAs get the ser-

vices, they'want from the RESCs.

Wealth, Contradictions exist in the data-concerning the-importance of LEA

. wealth as an influence on LEA participation in RESC services. In the forded

rankings the superintendents and executive directors rate it sixth and fifth,

respectively, among the six influences. In the list of 15 incentives money

considerationsitrail those related to leadership and program quality in the

perceptions Oflthe 684 respondents. From that group, 128 superintendents from

very poor LEAs noticeably greater importance to money items, especially

the availability of state or federal payment for services, than do 145 super-

intendents fn.* very rich districts. But their differences are far-short of

tho$e that might be expected among districts of such dramatic differences in

local wealth. They do not move the availabiilty of financial assistance, for

example, ahead of program quality, leader-.ilip factors and the meeting of state

and/or federal program requirements, even in the eyes of superintendents from

LEAs with scant resources.

But financial considerations come to the fore among the fdeterrelts.

'Clearly leading this group of 15 items is the cost of teacher substites needed

to allow local ..staff members to participate in RESC workshops. Runner-up posi-

tions go to the level of resources-available and to the absence of state or

federal aid. The very poor districts rate t latter deterrent ahead of the

J?4-
former. Among money items in the list of 1 deterrents, the notable differences

between, the very rich and the very poor,LE s s are confined to the cost of sub-

stitutes, the absence of state or federat.assistance, and RESC service costs.

There is great agreement between the same rich and poor LEAs in perceived 4

use of RESC services. Twenty of the 25 services range from zero to 0.2 (six-

point scale) in differendes. In the other five services the poor use more A
services in. planning and accreditation, in the repair. of media equipment, and in

instructional materials for the handicapped. The rich use more driver education

and'adult basic education services. There were, likewise, few important dif-

ferences between the rich and poor in the level of services desired. Project

data suggest's that, except for driver eucation, the poor may be more desirous

than the rich in getting RESC services, ditch as student- computer terminals,

pupil testing and counseling, career eduAtion and health services -- lervices

that impact students more directly than their teachers.

More significant than the above compariSons,,perhaps, is that of gaps in

perceived use and desired use among the rfch and poor LEAs. The most impressive

aspect of all use-desired use comparisons .vis the smallness of the differences.

But specific differences deserve notice. The LEAs are not receiving adequate

services for gifted and talented, but the greater gap between,use and desired use

falls on the poor districts. Similar differences, where the gaps are greater for

the poor, exist in student computer terminals, career education, diffusion, and

health services. On the other hand, the gaps are greater for the rich in media

repair and cooperative purchasing.

)6
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6

LEA expenditures fall more heavily upon the poor than the rich, thus the
tabulations on reasons for using services less than desired take on added

significance. Th-,Rrimary reason for underuse of the technical assistance

Services, clustered as the "in-service group", is the cost Of release time.

There is no RESC charge for participation in most such services. In computer

services, where LEAs must pay, the leading reasons for low participation are

RESC fees (LEA payments) and the absence of state or federal aid.

The multiple regression analysis of 6C4 superintendents' perceptions sug-

gest that poor districts use several RESC services more often than the rich.

Except #.or media and computer pupil accounting, these differences are dampened

and disappear at the .01 and .05 levels when the same analysis is done on herd

participation figures for 224 LEAs.

When 85 of these LEAs which fall into wealth extremes are grouped into 43

rich and 42 poor districts, the participation figure is sharply reversed

in cor'uter services. Great wealth differences are clearly shown to be quite

important, with the rich spending approximately twice as much per pupil as the

poor LEAs. In the very large districts, those more than 10,000 in ADA, the

difference, though diminished, is still pronounced.

Which is more important, perceptual data or the comparisons of actual

expenditures among the very rich and the very poor? Superintendents in Texas

have a tendency to perceive equity in access to RESC services, even where it

does not exist. The perception of equity in computer services must yiela to the

demonstrated likelihood that access to RESC computers is greater for the rich

than for the poor.

The perception of equity in the use of most RESC services is probably

based in the reality that two-thirds of the costs for RESC services are not

charged to the LEAs, but to state and/or federal receipts. It is also probably

true that less wealthy LEAs in Texas use most RESC services is much or more than

do the wealthy districts. The important exceptions concern LEAs of great

differences in wealth, and gaps in the services that require payment from the

LEAs. This is a crucial finding in terms of equity considerations for the RESC

network. As indicated earlier, media repair is the noteworthy exception ) the

exceptions. Proponents of this service claim that its economy attracts the LEAs

which cannot afford more costly options.

Effort. The superintendents of LEAs with lower "true" or market value

tax rates, the districts presumably making less financial effort than others,

report more frequent use of certain services than do superintendents of other

LEAs. The expected simiarity to wealth relationships is reflected in the cor-

relation of effort to service usage.

Remoteness. The executive directors rate remoteness 14th among incentives,

substantially lower than the superintendents score it. Yet the two groups

score it the same on "...service available at... nearby LEA," and the executive

directors store "travel time" higher as a deterrent than do superintendents.

Despite this ambiguity, there is no denying that a relationship exists between

remoteness and the use of some services. Its influence was rated slightly ahead

of wealth by the superintendents, and ahead of wealth and size by executive

directors; and it was ranked the leading influence by one regional group, XV,

and two executive directors, V and XIX. Among the strongest and most consistent
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correlations depicted by the regression analysis on perceived usage of RESC

services, were the negative remoteness relationships for all three computer

services -- pupil accounting, business services and student terminals. Parallel

negative correlations did not appear ire actual expenditure data, because they

did not exist at high levels of sighificance. All three were negative, however,

with student terminals falling just short of the .05 level. Project data shows

that remote schools like small ones, tend to use planning, accreditation and

media in-service programs more than the near schools use them. Migrant educa-

tion, more prevalent in farming areas, shows the expected positive correla-

tions with remoteness. Since bilingual education tends to exist more in larger

LEAs than in small ones, the positive correlations with remoteness may De

unexpected. However, there are concentrations of Mexican Americans, the

principal recipients, in regions I, II, XIX and XX. These regions are without

satellites and contain several LEAs some distance from the RESC centers, as do

regions XV and' XVIII, whose center locations, San Angelo and Midland, arc great

distances from their LEAs near the Rio Grande.

Ethnicity. Correlations clearly confirm the tendency for the targeted

bilingual and migrant education services to be used by scnool districts with

Mexican American population concentrations. The data also suggest that there

are few such concentrations where there are also large numbers of black stu-

dents, or else there is a tendency for these two specialized RESC programs to be

unused by such districts. The relationships depicted between ethnicity and a

few other services -- media repair, Cnild Find and in-service education -- are

weaker, and they appear to be related to factors other than ethnicity.

RESC Variables

While much information was analyzed on a regional basis, none of the RESC

variables appears to have strong influences upon the LEAs' use of services, except

for the expected tendency for computer services to be used more in larger (ADA)

regions containing urban centers. Unexpectedly, the number of LEAs in a region

was found to be negatively correlated with per pupil expenditures for° media

services. Also unexpectedly, insofar as the 25 services in the study are con-

cerned, there is no particular advantage in the comprehensiveness of offerings in

the regions with the most pupils. Differences among the education service agen-

cies in Texas appear to be more dependent upon leadership than upon demographic

characteristics. These are crucial findings. Their implication for equity,

along with those of farther discussion of LEA variables, are included in the

final sections of the report.
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CHAPTER VI

OBSERVATIONS

This final chapter is divided into three main parts. The first deals

with the concern for equity. There is 3 brief review of the equity implications

suggested by the various instrumentation approaches to the study. Then, with

some acknowledged redundancy, the implications of the LEA and RESC variables

upon equity are discussed. Conditions which contribute to the excellence with

which RESC plays its current role in Texas are discussed under "RESC character."

Part two orthe chapter is a look "down the road" at possible refinements and

role changes. As Texas evaluates its regions, what are some things which should

be contemplated for the future? A short section on future research concludes

the report.

A. EQUITY

Originally called the "equal access" study, this portion of the ESA descrip-

tive project was to find out "if anyone is left out." Are the poor and minority

populations in schools which have the same access to ESA services as the schools

with riiele and/or non-minority populations? Do the large and/or urban LEAs have the

same access to services as the small remote districts? Is the ESA system fair?

Perceived Use and Desired Use.

ESA services to LEAs are generally determined by the latter, the clients.

In Texas this is always or nearly always the case. Scale LEAs may unwillingly

participate in RESC services because of financial advantages or limited options,

but none are forced to participate and,, in fact, d few do not. Thus, the extent

to which the clients judge RESC services to he available and adequate is a

crucial, perhaps the most crucial, dimension of the equity consideration.

The judgment of 684 superintendents establishes levels of agreement between

perceived uses and desired uses of RESC services that are beyond expectations.

An exact match from a large group e respondents on all services would repre-

sent the unattainable, yet matches in most services occur on most individual

response sheets, every group examined--regions, large, small, rich, poor- -

produced matches in one or more services and near matches occurred on several

services on statewide means.

There is overwhelming evidence in fiis study that most superintendents in

Texas believe the RESC system to be fair. One hundred twenty-eight superinten-

dents of very poor LEAs perceived the frequency of use of RESC services to be as

high or higher than that perceived by 145 of their counterparts in very wealthy

districts. Even where hard participation data show that access to some services

is more limited for impoverished districts, superintendents generally perceive

equity.
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Determination about unequal access from the survey of actual and desired

uses lies beyond the differences in perceptions of the rich and poor and resides

in the acknowledgement that there are few, if any, "free" services; and the

related costs of participation are more burdensome for the poor than forthe

rich. It cannot be assumed that access is equal when money reasons--RESC fees,

costs of substitutes, travel costs, absence of state or federal aid -rare cited

for using services at less than the desired frequency.

Except for the expected limitation on computer usage for the small and

remote, size and distance have less than the expected impact on service usage

in the vast expense of Texas. The difference in usage exceeds the 0.2 amount (on

the six-point scale) in 17 of 25 services, but nine of these are used more by the

large, eight by the small. Of more concern with respect to equity is the extent

to which desired use exceeds perceived use in each group. Here again, one group

appears not to be.more advantaged or disadvantaged than the other. Both want

more services for the gifted and talented, more use of student terminals, and

more media repair services. The multiple regression analysis adds no new light.

It confirms that smallness and remoteness deny access to computer services, that

the small and remote LEAs use some other services more than large LEAs. In

ethnicity it strongly confirms the delivery of bilingual and migrant education

to the targeted Mexican American populations. 'leaker relationship of ethnicity

to perceived service use in media repair, Child Find and cooperative purchasing,

have no apparent explanation beyond the coincidence of regional policy unrelated

to minority populations.

Participation According to RESC Reports of Receipts

Reports of RESC receipts from LEAs in 1977-78 allowed their translation by

project staff i,-;co LEA expenditures per pupil for selected RESC services. LEAs

in and around the large urban areas, where regional enrollment are high, have

greater access to computer services. Regions,, except for VII, with fewer LEAs

tend to spend more per pupil on media services.

The analysis of means of per pupil expenditures provides the most surpri-

sing information, in light Qf the perceptual analyses, concerning computer

usage. It provides clear indication that the very rich LEAs use computer

services a great deal more than do very poor districts. Its contrast with

perceived computer usage, leads to the sugyestion that, in Texas, LEA super-

intendents sometimes perceive equity where inequity exists. The magnitude of

the difference between the rich and poor is startling. 'Though this analysis

runs counter to perceived computer usage, it adds emphasis to concerns expressed

about money-related deterrents and about reasons for participating at less than

desired levels in RESC services, It adds weight to the suspicion that state

and federal financial support for services contributes more to equity than LEA

superintendents perceive. Yet that is not the explicit statement prompted by

the data.

Incentives and Deterrents

The superindentendents from rich LF..As and those from the poor districts are

hardly distinguisable in their scoring of most incentives and deterrents, except
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for the money-related items. Even among the poor, five non -money incentives are

rated ahead of the leading money incentive, "all costs paid by state and/or

federal source(s)." Other incentives such as RESC costs, resource adequacy and,

especially, program economy, are rated higher by the poor than by the rich.

They also score higher on th:ee money items as deterrents--cost of substitutes,

absence of state or federal support for services, and RESC charges. As indi-

cated earlier, these differences are not as large as one might expect from

districtsof such tremendous disparity in wealth. But they are too important to

be ignored. The costs of substitutes and the absence of state or federal

support limit access for all, but they disproportionately and thus, unfairly,

deny some services to the poor.

The differences on resource-related incentives and deterrents between

the large and small are not as great as differences on the same items among the

rich and poor LEAs. They are somewhat similar, however, with the responses from

smal.LEAs akin to those from the rich, and those of the large likened to those

of the poor. In responses to the non-money deterrents, there is a hint that

some RESCs under:Stand, cooperate with, involve and serve smaller LEAs more those

above 2500 ADA. these differences are small, but they may bear upon the accessi-

bility of some RESC services to large' districts.

It is difficult to detect what relationship ethnicity has to access to RESC

services beyond the targeted programs in bilingual and migrant education. This

is part of the study too sensitive to investigate in depth with anytiing other

than the interview schedules which were beyond the resource and logistical

capability of the project. Beyond the formal instrumentation of this study,

limited contact has revealed that some Mexican Americans sense discrimination at

times because of the poverty of their districts or because the RESC boards of

directors, joint committees and staffs are over representative of the outnumbered

non-minority populations. But only in Region I, which has the state's sole

Mexican American executive director and a majority'of the state's few Mexican

American superintendents, does a substantial departure exist from the statewide

low score assigned to the minority issue as an incentive or deterrent.* Even

there, however, the, presence or absence of minority representation on the RESC

board and staffis not sufficient to change it from its lowest ranking among all

the incentives and deterrents.

Forced Rankings of Important Influences

Although there is consistent indication that the three LEA variables,

wealth, size and remoteness, influence participation less than program quality

and leadership, it is also clear that small departures from this pattern lend

added meaning to the access concern. Though ranked lower than remoteness by

superintendents as well as executive directors, wealth is regarded as more

important than remoteness and size in that cluster of regions with low LEA

receipts, and it is placed ahead of remoteness and size by several executive

directors. Remoteness, according to the average ranking of executive directors,

affects access more than wealth or size; the superintendents, statewide, rate

it barely ahead of wealth as such an influence. But the two executive directors

* Thirteen of the 20 respondent superintendents in Region I have Spanish sur-

names. There were 19 such superintendents among the 684 respondents, state-

wide.
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in Regions V and XIX rate it first among all-six influences, as do the super-

intendents from all R'agion XV._ Not a single_ executive director or regional

group of superintendents rate.iize among -the first two places despite the

differences in service usage. But several rate it ahead of wealth and

remoteness.

LEA Variables.

Size. Size generally is not a major factor in determining whether or not

Texas LEAs can get the RESC services they want. 'lc has great influence on the

use of computer services, and it influences the frequency of use of some other

services,, according to study data. But differences between use and desired use

are about the same for large and small LEAs, and size is assigned relatively low

influence priority by LEA superintendents and RESC executive directors. The

equity depicted among LEAs of great size disparity in Texas is surprising,

particularly when the characteristic of smallness is compounded by that of

remoteness. Perhaps there are compensations in the wealth of small Texas LEAs,

or in the RESC awareness of them, that account for the enviable relationship'

between size and service access depicted by the data.

As expected, the relationship is tarnished in the area of computer services.

Thereffris logic in the superintendents' judgments that both use and desired use

of computer student accounting and business services should be less frequent in

small schools than in large. But it is difficult to accept the judgment that

the need for access to student terminals in small schools is only half that of

larger schools. The terminals, as well as other autotutorial devices, are

needed more in small schools to compensate for the limited comprehensiveness of

the educational programs. In Texas, small school students are denied that

access by a variety of factors, but most of all, perhaps, by the tendency of

small communities to accept less for their students, even when resources are

available to achieve parity.

On'the other hand, Texas, quite appropriately will provide, as a result of

1919 legislation and an implementation decision by tne Commissioner, financial

incentive for schools under 1,000 ADA to collaborate under the auspices of the

education service centers. In some services, the small schools already use more

than the large schools. In the course of this study, three superintendents from

very large LEAs (>10,000 ADA) made marginal notes and/or phone comments tnat

RESCs either "did not understand" or "lacked the capacity" to serve large LEAS.*

Also, in scoring the degree of deterrence, large school (>2,500 ADA) superinten-

dents scored several non-money items higher than did shall school superinten-

dents, providing thereby, faint support of the three who believed RESCs are

better designed to serve small schools.

Staff Ratio. The relationship of staff ratio to service use is hardly

distinguishable from that of size to service use. The slightly greater emphasis

given to staff ratio in crime prevention and drug education, bus driver training

and the c)mbined service groups for media and in-service education, suggests that

*More than 30 phone calls were made to LEA superintendents wnen the actual-

desired use instrument was incomplete or possibly misunderstood. No formal

attempts were made to elicit comments on RESC, but several, mostly favorable,

were volunteered.
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the need for and use of such services are greater in the very small schools.
While these schools have the advantage of small student-teacher ratios, the need

for specialists is greater.

Wealth., As indicated' earlier, the data concerning service usage among the

rich :717d5or is mixed in their messages about equity. There is no serious

question that equity is perceived by superintendents, that wealth is ranked low

by them and by the executive directors as an influence on participation. ThA

project staff has repeatedly been impressed by this appearance of equity, and by

the translation of perceptual, data into more frequent use of several RESC

services by the poor LEAs. Since it follows that the poor have fewer local

resources and, therefore, greater need for RESC services, the more frequent use

of services contributes to equity'in the Texas system of elementary/secondary

education.

A closer look at the data, however, leads to qualifications. In the list

of 25 services included in the use-desired use survey, 17 generally require no

LEA charge. They are supported by base state funding or by categorical state or

federal funding. In 14 of the 17, perceived use by the poor equals or exceeds

that of the rich LEAs. In the eight services which must be purchased by LEA
funds, the rich LEAs use the service more than the poor in six of them. When

the perceptual data and the recorded use data are carefully considugd together,

it is clear that very rich districts purchase more RESC services than do very

poor LEAs. It is also logical to expect related costs fce participation, such

as payment of substitutes and travel costs, to be more burdensome on the poor.

The fact that equity is perceived even where it does not exist, may par-
tially compensate for financial disadvantage and account for access differences

that are far below expected levels for LEAs with great wealth disparity. There

is little question, however, that access of very poor districts to LEA financed

RESC programs, is more limited than that of very rich districts.

Effort. Low effort, as judged by a "true tax rate", is generally associated

with low wealth. The suburban-like situations where high personal incomes might

accompany low tax bases devoid of industrial property are obvious exceptions.

Poor people simply cannot afford high tax rates. It is not surprising, there-

fore, to find high correlation between low wealth and low effort, when measurement

of "effort" inappropriately is confined to levels of property taxes rather than

the ability to 1.iy them.

Remoteness. The extent to which Texas goes to compensate for remoteness is

reflected in, data which produces no negative correlations with service use,

except for computer services. Somewhat unexpectedly, there are four positive

correlations. However, the relatively low ranking assigned to remoteness on
the post-card survey reflects the higher priority assigned to program quality

and leadership, and not to insignificance concerning remoteness. It denies

access to computer usage, forty LEA superintendents in one west Texas region

rated it the most important of the six influences, and proximity is regarded as

a ,moderate incentive fir participation. The failure of remoteness to cause

greater denial of access reflects great credit to the RESCs.

Ethnicity. Survey data indicated that targeted prograilis reach the MexiCan

Americans. Ethnicity, as an incentive and deterrent, was at the bottom of the

lists of all groups except the 19 superintendents with Mexican American surnames.
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This could well mean that it is, or can,become, a serious problem because it is

not now perceived as one. Minorities are underrepresented in high level staff

positions and on governing boards of public agencies. The non-minority leader-

ship represented by LEA superintendents and executive directors does not feel,

apparently, that this is a handicap in communication or that it contributes to

minority suspicion of the establishment and its understanding and capacity to

serve.

Minority representation may be better than it was in 1975-76. The study of

RESCs by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA) indicated

there were seven Spanish surnamed and two black members among 139 members of

RESC boards of directors. Project data for 1977-78 indicate there dere two

black and nine Spanish surnamed amorg 140 members. There is one Mexican Ameri-

can executive director now; there was none then. In 1975-76, 19 of 1053 members

of the joint committees, mostly superintendents, were Spanish surnamed, four

were black. It is not known how many black superintendents existed in 1977-78,

but there were 19 Spanish surnamed superintendents in 42 percent of the schools.

This reflects the increasing tendency, no doubt, for Mexican Americans to be

elected to LEA boards.

The representation of minorities on RESC boards may increase in the next

few years because of 1979 changes in the State Board of Education's regulations ,

governing the election of R ESC board members. They will no longer be elected by

the RESC joint committees, but by balloting of LEA board member. Changes will

reflect the extent to which minorities get elected to LEA board membership.

There was no evidence in the IDRA study, nor is there evidence in this one,
that documents denial of access to RESC services to ethnic minorities. There

is, however, denial of access to the extremely poor and they tend to be the

ethnic minorities. This study finds that access to services is more limited for

the very poor than for the very rich. Together with the tendencies of minorities

to feel they are left out, and the contribution to that feeling by underrepre-

sentation in important places, this confirms that disadvantage to the poor is

compounded by ethnic minority status.

RESC Variables

The multiple regression analysis on service use and RESC variables was
limited to participation data from RESC records. As indicated earlier tne data

on technical assistance contacts were so varied in meaning that they could not

be used for comparisons among regions. Inferences are drawn from other data

that partially compensate for this loss and allow limited comment on RESC

variables, but the effort suffers serious loss because of the small number of

services included in the regression analysis. Nonetheless, some meaningful

points can be made about RESC variables.

Number of LEAs. The negative correlation between the use of media and
the number of LEAs in regions is interesting and, perhaps, puzzling. The

correlations are so strong that they should be assigned to chance dith great

reluctance. The eight reporting regions which offer media repair include the
four regions with the lowest number of LEAs, and only two regions are above the
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median irithis characteristic.* Further argument to assign the relationship to
something other than coincidence is provided by a similar correlation's presence
in initial, as well as unique, associations and by tne negative correlation in
flim use, a service present in all 20 RESCs. This finding with respect to media

service points out the need for data on this variable for the whole array of

services. Conceivably they could have important bearing upon judgments about

the number of regions Texas should have. It was noted in Table 7, on page 23,

where data about selected RESC charactersitics were compared to those in eleven

other states, that the median number of LEAs in Texas regions, 52, is substan-

tially more than the median's in the other states. There are so many small

districts in its wide open spaces, that it takes a greater number of them. to
provide the mini lin student base Texas deemed desirable for,the roles played by

RESC. Despite the great areas and large number of LEAs, there dare four regions
short of the 50,000 student enrollment base sought at the time of establishment.

The data on media use is limited, but the correlation is too strong to be
ignored. There is basis for surmising that the correlation reflects the ability

of the regions with smaller numbers of LEAs to get agreement among clients about

the kinds and levels of services that are provided. For some reason or another,

access to media services in Texas is greater in regions with fewer numbers of

LEAs.

Size, (fall enrollment, 1977, and 1977-78 size of professional staff).
Enrollment and staff size are discussed together because, except for the use of
student terminals, the multiple regression analysis indicates that the correla-
tions with service use are almost the same for both variables. This shouldpe
expected, particularly in view of the base funding scheme which provided about

60 percent of the allocation according to 'ADA,''and since the computer staffs are

in the more populous regions. No relationship to RESC size is reflected in
media use, .positive correlations exist in driver education and in computer pupil

accounting. The correlation of terminal use and regional enrollment is not
reflected for size of the RESC staff.

Student population may be the most common index used in the establishment

of ESAs. There is no denying its importance. Some would point to achievable
efficiency and comprehensiveness when ESAs have great numbers of students and

LEA staff members. Consistent with this theme, one would expect that the small
RESCs'in Texas would offer less and spend more per student, But no region in

Texas offers fewer than 20 of tne 25 services surveyed and, generally, the
number of offerings do not vary according to RESC size, except where the small
RESCs are more apt to provide cooperative purchasing and health services than
the large ones. The small ones, through contracting with Multi-Regional Planning

Centers and teleprocessing can and do offer computer services, and in otner
services, one RESC may contract with another for services it may not staff. In

terms of comprehensiveness, the small 9RESCs appear to match their larger counter-

parts -- a requirement for equity in the system.

*Although 11 RESC executive directors reported media repair services as an
offering, three provided no reports of receipts from sampled districts.
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What about the issue of efficiency? The data on regional receipts suggests

that the smaller regions tend to spend more per pupil than large regions. But

this does not suggest to project staff that students in small remote schools

could be served at a lower cost by larger regions. Sparsity demands extra

investment for equal serviceswhether or not the RESO:which must accomodate it

is large or small. Texas apparently meets that challerige by guaranteeing all

RESCs $200,000 in base funding, before the balance of the state allocatior
is divided on a per pupil basis; and by using federal and state categorical

funds in all RESCs. The'variation in categorical funds, such as bilingual and
migrant education, reflects the differing needs about the state.

Undoubtedly, ESA proponents in Texas debate whether their RESCs should be

larger, smaller, or stay about the same. The IDRA study conjectured that they

may be too large to be as responsive as they should be.[11] However, if one

judges by the extent to which clients appear satisfied with present RESC ser-

vices, it must be concluded that there is no basis for changing the size of the

RESCs.

This question cannot easily be laid- aside, however. A reminder of the

geographical vastness of Texas is appropriate. Aside from the indescribable

expanse of Alaska, no state comes close-to Texas in area. The second largest

among the 48 contiguous states is California, and it is approximately 60 percent

the size of Texas. Translation of'this great area to the 20 regions yields an

average RESC area of mor_ than 1.3,000 square miles, greater than the areas of

nine separate states, greater than the combined area of Connecticut and New

Jersey, with 31 ESAs between them. The three large west Texas regions, XVIII,
XVI, and XV, each exceeds the size of West Virginia, and Region XVIII alone is

larger than Indiana. When Region XVIII is combined with either Region XVI, or

XV, the two-region area is larger than 30 individual states. In the sparsely

settled open spaces of Texas the state had to go to extremes in area to get the

student bases'it deemed appropriate for its RESCs. In addition to the covering

of great areas, the regions also include large numbers of LEAs. This may tend

to submerge the identity and the "ownership" feeling among the LEAs, except for

the regions with the fewest ones.

The area covered by Texas' 20 regions is greater than the combined area of

seven states covering more than 300 ESAs.* But even where the state could have

reduced the area within them and formed more RESCs with adequate ADA, it did not

do so. Region IV may be the largest multi district region of its type in the

United States. It has more pupils than almost half the states; it has more than

twice as many as the combination of its three contiguous neighbors, Regions III,

V, and VI. Region X, with more than 300,000 ADA, is adjacent to Region VIII,

one of the state's smallest in student population and in area. Region XX has

.approximately 225,000 pupils, but stretches from San Antonio to the Mexican

border. Region L, with mdIT than 200,000 pupils, abuts Region IX, the state's

smallest, with fewer than 40,000. The final example, Region VII, encompasses

* The area of Texas is approximately 266,000 square miles. There are 307 ESAs in

Connecticut (6), New York (44), New Jersey (25), Pennsylvania (29), Ohio (87),

Michigan (58) and Illinois (58), with a combined 7-state area of approximately

263;000 square miles, according to the 1979 Rand McNally Road Atlas and the

Stephens multi-state study.
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17 counties and 100 LEAs, and it abuts Region-VIII, which has less than half the

pupils and half the area`. SoMe of these large RESCs have established satellite
offices from which to serve and relate to LEA clients.

The existence of these very large enrollment regions, even where viable

options for smaller ones ()KR existed, has created great size disparities within

the network. These disparities maybe a source of tension among the RESCs as

they cope with funding and governance problems at the state level. Yet,clients-

say they like the system, and no suggested change in the configuration is

recommended as long as the RESC role is essentially confined to instructional

support services. When And if this changes to include more LEA collaboration
for direct instruction, the configuration should be restudied to create more
regions or to increase the number of existing IIESCs with satellite centers.

The study of the Texas RESCs yields many surprises. One of the biggest

relates to the extent to which they apparently contribute to equity in service

access despite their ten co one disparity, in ADA and despite a seven to one

variation in area, where even the smallest is far greater than area of-ESAs in

other states. These very great differences within tne stltc io not exert

primary influence on use of RESC services. That canes from the human factors at

-1,;work at the LEA, RESC and TEA levels,.

Wealth. PrOject data suggests that differences in LEA wealth have more

impact on eqdity than differences in regional wealth. Total per pupil RESC

receipts from the three poorest regions, I, XIX and XX, are near the average for

the state; and their receipts from LEAS, ostensibly more directly related to

wealth, are higher than those in most regions. That may reflect their density,

their greater needfor and use of computer services, but it is clear that

regional wealth in Texas is not a critical influence on equity. Even in the

rich rural regions where per pupil receipts are high, the advantage_comes from

state base funding and from categorial state and federal programs -- not from

rural LEAs using their considerable wealth to purchase services from RESCs.

Expenditure Level. It was assumed that a parallel exists between receipts

and expenditures. Figure 5, on page 20, depicts the 1977-78 receipts for

the RESCs and readily shows the regional variations. The multiple regression

analysis of LEA receipts is not informative because it is so limited in the span

of services covered. Essentially, it constitutes an identity with computer

usage, because more LEA receipts are used for computers than for any other

service.

Per pupil expenditure level 'n Texas varies according to three main influ-

ences. The first of these is base funding. Beyond $200,000 every region gets

the same per pupil amount, but $200,000 computes to approximately $5.29 per

pupil in Region IX and .40 cents in Region IV, with all others falling between

these amounts. While this seems to abuse the concept of equity; that judgment

should be withheld until the base funding picture is completed. When the

remaining allocation for base funding, approximately $6,150,000, is divided by

the statewide ADA, the resulting amount, $2.42 per pupil is added to each

region's $200,000. Now it can be seen that Region IX, the state's smallest,

received approximately $291,000 and Region IV, the largest, received approxi-

mately $1.4 million. The five to one gross ratio translates to a one to three
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ratio in per pupil amount, or $2.82 to $7.71. Undoubtedly there are great

differences of opinion in Texas about fairness in base funding. It must be

remembered, however, that the issue of fairness is not decided by which region

gets more or less in gross figures or per pupil amounts. It is decided by LEA

access to services. What does-it take for students and staff in Region IX to

have about the same access to services as those in Region IV? This study would

judge the base funding strategy in Texas to be rational, based upon the re-

sponses concerning service usage. The arguments will Continue and, in fact,

there may be a more equitable arrangement than the one in use.
this

until a high

level of confidence is generated in a different arrangement, this one should be

carefully guarded. The $200,000 allocation per region is required by those

rural regions to muster a framework of basic services. A reduced per pupil

allocation in funding would be unfair to those larger regions which must stretch

their resources to serve many people.

The second main influence on expenditure level is categorical funding.

Targeted programs in bilingual and migrant education are supported by state

and federal funds. The Multi-Regional Processing Centers get subsidies to
provide.computer services, and such programs as bus driver training, drug
education and special education operate on special funding.

The third main influence on expenditure level falls under the general

rubrics of leadership and program decisions. It depends upon the initiative and

skill displayed in pursuit of competitive grants and categorial funding. It

---depemts upon what RESC and LEA leadership establish as service priorities and

what local funding, where needed, can be obtained. It fs this influence that

obscures regional variations according to size or wealth or other character-

istics. It is rightly regarded by LEA superintendents and executive directors

as the extent to which discretion is used to set one region apart from another.

The expenditure level in Texas reflects great effort by the state to
promote equal access to services. Base fundihg guarantees a minimum level of

service, which costs more pe- pupil' in small rural populations, but requires

greater total amounts in large centers. Categorical funding provides programs

for populations with special, needs. These, in a sense, are the "fail-safe"

° efforts by the state to meet basic service needs in an equitable manner. Beyond

providing the wherewithal for a reasonable minimum service program, the extent

to which the state's effort is realized and extended depends upon the leadership

exercised within the regions.

Remoteness. The effect of distance between LEAs and the RESC centers is
not as impgrtant an influence on service use as anticipated. The use-desired

use analysOr indicated that it influences use of computer services. In explor-

ing this as a RESC variable in regression analysis, distance from the farthest

LEA to a RESC center or satellite was used. No significant correlation was

established. In the comparison of means, however, where regions with satellites

were compared to the others with the largest distances, the disadvantage to

computer usage was again demonstrated. Aside from computer use, RESC data do
not establish remoteness as a critical variable on service use in Texas.
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RESC Character

:Despite many probes and much 'Ita this study cannot establish with certi-

tude,'which factors most influence LEA participation in RESC services. ,It is

far more important to see that many things are important and that there is no

substitute for excellent program quality and competent leadership at'the RESC

and LEA levels. The clarion message from the respdndents is that service usage
depends upon the manageable elements in the RESC environment -- not upon uncon-
trollable,factors such as remoteness) size and wealth. The overriding impor-

tance of program quality and leadership depends ultimately upon their expression

in regional philosophy and in regional policy and program decisions.
0

State Leadership. RESC character reflects the state's philosophy that

RESCs WOUld extend and equalize educational opportunity, they should improve

twd-way communication between the TEA and the IRAs, they should accomodate state

priorities as well as local priorities; and their essence, program and service

delivery, should respond to the voluntary expressions of client needs. State

policy and program decisions to promote equity are expressed in the approach to

base funding, in categorical funds for populations with special needs, in

subsidies for media, computer centers and other service components. Mere

recently it has been expressed in the identification of RESC as the instrument

through which some local cooperatives for small schools must operate.

The legislation, the State Board of Education and the TEA have together

produced a high' favorable environment for success in RESC leadership and

programming. The advocacy of the Commissioner and senior TEA staff, the

assignment of coordinating responsibility for the RESC network to the associ-

ate commissioner's level, and the monthly involvement of the RESC directors

in planning and programming for the state's system of elementary/secondary

education testify to uncommon awareness of the value of RE,^s, and uncommon

insight into ways to enhance their~ greater potential. In addition to providing

financial support to the agencies, and status and psychological support to their

executive directors, the state has established quality control through required

periodic planning and evaluative procedures. The ingredients exist for RESCs to

perform their service role well. Program and leadership at the regional level

are paramount concerns. They, more than size, wealth or remoteness, explain

regionel differences from the clients point of view. They are the ultimate

expressions of RESC character that explain field approval of the net),,ork's

performance.

RESC Leadership. "If modern educational needs are to be fulfilled... RESAs

must rise to... Tiidership in educational affairs and become a major influence

toward renewal and reform."* TEA's Associate Commissioner James Hill believed

that the executive directors in Texas are responding to that challenge as he

called for leadership, among ESA directors in all states where they exist. The

Importance of leadership at the RESC level is enunciated by TEA officials, and

emphasized by LEA superintendents and executive directors in the forced rankings

and in the scores assigned to management-related functions among incentives

*Dr. HfIck, Texas' Associate Commissioner for Field Services, made this statement

in his speech to ESA administr"ors at the February, 1979 convention of the

American Agsociation of School Administrators, New Orleans.
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and deterrents. Second to program quality in the statewide rankings of super-
intendents RESC leadership was ranked highest of all factors by the superin-

tendents in six regions, and nine of the 20 executive directors rated it first

or second.

Good leadership at all levels is critically important to RESC success in

program delivery, but the RESC executive directors are in a strategic position

to knit the components of the state system together in a sensitive and effec-

tivr manner. Apparently, the TEA and LEAs encourage and expect the executive
directors to authentically transmit grass roots opinion to the TEA, and to

return to the field with understanding and advocacy for state programs they help

to shape. This study did not ask LEA superintendents to rate the quality of

RESC leadership, but explicitly rank its importance. There is little doubt,

however, that the leadership is also generally regarded as favorable, if RESC
program quality is considered a reflection of RESC leadership.

LEA Leadership. In one sense, that of the superintendent's general atti-
tude toward RESC, LEA leadership is a reflection of the executive director's

leadership -- the importance he assigns to superintendents, and the skill and

legitimacy he devotes to participatory administration of RESC. The impact of

LEA superintendents on the RESC program and operation, however, is prim,. ly

an expression of the quality of local leadership. Voluntary cooperative ESAs

dependent upon local resources go out of business when superintendents cease

to care about them and cease to encourage LEA participation in services. The

process would take longer in Texas where RESCs rely heavily on state and federal

funds, but that funding would soon disappear without the involvement and support

of LEA superintendents.

The executive directors know all this. They assigned the highest score

in -nrced rankings to LEA leadership. It was also acknowledged by the

su..d dents, themselves, as a close pursuer of program quality and RESC

leadership in the rankings. Only three of 20 RESC executive directors placed

it out of the top three in the rankings, and only seven regional averages of

superintendents' ratings did likewise. As a group, Texas superintendents have
demonstrated interest in RESC by their 62 percent response to a demanding .

survey instrument; they have demonstrated their support through favorable

reports of service use. They are probably the most 'important field advocates

for the regions, and they are key to their success.

Those who feel a sense of responsibility for successful RESCs help keep

regional programs sensitive to local needs. They help their staffs develop

the capacity to share and to participate in needed programs. Given a general

Texas environment that enables RESC to provide good programs, the LEA-by-LEA

accessibility to available programs may be mote dependent upon each superinten-

dent -- his or her philosophy, attitude, confidence and willingness to G:tare --

than upon any other factor.

Program Quality. "Given the present funding and governance of Regional

Education Service Centers (RESCs)..." program quality is rated first among

participation influences in the forced ranking survey responses of 200 superin-

tendents.* In the use-desired use exercise, the extent of dissatisfaction by

*The quote was the opening phrase in the post-card forced ranking survey.
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superintendents on an array of 25 services is analagous to a situation where

one of every three superintendents cites program quality not at all, and each of

the other two cite it once as an inhibitor to service use. It was checked 441

times by 684 superintendents, or in 2.7 percent or their 16,485 response oppor-

tunities. The mix of statutes, regulations and funding, together with the

coordinated way in which the executive directors and TEA work together, has

resulted in similar program patterns among the regions. Yet the state enhances

the adaptability of the state system of schools by changing its categorical

funding pattern upon occasion, and by encouraging programming options according

to local desires. As one executive director described it , "We're all alike,

but we're all different." As indicated in Table 3 on pages 16 and 17, there

are some differences in offerings, but judgments on program quality relate to

the primary differences among RESCs -- those of emphasis and adaptation to local

needs.

Study data indicate that RESCs are playing their intended role quite well,

and that flaws in the network are confined to possible refinements, or more

fundamentally, to limitations in its role. The RESC network operates in an

environment and in ways that appear to demonstrate, in the main, remarkable

equity in the accessibility of Texas LEAs to regional services.

B. RECOMMENDED POSSIBILITIES FOR
IMPROVEMENT OF THE NETORK

Refinements

This term is used to introduce discussion of adjustments in tne network,

because project data do not suggest or warrant substantial changes in the way

RESC provides existing services. Project staff believes the following modifi-

cations could make a good support system better.

RESC Leadership. It was neither the intent nor the design of this project

to evaluate RESC leadership. There was, however, conscious effort to collect

.and array data so that each executive director could look at the similarities

and differences among regions and ask himself, "What implications, if any, do

the'data have for my leadership?" For example, contemplation of Tables 5 and 6

together, on pages 19 and 22, respectively, should lead to some interesting

questions. What accounts for dramatic differences in expenditures per pupil

between regions with similar characteristics? What regional initiative is

reflected by the RESCs that attract large amounts of state and federal monies

over and beyond money mandated for targeted populations? What does it mean when

the LEAs in one region spend two to eight or ten times as much per pupil for

RESC services as the LEAs in a neighboring region, or when some low-wealth

regions get more money out of their LEAs than their richer couiterparts?

Such comparisons should not be limited to receipts'and expenditures. The

graphs in Appendix A allow each executive director to look at use-desired use

responses of his region and compare them to state averages, and they allow him to

see how the responses of superintendents in nis region compare to those around

the state on incentives, deterrents and the rankings of influences on partici-

pation.



The self-questioning of each executive director should go beyond project

data Hew is my leadership reflected in the quality of the RESC staff and the

quality of its performance? It is in constant contact with LEA staffs. What am

I doing to make it as effective as possible? How does my leadership impact upon

the LEA, superintendents? Do they see me as working "with" them instead of "on"

them? Do they trust me, do they see me as sensitive to their problems, is RESC

responsive to the needs of their LEAs? Do the superintendents see me as stretch-

ing them to seek creative approaches to problems? Do they expect to have

grass-rootsinfluence on state programs and policies through me as I monthly

work with oner executive directors and the TEA in Austin? Do they and the TEA

see me as afl affective communicator with the field on state programs, some of

which I help shape? 1 I enhancing the adaptability of the state system of

schools, or am I contributing to its rigidity? The preceding questions are

among those the state's executive directors should ask themselves if they are to

improve upon the generally excellent leadership they already provide. Each one

functions at a critical juncture in the elementary/secondary education system of

Texas; each helps the TEA and the LEAs relate in their common endeavor. Each is

entrusted with the leadership of an important and integral delivery system for

educational services. In view of the importance of the role, the executive

directors must represent the best educational leadership available. Toward that

end each RESC board of directors should conduct a periodic review of the perfor-

mance of its exec7 director. (Perhaps it could be a part of the five-year

accountability cycle upOFF1JTE.each RESC has embarked.) The review should be

along general guidelines worked out in concert by the TEA and the group of

executive directors, and the review in each RESC should be in accord with

performance expectations jointly developed by each executive director and his

board 4.f directors.

Accountability. Like ESAs in most states, RESCs need to devise a routine

wa of describing and reporting LEA-by-LEA participation in services to the

T A and to the LEAs. It may be oversimplification to call this an exercise

wiere counts of technical assistance contacts with LEA staff, and counts of

instruction, assessment and/or guidance contacts with LEA pupils are maintained

and reported. Yet these participation indices are important. They should be

supplemented by d limited (one page) plan outline for each offering and a later

brief in-house report which provides evidence and opinion on the extent to which

progress was or was not made toward quantitative ant qualitative goals in the

plan.

The information generated should be useful to each LEA superintendent

who wishes to see his or her LEA's participation in RESC services in the per-

spective of that reported for all LEAs in the region. It would also allow the

superintendent to see how use.varies within an LEA, particularly if it contains

different attendance areas. (It is about as easy to count film deliveries to

buildings as it is to count them to districts.) The information would be

valuable to the LEA superintendent or other representative who sits on the RESC

Joint Committee, makes judgements and gives advice upon RESC program quality and

configuration.
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Such a system would complement the accountability provisions established
in Senate Bill 1 in 1977. It would be very useful to the TEA as it reports
periodically to the public, the Scate Board of Education and the Legislature;
and as it evaluates RESC performance, and works with excecutive directors for

planned changes in statewide program emphases.

Most of all, it would be useful to the RESCs in their continuing assess-

ment and program adaptation processes. Suggestion of its value is provided

by the number of RESCs which have already designed and installed participation
counts and program appraisals. However, there are two concerns which should be

expressed concerning systems in place. They are not standardized and, there-

fore, not usable for comparisons across the stare. Their differences caused the

project staff to drop its counts of technical assistance contacts. Some of them

may be leading to accountability measures that cost more than they are worth.

Care must be taken to kee the staff from investin inordinate time and resources

in a system where- t e tail wags t e og.

The project staff is not aware of superior models for Texas to emulate in

tracking participation in state and/or federally financed programs. New York

may have the best system, but it is regarded by many ESA administrators as

cumbersome and control-oriented, more suitable for state monitoring than for

regional program management and improvement. The best model for Texas probably

is some adaptation of one or e combination of several of the existing RESC

accountability systems. There is considerable field expertise within the State.

The TEA would do well to tap this expertise, develop and instarl a uniform and

balanced statewide system of participation reporting. The result could benefit

Texas as well as other states with ESAs.

Governance. Until 1979 the members of the RESC boards of directors were
selected by the joint committees, which are constituted primarily of LEA super-

intendents. This procedure left the' superintendents vulnerable to charges of

"professionals serving themselves", and it was changed in early 1979 to provide

for the election of RESC board members by members of the LEA boards of educa-

tion. The State Board of Education, which made the change, left the method of

balloting to be determined by the RESC board.

From the bias of project staff, the State Board acted wisely in assigning

voting responsibility to local board members, but the voting procedure should

have been prescribed, also, for all regions. The Texas regions are so large
geographically and contain so many LEAs, that extra effort should be made to get
LEA board members to identify with RESC and, through RESC, with board members of

other LEAs. Some contribution to this objective could be made by requiring each
RESC to hold an annual meeting at which the LEA board members would learn about

RESC programs through reports of the RESC board and staff, and LEA superintendents.

At such a meeting, those nominated for the RESC board could be introduced by

advocates or make short presentations that would allow the prospective voters

there to learn something about the candidates before balloting. Except for

absentee balloting in case of illness or travel, only those LEA board members

present in the meeting should be eligible to vote. If it is simply not reason-

able or feasible to get LEA board members in one meeting at one time and place,

some alternative procedure for subregional meetings should be devised. Undoubt-

edly many LEA board members learn a great deal about RESCs from their LEA super-

intendents. They should have some direct experience with the agencies, however,

and they should, where feasible, see and hear candidates before they vote.
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This should be the culminating activity in a planned comprehensive _program of

disseminatin and involvement aimed at facilitating understanding of RESC by

LEA board members.

Although RESCs and the TEA appropriately have no legal responsibility for

either organization, the res ective state associations for board members and

superintendents should consider organ zing themse ves in sub-state regions con-

gruent with RESCs if they have not already done so. Such decisions would

enhance organizational identities with RESCs and add common regional interests to

the common LEA and state interests which concern local board members and superin-

tendents.

The policy direction and fiduciary responsibility for RESCs at the regional

level appropriately belong to lay boards of education elected by LEA board

members. This is consistent with traditions in elementary/secondary educa-

tion; it should generate more trust in RESCs among citizens at the local level

and legislators at the state level. This report, and at least one other, have

called attention to the typical underrepresentation of minorities on boards

and staffs of RESCs in regions with substantial minority populations.[12] The

new election procedure prescribed by the State Board of Education provides
lay communities better opportunity to influence RESC board and staff con-

stituency.

However, the change should not minimize the crucial involvement of LEA

superintendents in the affairs of RESC. Their great concern about RESC and

their general approval of the agency is evident by their responses to this

study. But their interest and support cannot be taken for granted. Project

staff stopped short of the suggestion that the recommendations of the joint

committees be required on major RESC program decisions prior to board action

on them. The fact that such was considered, however, supports the contention

that RESC responsiveness to LEA needs relies h"avily on the meaningful involve-

ment of the superintendents in program and man_gement decisions. Despite no

cause for alarm in responses to project instruments concerning involvement, the

RESC executive directors and boards of directors must always press for the

skillful utilization of the superindendents in RESC planning, much as the execu-

tive directors participate in statewide planning. From some of the many phone

calls to Texas it was learned that joint committee meetings are often attended,

by fewer than half the superintendents. This is to be expected in the vastness

of Texas where RESC activities are confined to instructional support rather

than direct instruction. But tolerance of its continuance will imperil the

responsiveness and success of the regions where participation of the super-

intendents is low.

State Financing of RESCs. HoW do you improve' n apparently good finance

system for RESCs? Until the spring of 1979, the State of Texas consisteptly

expanded its basic financial support of RESCs. The enlightened 1977 legisla-

tive decision to tie base funding to the Foundation Program may have been the

only such program in the United States. It essentially recognized the need

to respond to inflationary pressures on RESC operation consistent with the

responses to those presures elsewhere in the state school system. It also

enhanced the stability and security of the network and allowed planning to

proceed without the anxiety that accompanies the need for renegotiating the

appropriation in every legislative session. While 0.45 percent of the Found-
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ation Program was not a staggering amount, it was sufficient, along with cate-
gorical funding, to insure a core set of programs in each region, and it made
the major contribution to the commendable extent to which equality in program

access has been achieved in Texas. It also constitutes the only non-categorical

discretionary funding for the network.

The 1979 cut in base funding reputedly followed investigation into ques-
tionable accounting practices in one region, and the reported existence of
high fund balances in some regions at the close of the 1977-78 year. It is

possible that some balances reflected encumberances in categorical programs,
and some, perhaps, may have reflected attempts to build funds for the construc-
tion or purchase of facilities. Perhaps the RESCs can reap future dividends

from this current misfortune if communication, accounting and facility acquisi-
tion procedures can be adjusted to restore the legislature's confidence in RESC

to pre-1979 levels.

It is imperative that increases be resumed in base funding if the RESCs

are to capitalize their growing expertise in serving the L rs. Though base
funding was less than one-seventh of RESC funds in 1977-78, it is the most

important statewide component of the RESC support system. It provides most

of the staff needed for core programs, and the management capability and frame-

work to which all categorical programs must relate. If the scope of network

service is to expand and if its equity posture is to be maintained, the 0.45 per-

cent level of the Foundation Program may be, at best, a minimum level for appro-

priate base funding.

The project detected in RESC funding, a flaw common to all systems where

LEAs with extreme differences in wealth must pay the same price for services.

Equalization strategies rarely, if ever, balance the scales for districts
like Edgewood which are at the bottom of the wealth distribution scales. The

IDRA report suggested the possibility of differential pricing for services.[13]

In the opinion of project staff, however, it would be preferablq to provide the

RESCs with extra funds to service the extremely poor districts, funds similar

to those recently made available for increasing services to schools under 1,000

ADA. The extra funding already made available to extremely poor districts for

197,9.'80 will primarily be devoted, in all likelihood, to increasing local

capability in educational programming. This is expected and understandable.

Strate ies for more e uitable access of very oor LEAs to RESC ro rams re uire

t e state to pay for a programs, as it does now or many o erings or to

supplement present practice with incentive subsidies for services purc-iTia by

such LEAs. Those LEAs,, perhaps the least wealthy five or six percent, should

be TERTapants in the Foundation Program.

Role Change

The most fundamental weakness in the delivery of services in Texas does not

involve existing RESC programs; it concerns fragmentation*of delivery among
various agencies and, apparently, the virtual pre-emption of RESCs in the realm

of direct instructional services tb students. While there is no statutory

prohibition for RESC to provide instruction, the TEA, RESC executive directors
and LEA superintendents apparently decided in the first years of the network

that it should concentrate on instructional support and exclude' or minimize

direct services to students. They are now limited to driver education,

11i
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student terminals, pupil and health services, and some programs for migrant

children and for gifted and talented students. None of these programs is as

widespread as the core and categorical support services.

By shunning heavier involvement in direct instruction, the RESC network

avoided competition and the possiblity of initially damaging conflict with

superintendents concerning the multitude of informal cooperatives in Texas,

and it avoided possible contention with the powerful vocational education

establishment. This posture of the early RESCs was understandable and, perhaps,

defebsible. The opposition of a few field vocational education strongholds in

Kentucky contributed substantially to the demise of a young general-purpose ESA

network that had taken over the state's vocationai regions. Apparently, the

designers of RESC made some compromises order to get the network established

and healthy before taking risks, in the serious reappraisal of its role. But the

network appears mature enough and strong enough to undertake that task. As a

part of its on-going obligation to develop the most rational organization for

the state system of' schools, the TEA should consider the elimination of frag-

mented and conflicting,delivery components and the consolidation of them, where

appropriate; under RESCs.

Adverse reactions to recommendations that RESCs become more involved in

direct instruction are to be expected. The resistance may relate to the antici-

pation of RESC regulations over LEA activities. Such concern is understandable,

but not necessarily well-founded. Agreements among participating LEAs must be

made for logistical purposes; transportation and schedule problems are real and,

sometimes, difficult to solve. But they are the practical consequences of the

need to share among LEAs. There need be no controls other than those already

imposed by the TEA 'relative to minimum standards for instructional programs, and

those conditions worked out by user LEAs'and IsSC working in concert to facili-

tate the sharing required. The multitude of small schools in Texas need to use

itinerant teachers and adopt other sharing strategies if students are to have

program options and achieve reasonable parity in opportunity with their peers

in larger schools. Wich or without the encouragement of special state subsidy,

schools should look to RESCs to deliver the shared instructional programs

necessary for schools to improve the scope and quality of their offerings to

students.

Cooperatives. The existence of a plethora of cooperatives separate and

apart from RESCs make it difficult to talk with confidence about the sharing

needs of Texas schools. Study of the RESC instructional support role suggests

that it is skewed to state and federal priorities and not sufficiently respon-

sive to the unique local needs not served by those priorities. It is possible

that specialized needs are not being served;oit is more likely, however, that .

the cooperatives have pre-empted the opportunity for RESCs to tailor much of

their instructional support role to the more localized needs of Sub-regional

clusters of schools. Neit)erlhe TEA nor the Legislature can assess the scope

and quality of the Texas support system with reasonable assurance.

The RESC delivery of media and technical assistance. in statewide support

programs is among the best in the nation. That posture should be maintained.

Its strength sierives from the appropriate use of state and federal funds to meet .

current widespread needs and enhance the adaptability of the state system of

schools. But when the instructional support agenda consists primarily of
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funded categorical programs, there is a tendency to overlook the varied needs of

LEAs, particularly when responding services are seen as the province of coopera-

tives rather than the legitimate responsibility of the RESCs.

According to RESC records, there are quite limited receipts from LEAs for

specialized programs, even from small schools which seem to have the resources

to get services they need. Outside of matching media fees and the purchase of
computer and driver education services, LEA investment in RESC services is

minimal. Apparently, LEA payments for sub-regional instructional support and/or

shared direct instruction are more likely to go to cooperatives. Sometimes the

RESCs and cooperatives impact the same programs. For example, cooperatives

provide instruction for handicapped children from small schools, and RESCs may

provide the technical assistance or support service dependent upon state and/or

federal funds. It is difficult to describe exactly what happens, however,

because there is not organized reporting of cooperative activities in many

service areas.

The TEA, RESCs and LEAs should give serious study to the proposition that

RESCs should assume responsibility for most programs now operated by cooperatives.

There is often no ownership in the form of a governing body for the cooperatives.

Neither is there any assurance that the poor and/or "undesirable" LEAs will be

asked to join other schools in collaborative endeavor. Under RESC, this should

not be the case. In addition to utilizing the considerable RESC expertise in

collaborative programs, RESC management of cooperatives or supplanting them

would provide the state with reliable knowledge of almost all shared programs.
LEAs should continue to have the privilege of establishing and operating ad hoc

cooperatives, but Commissioner Brockette's impetus for RESCs to assume management

of old and new cooperatives in some service areas was a step in the right

direction.* LEA participation is always voluntary and the existence of coopera-

tives should depend upon changing LEA needs and interests. But the convenience,

the quality control and communication advantage available through RESC testify

to the wisdom of the Commissioner and it should signal an accelerated trend for

most cooperatives to become part of RESC o erations.

Vocational Education. Similar argument exists for deliverin_g'vocational

ecycation in non -urban areas through RESC. Typically, vocationaleducation

exists somewhat apart from the main body of secondary education. Its impressive

political and finanrill strength allow it to exist in its own world, free of the

grass-roots influence and control which the rest of the state's educational

program accommodates and encourages. Some state plans rely on delivery through
state-operated regional schools and/or through selected LEAs which control

programs for their own students and those, usually few in number, who come from

neighboring LEAs. In Texas there is an existing arena under the policy influ-
ence of a lay board elected by LEA boards, an arena where LEA representatives

can discuss and influence all LEA and RESC programs-in their schools, except-

vocational education. Is it logical and timely for the TEA, the RESC and the

LEAs to recommend a change in the delivery of vocational education

*Marlin L. trockette retired August 31, 1979. The new Commissioner is Alton 0.

Bowen.
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It would require some changes in the RESC network. The establishment

of area or regional vocational schools under RESCs would dictate smaller geo-

graphic regions or more satellites. It is recognized that such schools may

never be within the daily driving convenience of some remote schools in Texas,

and it is further recognized that small schools can ill afford to lose stu-

dents. But it appears that the likelihood of appropriate services reaching

remote students is far greater through RESCs than any other agency. RESCs under-

stand the need for and the delivery of auto-instructional devices to remote

schools. Such programs, supplemented where possible by-the use of community

resources, cannot match the intensity and quality of instruction in an area voca-

tional school, but if that school is inaccessible, there is an alternative. Left

to anyone exept those remote schools and their RESCs, it is likely that such

programs will not become available.

If it is logical and timely for vocational education and the RESCs to get

together, the strategy could help both as it increases the involvement of LEAs

and service to them. RESCs are skilled at delivery, they are obliged to help

LEAs collaborate, they are controlled by those whom they serve. In turn they

would reap the rewards of advocacy by the youth served, their parents and the

powerful vocational education establishment. The reward for the latter could be

in the participation of far more non-urban youth in vocational programs adapted

to their needs and to the manpower needs of Texas.

Conclusion

The State of Texas provides excellent environment for RESC operations.

There is strong advocacy at the state leadership level and significant involve-

ment of the RESC leadership in critical planning and communication processes of

the state system of schools. Both the TEA and the LEA superintendents support

this role for the executive directors.

Accessibility for all LEA clients of the RESCs is promoted by an excellent

pattern of base and categorical funding. Judicious use of available state and

federal monies support about two-thirds of RESC costs, and provide the state

opportunity to use categorical funds to meet shifting priorities and, thus, con-

tribute to the state school system's adaptability. The costs of substitutes and

travel somewhat limit participation in RESC services for all districts because

the state and local sharing in the Foundation Program does not cover the entire_

costs of elementary-secondary education. Aid is earmarked for RESCs to improve

services to small schools, those with fewer than 1,000 pupils, but no similar

equalization aid is earmarked to assist the extremely poor districts to match the

accessiblity of richer LEAs to RESC services. It would cost the State of Texas.

relatively little to remedy this situation.

If continued, the Legislature's recent reduction of RESC base funding will

impair the equity balance in services. It is ironic that the reduction coincides

with the increased RESC involvement in new sharing among small schools -- sharing

made possible by additional aid to those schools. Ultimately the reduction will

result in cutbacks in other services or in administrative fees charged to LEAs.

The network should make the accountability and operational adjustments that will

encourage renewal of RESC advocacy by LEA boards and superintendents, satisfy the

Legislature and restore its confidence and trust, and enhance the return of base

funding to the 0.45 percent or higher level of the Foundation Program.
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97

The role of the network should be expanded in direct educational services

to students, witn particular study given to cooperatives and to the delivery of

vocational education. The potential improvement of the delivery' of such pro-

grams will serve the interests of Texas pupils and gain recognitionand advocacy

for RESC among important audiences. The Legislature and educational ,leadership

at all levels are to be congratulated on the excellent RESC performance revealed

by this study. But it is now time for the role of the network to be reappraised

in the context of the question, "What are the most appropriate statewide organi-

zational and functional relationships for the Texas state system of elementary

and secondary education?"

C. FUTURE RESEARCH

In the introduction (page 2) it was indicated that the cost of achieving

equity in ESA systems may be relatively small. For example,-the project staff

belieies,that a small state investment in Texas could lead the very poor distficts

to virtual parity with other districts in the use of certain RESC services they,

the poor, now use insufficiently or not at all. Not only-doeS the potential exist

for small amounts of money to remedy financial inequities, small shifts in govern-

ance, in communications strategies and/or in programming might also extend and .

equalize opportunities for studentt and staffs to benefit from ESA services in

varipus states. There is great need for research on equity and'on participation

influences in the ESA networks in other individual states and on a multi-state

level. Should such research be instituted and should itfbe along the lines of the

Texas study, some modifications should be considered.

1. Because variation in unit costs may make participaticn comparisons

across states and among ESAs unreliable, counts of-LEA staff and student partici-

pants should be used to supplement or replace expenditures per student. Only the

expenditure data were useful in Texas. '

2. Where time and resources permit, the views'of teachers, principals and

others should be added to those Of ESA administrators and LEA superintendents on

participation influences.

3. Multiple regression analytes for LEA variables and regional variables

should berun on all participation data. While both sets of variables in Texas

were run on "hard" data, only the LEA variables were run on perceived partici-

pation.

4. The lists of incentives and deterrents should be refined to reduce

ambiguity, and to properly adapt them to particular state systems and termi-

nology.

5. Field suggestions for increasing participation in ESA services should be

sought through a checklist or weighted-response list of possibilities.
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FIGURE A-1

TWENTY GRAPHS DEPICTING THE MEANS () OF EXTENT OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED US6S OP TWENTY-FIVE RESC

SERVICES, A PERCEIVED BY SUPERINTENDENTS IN EACH REGION, COMPARED TO THE STATEWIDE MEANS (C)

ammommm .V G S OF REGIONAL MEANS AS PERCEIVED BY 684 SUPERMTENDENTS FOR 1977-78

Region I
(n21)

Ranges: "actual" use a=23 "desired" use
1

Code for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never, 2-almost

3- occasionally, 4-frequently, 5- almost always, 6-always

RESC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

1. Rianning, Evaluation/Accred.

2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, In-service

USE

DEGREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

1 2 3 4 5 6

actual
desired '-9EZ2FZFZZLI--"!
actual 4
sire

actual
desired

actual
4. Media, Equipment Repair -----i-- ,

desirea

5. Computers, Student Acctg. desired
Z:ZiZZZEZZ:M. 1 _..z.......1actual

I

------------.1
II2EZ:CEZFZ:Z2111----- 1

i
,

1

----L. ---------,-----------,

ize;55=f

5 Comuters, Business Serv.
ascual

desired

7. Computers, Student Terminals
actual

8. Special E4.. Child Find
actual

040emnarraler.mmarandenoUs

desired

1. Special Ed, In-service ---r-L.":"1
desired'

actual I

-1110..Special Ed. '4aterials (SEIMC1
desired

---472221

-4

i
,

I

,U. Pupil Services
, a C tll a l

desired
! , 1

1 actual
-12. Crme Pre. 8 Drug Ed. ------,---- .--.--

, desired

,
i

kittusi .

13. Bus Oriver Training desired
I

actual
14. Or,ver Education

--4

, 1 3..ma---
, . 4

. 1

I

_,_ tua .'''

15. Career ,Aucation 4- .............."i

aesired
'I.e..:

r sr4r.isoAnarApe .

C711=3111111I

i6. diffusion, Prom. Bract.,
etc.1 actual I

1
-.

desired 1
4

, 1 ,.., 1
i

t actual I17. 811 ing,,al Education ,----,----,---.----.(*livid i _,

.8. Migrant Education ---,..1.5.,E2, ,....
al 1

,

, deal:iv:I !
,

.
,

1
, ,

13. Gifted end Talented ---v-----«=E=Lle
I desired

actual I

20. %operative Puc,ising Qesire
1

21. Adult iasic Education
actual

22. Right to Read

23. -iealth Services idesired

24. Mgmt. Services (other)
actual
desired

*wy

idesired

actual
desireiT

actual

25. In-service Ed. (other)

2z-43721-,
actual

;desired
1

1

I23



PIGURX A-1 (Continued)

Region II

(n -28)

:leans: regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use "desired" use -77
Code for "degree of actual and desired participation". I -never, 2-almost

never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, 5-almost ...ways, 6-always

RISC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE

DEGREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 4 5

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.

'2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, In-service --

4. Media, Equipment Repair

S. Computers, Student Acctg;

6. Computers, Business Serv.

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
esired

idrAMOI AVAWAPPir
EMIR*

AIAVAI ,Ar,deramarArArsirAmsmaim.surArAmseumArAm
INEt

77-77-717.771-1

7. Computers, Student Terminals
actual jedrc,r_ouri>.rdr.r,r.4)
desired 1

actual
3. Special Ed., Child Find ..,--- ---desired

actual
9. Special Ed., In-service desired

10. Special Ea. Materials
(sEImc. actual

desired

11. Pupil Services
actual

desired

12. Crime Prey. & Drug Ed.
_____.actual

desired

13. 3us Driver Training ------ desired r' 192:17:2r-'actual

:4. Driver Education

:5. Career Education

15. Diffusion, Prom. Pratt.,

actual
desired

actual
desired

etc.
actual 4

desired

.........:=EZEZZZZZIF
17. 3ilingual Education

actual
desired

18. Migrant Education
_______,..asmal

desirsu

,....

--

19. Gifted and Talented
___,II:tsui:lid

1

rPr.77-A717.
......------

,

I

p

20. Cooperative Purchasing

21. Adult Pasic Education

22. Right to Read

23. Health Services

24. Init. Services (other)

25. 1n-service Ed. (other)

actual

actual
diiiiia

desired
actual

1

0111M40....11.

desired
actual
d

22:2M9E3E:i_
actual
desired

actual
desired r-
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fIGURI A-1 (Continued)

Means:

Ranges: "actual" usa

Region III

(o.26)

rsgional statewide 0

"desired" use
V

Code for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never, 2-almost

never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, 3-almost always, 6-always

RESC PROCAAMS AND SERVICES

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.

USE

actual
desired

DEGREE Of ACTUAL AND DESIRED PhATICIPATION

2 3 4 3 6

2. media, Film Library --,71494eVoireir

3. Media, In-service
sclnal.
desired

4. Media, Equipment Repair ----,-actua3eured

actual
5. Computers, Student Acctg.

6. Computers, !hairless e-ov.

..LM=4,GE........,
"87=

7 Computers, Student Terminals

8. Special Ed.. Child rind

desired

1

E7'7777777'

esir

actual
desired

9. Special Ed., In-service
actual
deiraa."

10. Special Ed. Materials (SEIMC desired

11. Pupil Services
actual
desired

12. Crime Prey. d Drug Ed.
actual
desisted

13. Sus Driver Training

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

16. Diffusion, Prom.

cENEtr=mactuali
desired i

actual
desired

Pratt., etc. MIL

17. Bilingual Education

18. Migrant Education -

19. Gifted and Talented

20. Cooperative Purchasing

21. Adult 3asic Education

'actual
-17iiitred

adcual
desiNa

actual
desirei

actual

22. Right to Read

23. Mealth Services

aml' wro1
1

actual
Oesic '

1

actual

actual

l
24. mgmt. Services (other)

actual
dexiaa

lactual
25. In-service Ed. (ovwr)

Ami42Mrmow ...ft...p.m*.Isaai

A-3
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PICUli 4-1 (Continued)

Raglan iv

(n49)

Means: regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use 2=3-- "desired" use

Coda for "dears* of actual and desired participation": 1-oewer. 2-1111404t

never, 3-occagionally, 4- frequently, 5-a/aost always, 6-always

RISC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES usl

DEGREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 4 5 6

1. Planning. Evaluation /Accred.

2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, 1n-service

4, Media, Equipment Repair

5. Compeers, Student Acctg.

6. Computers, Business Serv.

7. Computers, Student Terminals

8. Special Ed., Child Find

dsair

desired

desire

ua
_Aril:

44 ti al
mars

ac ual

11,41r4IJKorIIrArd
Or MEM.

es

actua
emir

actual
dsir

rarair. ii
611.

'41,11 . "1111/41P.

drdrIFdr ra,AVAVAIV.W 111
r4140/4104,.:/' ri

4/4111,W111,41,41, 141

AVIII/AINIF:,411,4/4411,

9. Special Ed., 1n-service
sexual
desired

10. Special Ed. materials (SEIMV
accusl
aisTlred

11. Pupil Services
actual
desired

12. Crime Prey. & Drug Ed. --

13. Sus Driver Training

14. Driver Education

:5. Career Education

scud l
moire

actual
desire

actual

4111,41r.'411/41,41AVAIP
ilIMMIDIIMMEMOM

//:041,41/...W.141411/411,

:6. Diffusion, Prom. Pratt., etc.

17. Siliqual Education

18. Migrint Education

19. Gifted and Talented

salt

actual
dasir

dr1141'AlfIVIK,

actual
desire

actual
salved

actual

AI 4/.46' AV ArAI .10.1410

Sirlt
actual.
tapir

20. Cooperative Purchasing
ctual

21. Ade Basic Education
actual
desired

22. Right to Read

23. Oalth Services
actual

rassirs

24. Mgmt. Services (other)

eSirer I
25. In -sv vice Ed. (other)

MMEM...
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TICE= A-1 (Continued)

Region V

(a.14)

Memo: regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use
ETA "desired" use

1

Code for "degree of actual and deiiired participation": 1-never, 2-almost

never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, -Almost always, 6-always

RISC ?ROOMS AHD SERVICES USE

DECREE Of AMA!. AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 5 6

1. Planning, Evaluation /Accred. actual
desired

2. Media, Film library desired

actual
desired3. Media, In-service -

4. media, Equipment Repair -------
actual
---
desires

actual

G;T:ar-5. Computers,

5. Computers,

7. Computers,

Student Acctg.

Business Serv.

iii .1Ker4111ralralrAI
MMIUMME]ge

' Jr.d,dr AVIV 411,111/
=MK

ac-
''''141111xtma

-assize
actual

actual
desired

Student Terminals

8. Spmcial Ed., Child Find

9. Special

10. Speclal

Ed., In- service actual
detlted

Ed. Materials (SEIMC1 desired

actual
Tarirecr-

actual
desired

. 11. 00411 Services

12. Crime Prev. & Orug Ed.

JCJFZZ21F5E2-.

13. Bus Oriver Tra A ng
amcuai

14. Driver Education
actual.

15. Career Education

16. Oiffusion, Prom. Pract

wars
__actual

desire

actual
etc. J;;Iur.

0-xsre-,77=,
t

17. Bilingual Education
actual
desired J

18. Migrant Education
.7"S..1f4:722=2:E=E;E:EZEZZEEL....-

19. Gifted and Talented
acsual

actual
20. Cooperative Purchasing esired

21. Adult Basic Education

22. Right to Read

21. Health Services

24. Mgmt. Services

25. In-service Ed.

actual
desire

actual j.777=-111
actual
desire

(other) f."181

actual

-----"rdesired
(Other)

m....J

1,./.1-- - -- ---
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FIGURE A-1 (Coocioued)

Region VI

(0.37)

Mesas: regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use "desired" use

Cods for "degree of actual and desired participation". 1-haver, 2-almost
never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, -almost always, 6-always

RESC PROGRAM AND S1RVICES

1. Planning,

qsz,

Evaluation /Accred.
aitual

actual
desired

dedired

2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, In- service --

4. Media, Equipment Repair

5. Computers, Student Acctg.

5. Computers, Business Serv.

7. Computers, Student TerminalS

8. Special Ed., Child Find

9. Special CI.,

10. Special Ed.

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
wired

1.

DECREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2t 3 4 _5

771%2:1 I

r.r.rAiSCLIN, ,ver
1;81.2ed I le'rr 'rOD

------11/211----desired-------j"------71--L

Materials (SEIMC
Naielial------

desina Lizfzzw_Ti,i_____x_4
actual -----..- .

actual

,

1

.

actual .

-------7ir;are
....1

actuald I
I .....j..............SEEZEEFL.............m.J

Ed.
i

1

1

1 i

In- service

11. Pupil Services

12. Crime Prey. 6 Drug

13. Bus Or-ver Training

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

:6. Diffusion, Prom. Pract

17. Bilingual. Education

18. Migrant Education -

19. Gifted and Talented

20. Cooperative Purchasing

2i. Adult Basic Education

22. Right to Read

23. Aealth Services

24. Mgmt. Services (other)

25. :n-service Ed. (other)

actual
desired

_actual
ai.1;;

actual
desired

etc.
actual

,
desireu

actual
cairg;

actual
desired

actual
seised

actual

actual
ria;.4

actual
desina

actual
deiriu

actual
Matra

actual

".7777167"7771

iarve7-A

ft=pumutipzzzzzzz=Lr-----;
---1

1

777-2111E27W

al.
rAr.iv

NOMMENAMOK:

:1=1. ..11
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FIGURE A-1 (Continued)

Means:

Region VII

(n.65)

regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use =721--- "desired" use
1

Code for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never, 2-almost
never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, 5-almost always, 6-always

RESC PKOGIAMS AND SERVICES USE 1.

DECREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 4 S

1. Planning, Evaluation /Accred.
actual

desired

2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, In-service

4. Media, Equipment Repair

S. Computers, Student Acctg.

6. Computers, Business Serv.

7. Computers, Student Terminals

8. Special

9. Special

10. Special

actual
desired

desired

actual
destia

actual
Mare

SC Awl
esirel

rAirAr4/41.41111/41/441/..rillrAI4/4141IAIIIIIIINVAS Ar !/At
allnIMINEM 1M11.11

actual
desired

actual

viii WirArirAiriri

I

1

Ed., Child Find desired
!" ,

Ed., In- service ---.....actual
desired

Ed. Materials (SEIMC1
actual
desired 11----
desired 1 ,

actual
!

1

II. Pupil Services

(2. Crime Prev. 3 Orug

13. au% Driver Training

(4. Driver Education

(5. Career Education

Ed
actual

desired

actual

actual
desire

actual
desire

:6. Diffusion, Prom. Pratt., etc. !Sail
desired

actual
desdied

actual
des17d3

17. Bilingual Education

18. Migrant Education

19. Gifted and Talented

20. Cooperative Purchasing

assired
actual

ICLIZZEZ2F7
actual
desire

21. Adult Basic Education
actual

desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

24. Mgmt. Services (other)
actual
desired

actual
25. 1n-service Ed. (other) desired ."

22. Right to Read

23. qealfh Services

ONIWIEMIIII

MI

A 7
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FICULZ A-I (Continued)

Means:

FWeion VIII

(1126)

visional statewide 0

Ramps: "actual" use --IZZZa-- "desired" use

Code for "deers' of actual and desired participation": I.-never, 2-almost

=var. 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, 5-almoet always, 6-always

tESC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE

1. Planning. Evaluation/Accred.
actual

-3,71;17;d

2. Media, Film library
actual
desired

actual_
desired

actual
red'desi

3. Media, In- service

4. Media, Equipment Repair

5. Computers, Student Acctg.

6. Computers, Business Serv,

7. Computers, Student Terminals

actual

DECREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 4

---9EE930-----
--i-zzEr-1--

8. Special Ed., Child Find

9. Special Ed., in-service

10. Special Ed. materials

11. Pupil Services

12. Crime Prev. S Drug Ed.

13. Sus Driver Training

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

actual
desired

actual ,-77-7-XFZ4S2:24?12--------------.

(SEIMO
actual
;ailed

1

r Oi 1

actual
desired_

desired

actual
desired

actual
dished

actual
desired

0/,MYMNIMIa,

11

a/MiSMINE
:6. Diffusion, Prom. Pratt., etc,

actual
desired

17. Bilingual Education

:8. Migrant Education

desired

actual-----
desired

19. Gifted and Talented -- Id

actual.

ired

actual
desirer"-

actual
desired

actual
siria

actual
23. dealth Services .774.11;a_

24. 49mt. Services (other)
actual
desired

20. Cooperative Purchasing

21. Adult Basic Education

22. Right to Read

1

25. In-service Ed. (other)
actual

rd
1

Airdvainer.r.ararar rd.

12E2=1--
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TIMM A-1 (Contineed)
Region II

(n30)

Means: regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use 12:22Z--- "desired" use

Cods for "degree of ac-ual and desired participation": -1-inever, 2.41Uost
never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently. 5-almost always, 6-always

RESC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE 1

DECREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 4 5

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.

2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, In-service

4. Media, Equipment Repair

-f. Computers; Student Acctq,

6. Computers, Business Serv.

7. Computers, Student Terminals

8. Special Ed., Child find

9. Special Ed., in-service

10. Special Ed. Materials

11. Pupil Services

12. Crime Prey. & Drug Ed.

13. Bus Driver Training

14. Driver Education

15.. Career Education

16. Diffusion, Prom. Tract., etc.

17. Bilingual Education

18. Migrant Education

19. Gifted and Talented

20. Cooperative Purchasing

21. Adult Basic Education

22. Right to Read

Z3. Ntaith Services

24. mgmt. Services (other)

25. In-service Ed. (other)

actual
desired

actual ,
desired

set211....
desired

actual
desired

actual
*sired--

J

790
-754z2-7-11-

"MTN trilF9F=1
actual

sired

actual
desid-

actual

actual
desired

actual '

(SEIMCi desire

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual

1-

I E
91771ure

actual

wired

ac!!!!1_.,-
'sired

actual
dssirsd

actual

Tissira
actual

1

AVArarAI.CAKAKAPPAOWAVAVAKOW ///APIMPAWA

EMI MIUMIllit.
MODOONO

actual

!actual
desired

A -9
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FIGURE A-I (Continued)

Ranges:

Region X

(n51.)

Means: regional statewide 0

"actual" use ---C=ra "desired" use
r-

Code for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never, 2-almost

never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, 5-almost always, 6-always

&ESC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE

DEGREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

1 2 3 4 5 6

I. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.

2. Media, Film Library

actual
desired

actual
desired

3. Media, In-service -
actual
desired

actual_
desired

actual
desired

actual
esired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual

c

4. media, Equipment Repair`-

5.-Computeri,Itudent Acctg.

6. Computers, 3usiness Serv.

7. Computers, Student Terminals

8. Special Ed., Child Find

9. Special Ed., In-service

In. Special Ed. Materials (SEIMC

11. Pupil Services

12. Crime Prcv. 3 Drug Ed.

13. Sus Driver Training

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

:8. Diffusion, Prom. Pract., atc.

E:12707
actwl

actual
desired

actual
desired -.177"177- J

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

17. 3ilingual Education
actual
attired

18. Migrant Education -a ---ctual--
desired

I 1 1

..- 19. Sifted and .%._hed a-c-t-- al
desired i

-t t ,

20. Cooperative Purciasing -
actual

'desired 1

....--1

1

irAillr.."411/4111Allrallr
MINIMEAMMIIIMMI

/411FIVAr4/4111411 Or.CerairOW/I4141/4
EINNMEMOMVJMIIIIPMMIIIMIMMEMININI

21. Adult Basic Education
actual

desired

actual
22. Right toRead ----- desire

23. Health Services
actual

'MINT'

24. M
actual

gmt. Services (other) "'desired"

25. In-service Ed. ;other)
actual

ill

1

desired

A-10
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?IMRE 4-1 (Continued)

Region X/

(n.S1)

Mess: regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use "desired" use

Coda. for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never, 2-almost
never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, 5-almost always, 6-always

RISC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

I. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.

2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, In-service

4. Media, Equipment Repair

5. Computers. Student Acctg.

6. Computers, inesS Serv.

USE

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual

DEGREE OP ACIDnL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 4 6

7. Computers, Student Terminals

8. Special Ed., Child Find

9. Special Ed., in-service

10. Special Ed. Materials (SEIMC

11. Pupil Services

desire

actual
desired

actual

Of
1

rr
:wired

actual
desired

actual
desirea

actual
desired

actual
desired

12. Crime Prev. & Drug Ed.
actual
desire

13. Bus Driver Training
actual
desired

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

16. Diffusion, Prom. Pract., etc.

17. Bilingual Education

18. Migrant Education

19. Gifted and Talented

20. Cooperative Purchasing

rayALe-dr-

"ltr'7771
411/ IF AP Ar -11411/ /PUP
MEIMMIL

4
-77'7"1'71

actual
desire

desired
actual 1

desired ,7-77V7t
actual ---

actual'
drsired

actual
desired

actual
desire

actual
desired

21. Adult Basic Education
actual -

desired

22. Right tO Read
actual --
desired

23. Health Services
actual ....----
d.947:1

4 I

24. Mgmt. Services (other)
actual

25. In-service Ed. (other)
actual
desired /

A-11
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/MI A-1 (Continued)

Man*:

Region sit

(n40)

regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use --2=2:1-- "desired" use

Code for "degree of actual :mid desired participation": 1-never. 2-almost

never, 3- occasionally, 4-treqoutly. 5-almost always. 6-always

RISC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE

DECREE Of Acnnua. AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3
6

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.
actual
desired

PE12.1i
desired

actual
desired

actual

desired

S. Computers, Student Acctg,
actual
desired

6. Computers, 3us1ness Serv.
actual

2. Madia, Film Library

3. Media, In-service

4. Media, Equipment Repair

7771":1_1
......................................

IIIIMMEIIIIMMIMMMMIIIMIll

1

sutra jIF::°!272F;CZZlr"."----na"
actual

7. Computers, Student Terminals desired

8. Special Ed., Child Find

.411/4/411/411/..V41,411 14111.41141,1

actual
dairai -----------w-----

9. Special Ed., In-service
aeewl

. desired

10. Special Ed. Materials
(SENO actual

desired

actual

desired11. Pupil Services

14. 3river Education asired

IS. Carver E
'actual

ducation

16. Giffusion. Prom. ?riot., etcideigafEasi,
domino

17. Bilingual Education

18. Migrant Education

,9. Gifted and Talented

20. Cooperative

21. Adult Basic

actual
desired

actual

actual . ,.....r5r7"2"7"Arr,r777471
desired

Purchasing ---i-ner-1.4

Education
actual

desired

actual.---
idesired

actual
desired

22. Right to Read

23. Wealth Services

.1,4141/.. -1/411/411/41111:1 ..
24, mgmt. Services (other) .

-----------

destitute

actual
25. In-service Ed. (other)

A-12 134



FIGURE A-1 (Continued)

Region XIII

(n37)

Mane: regional statewide 0

Ranger: "actual" use --1=ZO "desired" use r

Code for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never. 2-almost

never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, 5-almost always, 6-always

RISC PROGRAM AND SERVICES USE

DEGREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 4 3

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.
actual

desired

2. Media, Film library .''''`IILUIdesired

3. Media, In-service

4. Media, Equipment Repair

S-iComPuters, Student Acctg.

6.i

/

Computers, Business Serv.

1

9.

1. Computers, Student Terminals

Special Ed.. Child Find

9: Special Ed., In-service

0. Special Ed. Materials (SEIIIC)

ill. Pupil Services

12. Crime Prey. & Drug Ed.

13. Bus Driver Training

i 14.. Driver Education

,11Promwm.m.

desired

actual ,Aralr AWAY IA .REEVE
desired

actual

15. Career Education

16. Diffusion, Prom. Pratt., etc.

17, Bilingual Education

18. Migrant Education

19. Gifted and Talented

20. Cooperative Purchasing

21. Adult Basic Education

esire

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desires

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
esir

actual
stared

actual
desir

actual
desired

actual
desire

actual
desire

actual
esiria
mai
e sir

actual
desire

a tual
d sir

actual
d ire

actual
desire

rAvv.srAnavar
IL

rAlF411AIIIKVAV. P.A/APOAVA.

IIMMIP.1111111111DIM

411rAllrjr, ArArAgrA

AVKI////

g-1777
41',=11 ajar; az.>ra

22. Right to Read

23. Health Services

24. Mgmt. Services (other) Hit

26. :r..l.rvice Ed. (other)
actual
aasaed

!or./ 'AVAPAVAI

I Aral, AI II 441/AII.ArAIIIIIIIIr

a

A-13
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rtmaz a-1 (Continuad).
Region XIV

(132)

Maass: regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use 22723-- "desired" use

Code for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1- saver, 7-aleost

never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently' 5-almost always, 6- always

tBSC PeOGIANS AND StiftCIS USD

DEOIZE Of ACTUAL AND DID= ?ANTICIPATION

1 2 3 4 3 6

r

1. Planning, Eveiustion/Accred.

2. Media, Film

:::td

ssel..Library desire d

3. Media, In-servici
actual

I

desired

actual
4. Media, Equipment Repair;a
S. Computers, Student Acctg.

actual

.., a..:

.4...r....r.eAr rArArr.

-assn

6. Computers, Business Serv.
actual Ar _AnJk

desired

7. Computers, Student Terminals

rr
16'-77"421717737"'11:11iti

8. Ed., Child Find
actual 77"PSpecial desired

9. Special Ed., In-Service

te
gennneseam. L--tut,

Special Ed. Mate,lals (SEIMC)

1.--ta1 1

1

10. n:lit
desired

I

Pupil Services
a tusl

11. desired

actual
Crime Prey. & Orug Ed.12. es r i

Bus Driver Training
actual 4j4_..._._._..E1

13. mare
1 ,

I

ritual e..dr /4 a.wa v
1

;'
-. 7T

1
I

aeeuai
15. «arter Education a.ma----------72:7:17----- .

Diffusion, Prom. Pratt.,16. etc. Hria:!---,---tin747----1-----ts
r

3ilingual Education
actual

17. *sired

seem! Ales /411P41r.."411rAlralr/FAIlr. .

18. Migrant Education emirs

illralArAPPAPWAVArAlr. Ar4 ---
19. Gifted and Talented ---------1::111. 1111111MMMMUOLS

20. Cooperative Purchasing
actual
dashes--'

21. Adult Basic Education
actual FII411r4/41/.11V.0,4 .11/41rAVAI AP 41,41414111

wire

actual
:22. Right to Ruff '7111237377-4".7dastilia

23. Health Services
actual Air

1

detirea lEigaAr
24. Mgmt. Services (other) ---- airitia-.Z73:qF19--T--0..--

,-- --
b ,

25. In-service Ed. (other) ----2- Iota_
1 ,

136
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rums 4-1 (Continued)

/legion XV

(ne40)

Means: regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use "desired" use
1

Code for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never. 2- almost

never, 3- occasionally, 4-frequently, 5-almost always, 6- always

RESC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE 1.

DEGREE OP ACTUAL AND DESIRED PAJMICIPA,151C

2 3 4 5 5

----j

22HIE2F3E-4-4I1. Planning, EvelAtion/Accred.
actual
desired

2. media, Film Library
actual
desired 111

3. Media, 1n-service
&mai
dasitad

_1.......E2r_______
--f

at ual
4. Media,,Equipment Repair desired

S. Computers, Student Acctg
__actual

desred

6. Computers, Business Seri.
actual
desired

immazzzzizzizzzFFw=-1--
t=7zzizzi-

-e=FICEZ222.1....7------.,7. Computers, Student.Tenninals aSSual
-Tiesi7ed

,

8. Special Ed., Child Find desired
--!"'2.1.---1---r.i

9. Special Ed., 1n-service
" actual

10, Smidlit Ed. Materials (SEIMC)
actual
desired

actual

desired11. Pupil Services ---

12. Crime Prey. & Drug Ed. ---
actual
desired

13. Bus Driver Training

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

16. Diffusion, Prom. ?rect., etc.

17. Bilingual Education

18. Migratit Education

19. Gifted and ralonted:-

actual_
desired

actual
desired

actual

desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual
desire

77777774 I
swersissrsorarser.v.. ArwsravAlnersirsyseres.r.ar.

11M11110111MMIME1111111111
1=0=111111111111111=MIMIFiii /` /I/. % / /I //L ArArAintrAv.i

11111MME
1 1

actual I ;

edited

----.4

I

.-----------..1
20. Cooperative Purchasing

actual
attired

21. Adult Basic Education
Ipctual
desire

a:Audi
desired

actual
desited

24. Mgmt. Services (other)
actual
desiria

desired25. 1n-service Ed. (other)
actual

I

22. Right to Read

23. Health Services

A-1.5.
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muss 1-1 (Continued)

legion XVI

(1245)

Mesas: regional statswidn 0

Ranges: "actual" use --.1=21-- "desired" use L.
Code for "degree .f actual and desired participation": 1- never, 2-almost

never, 3- occasionally, 4-frequently, 5 - almost always, 6-always

RISC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE

DEGREE Of ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

1 2 3 4 5

1. Planning, Evaluation /Accred.

2. Media, Film Library

1. Media, In-service

assizes

= alti..
desired

mi-ICIU.LIL
desired

actual

'APrAIIIIIIIIAPig 41.4/411
ONEMBOMMIUMOM

Pier41/16,1 1

'AlF41/:0,4

0

4/41141/.

4. Media, Equipment Repair
, VAI rdrArArvrdrArdmir

MIIIKI

A

5. Computers, Student Acctg.

desired

actual

8. Cwnpdters, Business Serv.

desired

actual

.

dIFIIIII4/41r.fr AIWA alr

7. Computers, Student Terminals

8. Special Ed., Child Find

IIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIII
1

411/ A' %Al
1desired

actual 1 _F7-2Frri

9. Special Ed., In-service

desired

actual 1 vArArAiraWAVAP Vil

10. Special Ed. Materials (SEIMC

11. Pupil Services

desired 201111.1MINAR

r72?Sh 1:::ired

actual

1 1

r

12. Crire Prey.. di Drug Ed.

desired

actual

13. Bus Oriver Training

desired

acual
-----

14. Driver Education

..fired

actual

15e1? 1

t.rcear-r...1r,-_,..rt-

15. Career Education

cured

actual

Co f
1/4/411/AVAIPA /II

16. Diffusion, Prom. Pratt., etc.

17. 8ilirgual Education

desired

:::Irecl<t

actual

1.1111=ALASEM111

1

:.ouranipur .11:41411/411////J.
desired

actual ..... .......e...-....... ir
18. Migrant Education ----

Gifted Talented

desi;a-

actual

MIK
1

'

19. and -----

20..Ccoperative Purchasing

desired

actual

1 i ;
I

r rAPWW 4,W!er

21. Adult easic Education

..ire.

actual

IMMI=Flel

rAVAIWASKJI.OindlrAr//4111 i

22. Right to Real

doss:ail

actual

1111110
-

fi"7-7-131727-21!

!I Health Services

desired

actual-------W1
desired

actus
L-------ZZ:21="--T-"L

7"-.
actual

.

---------------...

i

! !

24. Mgmt. Services (other)

I

............---,

-
;desired

!S. In-service Ed. (other)

A-16



rums e..1 (continued)

Region XVII

(c-4L)

Newts: regional statewide 0

Ranges: "actual" use --EZZZZI-- "desired" use --

Code for "degree of actual and desired participation ": 1-never, 2- almost

never, 3-occasionally, 4-frequently, 5-almost always, 6-always

RISC PROGRAM AND SERVICES USE

DECREE OF ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

1 2 3 4 3

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.

Film

actual %a raj. %/11,4411

actual

OMMEMEMIE:

VAPAPAP:A :a

2. Media, Library desired

3. Media, In-service """'''''''''''Iffittr

4. Media, Repair
actual

INIMI.M'Il

'41/411ArAll /IP%
MOE>

w. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Equipment desired

5. Computers, Student Acctg.

OW 111111P

.t. ,e_t_All----WI-

6. ServeComputers, Business --Etc
7. TerminalsComputers, Student -ifit-j3-4-
8. Child Find

actual

-7Special Ed., desired

actual 1

9. Special Ed., In-service desired

actual

J

f
10. Special Ed. Materials (SEIMCX

4.1.---1

actual f21;72:17--11. Pupil Services desired

actual -------..
12. CrimeCrime Prey. 3 Drug Ed. desired

actual ~
1

AndrArANWAIPAIII IP
13. Sus Driver Traming digired I

VIEL.

actual
14. Driver Education duire

15. Career Education
actual GEFZZ2pF3---7.4----.--..,
desired

actual

e ,
16. Diffusion, Prom. Pract., etc. ..--.J

1

actual rAir .46,4111411411r4I411 11141,4/4141/411/ /Jr. -

17. Bilingual Education esired

actual
e:th12:0EZZ:Z=OZZZZLI18. Migrant Education diiesa

--
1 1

1

i

actual

-7'--M-A1

19. Sifted and Talented --

actual ralr4/411/41 Irb, AlrAndrAPJAIJIFIrIV AAAAAAA
20. Cooperative Purchasing esired VIIMMICIMIK

actual ArAVAIKAK r.ArIrIPWAY
21. Adult Basic Education aeilied meal nit

actual
Right Read

ArAIAPSIIIIP:
22. to desire. it We ,

_______.actual
23. Health Services . -

desired

74.
actual 0,_ demcc _Jr.ei

Mgmt Services (other) desired

411411r.4V4 :JIWAY.
25. In-service Ed. (other) ----luta- -- MEM-MENNE

I

A-17
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FIGURE Ara (Contused)
Region XVIII

(o.15)

Maass: regions/ 4M statewide 0

Ramses: "actual" use --=a-- "desired" use

Cods for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never, 2-almost

never, 3-occasionally, 4- frequently, 5-almost always, 5-always

RESC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE

DOCLIDI Of ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

1 2 3 4

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.

2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, 1n-service

actual
desired

desired

a81141.-
desired

4. Media, Equipment Repair -
actual
desired-

5. Computers, Student Acctg. desired

actual
6. Computers, Business Serv. desired

actual

7. Computers, Student Terminals
actual
desired

8. Special Ed., Child Find
actual
desired

9. Special

10. Sracial Ed. Materials

11. Pupil Services -

Ed., In- service
actual
desired

..OrAVAVAInVilIAO! 'AP
011111[]

(SEMI !.E.S:ILli----.--_zzpRELT__
desired 1

actual

desired

12. Crime Prev. & Orug Ed.
actual
desired

13. Sus Driver Training
actual
desired

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

16. Diffusion, Prom. Pract., etc.

17. 3ilingual Education

18. Migrant Education

19. Gifted and Talented

20. Cooperative Purchasing

21. Adult Basic Education ---

22. Right to Read

23. Health Services

actual
desired

actual
desiria

mr-p77-7,
fifreelif

77721t7),72

actual-

;mired

actual
desirad

actual
esti:a

actual
'sir;

actual

actualA
desired

actual

I

""FIFFVF2L-Tdesired

actual
desire

actual
24. /mt. Services (other) desired .

actual
25. 1n-service Ed. (other) ----cm-11.a

A-18 0



FIGURE A-1. (Continued)

Ranges:

Region YII

(ame)

mamas: roglinal etatevide 0

"actual" uos, "desired" use

Coda for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never, 2-almost

never, 3- occasionally, 4-frequently, 5-almost always, 6-always

RUC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE

DECREE Of ACTUAL AND DESIRED PARTICIPATION

2 3 4 3

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.

2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, 1n-service:

4. media, Equipment Repair

5. Computers,

6. Computers,

7. Computers, Student. Terminals

:actual

desired

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual

Student Acctg. desire

actual
desired

actual
<mitred

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual '

desired

Business Serv.

8. Special Ed., Child Find

9. Special Ed., In-service

10. Special Ed. materials (BEING)

11. Pupil Services

12. Crime Prev. & Drug Cd.

13. Bus Driver Training

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education -----

16. Oiffusion, Prom. Pratt., etc.

17. Bilingual Education

18. Migrant Education

19. Gifted and Talented

-=272'27zzaw
'4777-7r7s

77:73
-27f3EiF

,../...

actual

actual
desired

actual

actual
desired

actual
desired

actual

aistred

actual
desired

LIssual
d

....F222:0=2727:===231.71_
esiiii

actual f2:=2:721r7t

-22=2F-
k-f7-Y7T7N-71,

desired

20. Cooperative Purchasing .actual

21. Adult Basic Education,

22. Right to RIO

23. Health Services

desired

actual
I

desired

actual --
desired

actual
desired

24. Mgmt. Services (other)
actual
desired I

25. 1n-service Ed. (other)
actual
desired

A-19
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FIGURE A-1 (Continued)

Region XX

(n27)

Means: regional stacavida 0

Ranges: "actual" use riZ=ZI--- "desired" u
1 1

Coda for "degree of actual and desired participation": 1-never, 2-almost
never, 3-occasianally, 4-frequently, 5-almost always, 6-always

RESC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES USE

ilii:!4

DEALER Ot ACTUAL AND DESIRO PAATICIPATION

4 2 3 4 3 6

I. Planning, Evaluation/Accred.

2. Media, Film Library
actualac

EFE2:21FqZZLIT-----,1
.

.

3. Media, In-service

desired

actual

4. Media, Equipment Repair

dasirad

actual ,........... /.0r4.41AVAllrAIIIIIVAIIIIY.1,0%./.41
111MIMe

5. Computers, Student Acctg.

5. Computers, Business Serve

dasir .

actual
mar

actual

1

1

I

INIKIAllnirir.,1,411:41 II 41, 4,

7. Computers, Student Terminals

8. Special Ed., Child Find

salted

actual
ia : 'd

.
. -

I

actual

la
r

-

L-----:j

9. Special Ed., In-service

desired

"sired.

I

10. Special Ed. Materials (SEIMC )

11. Pu017 Services

denial
! .

L12.11 . ,
i

actual

12. Crime Prey. 3 Drug Ed.

desired
1

actual 1

13. Bus Driver Training

desired

actual
1 Ijri-.77:7-771

14: Driver Education

desired

actual

i.

!APAPUMAKOVArI //lemoisvir.

15. Career Education

desired

actual /4 .WrAirAVAVAily

16. Diffusion, Prom. Pratt., etc.

17. 9ilingual Education

desired

:Hit,

actual

=LAP,
i 1

.71T47.7-77

PA. .041, Air/PI% IrAllirW/W/W411/A
desired

18. Migrant Education ......r.Vd
actual

19. Gifted and Talented

awAr-AFAFAFAPwarArAr- ' 41

1111/ArAllrAlr Inge .

d:sira.

actual
20. Cooperative Purchasing

11M1111E MIN

r411/4141/411%arr41.41/. -41r4r.or.dr
.

*sired

21. Adult Basic Education
actual.

-

I4,4I/IPAK. -04/441,./.ar.r.v.sr4,
-

dasir;r-- IIMMENNIEML

?Z. Right to Read
actual PT77"1""j'a.....,t
dasiNa 4I

1

23. Health Services
actual -......./...fra Ar.."4...rmr

I
........

dosira- MENKMINO

24. Mgmt. Services (other)
actual

..-.....- .
1

'actual
25. :n-service Ed. (other) --_____21,___________

desire 1
.

A-20 142
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FIGURE A-2

INCENTIVES AND DETERRENTS

A-21
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FIGURE A

FORTY GRAPHS OF THE SUPERINTENDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF FIFTEEN POSSIBLE

INCENTIVES AND FIFTEEN POSSIBLE DETERRENTS TO LEA PARTICIPATION IN

RESC SERVICES IN EACH REGION, COMPARED TOTHE RANGES (shaded) OF

REGIONAL MEANS AND THE STATEWIDE MEANS OF 684 SUPERINTENDENTS

Region I -- Incentives

Means of responses: from the region (n=21) statewide--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adecuacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC '.:nit costs

6. RESC program cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility ;

1

Degree of Influ'ence
3 4

...

::

3. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LZA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA-ccm-
munications

11. Advantages of multi-
district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA Involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or federal requirements

14. RISC sensitivity to our
needs

13. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RISC
staff & board of directors

...

. ...

1 ..as.
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FIGURE .A-2 (Continued)

Region I

(n=.21)

Deterrents

`leans of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no'deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents Degree

1

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

,4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitites ftr
teachers in RESC workshops

6. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

8. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too.fewminoritypersons on
RESCstaff & /or bd. of directors

13, Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA's needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
RESC services

2

of Influence

3 4 5

I Issit

A-21
I. 40



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region II

(n=28)

Incentives

Means bf superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very

statewide

2-weak incentive,
strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

. 4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

Degree
1 2

of Influen'c e
3 4 5

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-
munications

11. Advantages of multi -

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or ederal requirements

14. REIC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & boagd of directors

A-24



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Reg4.on LI

(n=28)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence ": 1-no deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-, ery

statewide--

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit dosts

3. NO state and/or federal
ai4

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5..Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

6. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

8. RESC program avality

9.. Independence of LEAs

10. service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few ma...oritypersons on

RESCstaffVorbd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA.s needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

Degree

1 2

of Influence

.3 75

I-

V.

A-25 14 7
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region III

(n=26)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide--

Code for "degree of influente": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,
3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

3... All costs paid by state

and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service

quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-

munications

11. Advantages of iulti-
district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/

or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

Degree of Influence
1 2 3 4 5

...

A-26



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Regiofl III

0/(126)

Deterrents.

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very strong deterrent

=1. 'r
Possible Deterrents Deiree o f Influence

1

Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. -level costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

5. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

- 8. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

.12. Too few min rity persons on

RESC staf f or bd. of directors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA 's needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC cervices .

2 3 4 5

1

AL-27
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region IV

(n=49)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4- strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source is)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

4. RESC unit casts

O. RESC program cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA -REST: -LEA

cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-
munications

11. Advantages of multi -

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC plalning

13..Programs meet state and/
or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our

needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

Degree of Influence

A-28



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region IV

(n=49)

Deterrents

Meaus of superintendents' responses: region - statewide

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents

1. Travel tine
4

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

0. Level of available

resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

6. RESC program quality

9. independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

L. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

.911=111M

Degree of Influence

1 2 3 4 5

12- Too few minority persons on
RESC staff Vor bd. of directors N

13. Degree
this

of RESC insight int.
s needs

14. Degree LEA involl'ment in

RESC plinning

15. Degree cilf LEA staff interest

in RESC services

A -291Jj



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region V

(n=14)

Incentives

Meansiof superintendents' responses: region statewide--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,
3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of ILA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service
quality

Degree of Influence
1 2 3 4 5

7. Proximity of RESC facility 1

t
18. RESC service available

at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-

munications

Advantages,of Multi-
district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state an
or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our

needs.

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

: .

A-30
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region V

(n=14)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very

statewide ---

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents

1. Travel time

2. RESC .anit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

-3. Level of available

resources

. Programs not required by
state or fads

3. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few min oritypersons on

RESC staff & /or bd. of directors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA s needs

Degree

1 2 3

Influence

4 5

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
1

RESC planning

15.'Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

A-31
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region VI

(n=37)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive,
3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very

statewide ----

2-weak incentive,
strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial

resources

5. RESC uniVbosts

6. RESC rogram cr service

lity

7. Proximity of RESC facility

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-

munications

11. Advantages of multi -

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement

in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/

or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

Degree
1 2

of Influence
3 4 5

A-32 1 04



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region VI

(n=37)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very strong deterrent

=1=11.

Possible Deterrents Degree of Influence

1. Travgt1 time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

6. Level of available

resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

3. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few minority, persons on

RESCstaffVorbd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA s needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

1 2 3 4 5

A-33
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region VII

(n=65)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide-------

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of-.LEA financial

resources

5. RESC unit costs

Degree of Influence
1 2 3 4

6. RESC orogram cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility I,

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-

munications

11. Advantages of multi -

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our

needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directorS

1

A- 34

5
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region VII

(n=65)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Cgde for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very

statewide ---

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents Degree

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

5. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

3. RESC program auality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few minon.typersons on
RESCstaffVorbd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEAs needs

2

of Influence

3 4

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RESC panning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

A-3157

5



FIGURE Ae72 (Continued)

Region VIII

(n=26)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very

statewide---- -

2 -weak incentive,

strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannotpro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial

resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA -RESC' -LEA

cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-
munications

11. Advantages of Multi-

district cooperation

12, Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/

or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our

needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

",11,
begree

1 2

of Influence
3 4 5

A-36 15)



FIORE A-2 (Continued)

Region VIII

(n=26)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents Degree of Influence,

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs'

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

' 6. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

8. RESC program quality

9. Independence of

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-

tion

12. Too few minoritypersons on
RESCstaff &/ortd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEAs needs

14.. Degree of LEA involvement in

RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

1

2 3 4 5

A-37
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region IX

(n=30)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very

statewide -----

2-weak incentive;
strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state

and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot

provide effective program

:2. This LEA alone cannot pro-

vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial

resources

5. RESC uzlit costs

6. RESC program cr service

quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

8. RESC service available

at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-

munications

11. Advantages of Multi-

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement

in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/

or federal requirements

14. REEC sensitivity to our

needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of

ianority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

1

Degree
2

of Infl-uence
3 4 5

A-38 160



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region IX

(n30)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5 -very strdng deterrent.

Possible Deterrents

-1. Travel time

lizsc unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

5. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

8. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few minoritypersons on
RESCstaffVorbd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of RESg insight into
this LEAs needs

Degree of LEA ,involvement in

RESC planning

Degree of LEA staff interest

in RISC services

1

Degree of Influence

2 3 4 5

A-39 1 61



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region X

(n51)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive,
3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very

statewide -----

2-weak incentive,
strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This tEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pros

vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service
quality

. 7. Proximity of RESC facility

D e g r e ri

1 2

of Influence
. 3 4 5

8. RESC service available
it this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-
munications

11. Advantages of rhulti-,

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or, federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our

needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

A-40 - 162



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region X

(n=51)

Deterrents_

Means of superintendents' responses: region--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong de,terrent, 5-very strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents Degree of Influence

1

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to -and

from programs

5.Coac of substitute'S for
teachers in RESC workshops

5. Level of available
resources

7. .programs not required by
state or feds.

8. RESC program quality

,3. fieetendence of LEAs

10. service already provided
'by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few minoritypersons, on
RESC staff Vor bd. of directors

13. Degree of_BE56 insight,into
this LEA s needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
,Esc planning

'15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

2 3 4

A-41
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Regidn XI

(n=51)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses': region - statewide

Code lor,"degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong Incentive

Ti. All costs paid by state
and/4.: federal source(s)

2. This'LEA alone cannot
provide effective prograin

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

6....xsc program cr service

quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility A

Degree of I-nfluence
1 2 3

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

'9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-
munications

11. Advantages of multi -

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/

or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

A-42 164



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XI

(n =51)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very

statewide

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

41111100.

Possible Deterrents Degree of Influence

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit'costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers it. RESC workshops

6. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

8. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11.-Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few minority persons on

RESCstaffVorbd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEAs needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

A-43
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XII

(n=40)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very

statewide

2-weak incentive,
strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial

resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service

quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-

-munications

11. Advantages of Multi-
district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement

in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

Degree
1 2

of Influence
3 4 5

A-44



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XII

(n=40)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region---

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very

statewide

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

6. Level of available
resources

Programs not required by
state or feds

S. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESCLEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few minority persons on

RESCstaff&/orbd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA's needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

1

Degree of Influence

2 3 4 5

r.

1
/

1

1

A-45
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XIII

(n=37)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1- All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

3. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service

quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility 1

Degree of Influence
1 2 3 4 5

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-
munications

11. Advantages of Multi-
district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

A-46



FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XIII

(n=37)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very

statewide ---

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents Degree

1

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

a. Travel costs to and

from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

6. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

8. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few minoritypersons on
RESC staff & /or bd. of directors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA s needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA s.aff interest
in RES.: services

2

of Influence

3 4 5
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XIV

(n=32)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region------ statewide--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

1

Degree of Influence
2 3 4

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro- ;
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA comr
minications

11. Advantages of Multi-
district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XIV

(n=32)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

5. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

8. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-

tion

12. To few minority persons on
RESC staff &/orbd.ofeirectors

13. Degree of RESC insiglt into
this LEAs needs

I 4 Degree of LEA involvement in

RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

Degree of Influence

1 2 3
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XV

(n=40)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide-------

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

Degree of Influence
1 2 3 4

6. RESC program cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-

munications

11. Advantages of multi -

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XV

(n=40)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1 -no deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very

statewide--

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents Degree

1. Travel. time

2. RZSC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal

aid

4. Travel costs to and
front programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

5. Level of available
rescurcus

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

3. RESC program quality

9. independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-

tion

12: Toofewminority-,,ersons on
RESCstaff i /or bd. of directors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA s needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RISC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

1 2

of Influence

3 4 5
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XVI

(n=45)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very

statewide -----

2-weak incentive,
strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot.
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility ;

Degree
1 2

of Influence
3 4 5

8. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-
munications

11. Advantages of multi -

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
ih RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our

needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of director:,
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XVI

(n=45)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: egion

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very

statewl2z

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents Degree of Influence

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RES-: workshops

6. Level of available

resources

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

3. RfSC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-

tion

12. '"'70f=w.a.Inoritypersons on

RESCstaff &/orbd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA s needs

14. Degree of LEA Involvement in

1S.

RESC planning

Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

1
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XVII

(n=41)

Incentives

Me-ns of superintendents' responses: region statewide

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effeCtive program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial

resources

5. RESC unit costs ,

6. RESC procram cr service

quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

\

3. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

i

10. Qualit of RESC-LEA com-

municaions

11. Advantfiges of Multi-
district cooperation

12. Degre of LEA involvement
in C planning

13. Prog ams meet state and/
or f/ederal requirements

14. RE4 sensitivity to our
ne s

15. Adquacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

Degree of Influence
1 2 3 5
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XVII

(n=41)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,
3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very sting deterrent

Possible Deterrents

1

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

1. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

6. Level of available
resources

7. Programs not required by
state or fells

8. RESC program quality

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion

12. Too few minority persons on

RESC staff & /or bd. of directors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA s needs

14. Degree of :.F.A involvemcnt in

RESC plane .,g

15. Degree of LEA etaff interest
in RESC services

Degree o f Influentle

2 3 4 5
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XVIII

(n=16)

Incentives

Means of-superintendents' responses: region statewide--

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,
3-mcderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

Degree of Influence
2 3 4

4. Adequacy of LEA financial 1
I

resources

5. RFSC unit costs 1
I

1 i

f

4 -de7. Proximity of RESC facility 4 41- I 1

6. RE7,C program cr service

quality

8.,,RESC service available

_ at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-
munications

11. Advantages of Multi-
district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/

or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

Zi
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FI.AIRE A-2 (Continued)

Region XVIII

(n=16)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5 -very strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents

1. Travel tine

2. RESC unit costs

3. no state and/or federal
aiA

4. Tavel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

6. Level of availabl?
resources

Programs not required by
state or fEds

3. RESC p-ogram

9. Independence of LEAs

10. Service already Provided
by this LEA

11. Lel,e1 of RESC-LEA coopera-

tion

12. Too few pinoriryperscns on
RESCstaff Ei/orbd.ofdirectors

13. Degree of RESC insight into
this LEA s needs

14. Degree of LEA involverent in
RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services

Degree of Influence
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XIX

!n=8)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide-------

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive', 2-weak incentive,
3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal -ource(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. _.ESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service

quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

8. RESC ser4ice available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level cf TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-

muaications

11. Advantages of multi -

district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/

or federat requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our
needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

Degree o 4 Influence
1 2 3 4 5
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XIX

(n=8)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very

F atewide

2-weak deterrent,
strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal
aid

4. Travel costs to and
from programs

5. Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

3. Level of available
resources

Degree of Influence

2 4 5

7. Programs not required by
state or feds

3. II.ESC program cuality

9. independence of LEAs

1C. Service already provided
by this LEA

!I. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-

tion

12. Too few minority persons on

RESCstaff &/orOd.ofdirectors

Degrar, of RESC insight into

this LEA s needs

/14. Degree of LEA ihvolvemen- in
RESC planning

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XX

(n=27)

Incentives

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no incentive, 2-weak incentive,

3-moderate incentive, 4-strong incentive, 5-very strong incentive

1. All costs paid by state
and/or federal source(s)

2. This LEA alone cannot
provide effective program

3. This LEA alone cannot pro-
vide economical program

4. Adequacy of LEA financial
resources

5. RESC unit costs

6. RESC program cr service
quality

7. Proximity of RESC facility

3. RESC service available
at this or nearby LEA

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA
cooperation

10. Quality of RESC-LEA com-
munications

11. Advantages of Multi-
district cooperation

12. Degree of LEA involvement
in RESC planning

13. Programs meet state and/
or federal requirements

14. RESC sensitivity to our

needs

15. Adequacy of numbers of
minority persons on RESC
staff & board of directors

1

Degree of Influence
2 3 4 5
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FIGURE A-2 (Continued)

Region XX

(n=27)

Deterrents

Means of superintendents' responses: region statewide

Code for "degree of influence": 1-no deterrent, 2-weak deterrent,

3-moderate deterrent, 4-strong deterrent, 5-very strong deterrent

Possible Deterrents

1. Travel time

2. RESC unit costs

3. No state and/or federal

Travel costs to and
from programs

Cost of substitutes for
teachers in RESC workshops

Level of available
resources

Programs not required by
state or feds

3. ?ESC program quality

Degree o f Influence

2 3 4

1

5

4

9. ILdependence of LEAs

10. Service already provided
by -this LEA

11. Level of RESC-LEA coopera-
tion 4

12. Too few minoritypersons on
RESCstaff td/c.rbd.ofdirectors

12. Segree of RESC insight into
this LEA s needs

14. Degree of LEA involvement in
RESC alarming

15. Degree of LEA staff interest
in RESC services
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FIGURE A-3

INFLUENCE RANKINGS
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FIGURE A-3

THE RANK-ORDERING OF SIX aPORTANT INFLUENCES ON LEA PARTICIPATION 'N

RESC SERVICES: TWENTY 77APHS OF THE DISTRIKTION AND MEANS OF SUPER-

:NTENDENTS' RESPONSES FROM EACH REGION COMPARED TO THE RANGES (shade:.)

OF THE REGIONAL MEANS, THE STATEWIDE MEANS OF 200 SUPERINTENDENTS,

AND THE RES?CNSES tcircled) OF EACH REGION'S EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Means of superintendents' rankings: region statewide --

Rank-orier responses of each region's executive director (circled):
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FIGURE A-3' (Continued)

Means D:f superintendents' rankings: region statewide

Rank-orcer responses of each region's executive director (circled):
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FIGURE A-3 'Continued)

Means of superIntendents' rankings: region statewide -..-

Rank-or7ier responses of eacn region's executive director (circleu):
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FIGURE A-3 ((:ontinued)

Means of superintendents' rankings: region statewide ------

Rank-orcer resconses of each region's execlItive director (circled):
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Fla:RE A-3 ,(:ontinued)

Means of superintendents' rankings: region statewide Mils=1 41=0

Rank-orcer responses of each region's executive director (circled): 0
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FIGUr:i, A-3 (Continued)

Means of superintendents' rankings: region statewide

Rank -order responses of each region's executive director (circled): 0
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A-J (Continued)

Means of superintendents' rankings: region statewide

Rank-orcler resncns'es- of each region's executive director (cirCled):
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To: The LEA SUPERINTENDENT (or his/her designee who interacts most with the

Regional Education Service Center, RESC)

From; Dr. Noble J. Gividen, Texas RESC Survey Coordinator

The enclosed survey form has been shown to some Texas Superintendents, to

the RESC Executive Directors and to some TEA Officials. From those groups came

recommendations that you and your colleagues receive the instrument and be en-

couraged to fill it out. This is part of a multi-state study, but Texas Super-

intendents are the only participants at the LEA level.

Completion time: 15 'to 25 minutes (after reading this page)

Purpose of the study: To determine whether or not there are different amounts of

LEA participation in RESC services according to funding patterns, LEA wealth, size

and other factors; and to.learn what are incentives and what are deterrents to

participation.

Confidentiality: The researchers, Stephens Associates (College Park, Md.), must

be able to identify respondent LEAs in order to match them with LEA characteristics.

However, your answers ARE CONFIDENTIAL in the sense that you and your LEA will not

be identified in the report and your specific answers will not be shared with other

public officials in Texas or elsewhere.

Examples of responses in Part I. The directions on the form ask you to respond to each

service at least twice -- once to show actual use of the RESC service, and once to

show the desired use. Where actual is less than desired, further responses are in

order.

For each listed service,CciTC1;)a number for
actual use and a number for desired
use. In columns A-I, check () services,
if any, where actual was less than desired.

Extent of Use

1. Never 4. Frequently
2. Almost never 5. Almosr always

3. Occasionally 6. Always

2. Media, Film Library
actual 1 2 3

desired 1 2 3

5 6
- I -

5 6

(2. above) Nothing is checked ( in columnr A through I because actual is not

less than desired.,
I

actual 02 3 4 5 6 / I

19. Gifted & Talented
desired 1 2 305 6 III I

I
(19. above) This respondent checked column B, "no state/federal aid ", column F,

"RESC Fees", and column H, "this LEA not involved in planning" as reasons for not

using a desired program. (actual is less than desired)

a
22. Right to Read

actual 02 3 4 5 6
desired 1 2 305 6

(22. above) This program was not offered by RESC, but if it had been offered, this

LEA would have used it frequently. (That was its desired use,0)

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS ON THEIST3EY FORM!
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?arc - Tars LEA.

COMFAAIS08 OF arms OF ACTUAL ASO OESIRED USES

Of RISC SERVICES t 1577-78 AND REASONS roe parTamczS. rr A'ft

LEA as scd 1.1)

Check ) Services, .f env. `hoc
Offered.

Directioess_,Speeial tree for listed aweless not offered by woer EESC in 1977-78: Also Check (v() ALL Redwood for
Circle (1" for "semi". ad circle a cumber (from 1 co 6) for "desired" according !Differences in Those Services, if
co how mead your LEA !tsnw, have used the service If Lt had bee offered. !any. 61ere Actual Use Was leas

Man Oestred "saFor all Weed services and *roarer offered by your &ESC La 1977-78:
Fr "actual". complete the following stagger:es *Chem thla MSC service wee / ..? '

For "desired*, compleee this stagger:es 'This LEA email Z F F r
s? .? ,

/ ,.
avails/la in 1811.11, thig Leg used It."

her red this service La 1977-78."
/ cr

4 "
t , Karr - Freremely ---*, ?

2 - WPM lever 3 - Alsace Always iij.;)che utast 4,r -
0 Acruel Use And le.,

3 .0sessistaalli 6 - Alwer che Eg.enc /47::: ....

of :haeired Cu for /* -7 4r / a?

RESC Pe0C8RWS AND EMI=
Each Service (

1. 2141110119, Evaluation/Accreditation

actual

desired

1

1

2 3

3

4

2

5 5

5 6

2, media, Pile Library
actual

desired

1

1

2

2

3

3

2

2

5 6

5 6

3. Media, 1n-service
actual

desired

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5 6

5 5

4. media. Equipment Aepair

actual

desired

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5 *

5 5

5. Commuters, Student Accounting (test
scurino. :retie reporting. etc.)

actual

desired

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5 6

5 6

5.

Computers. Business Services (payroll.
checks. accounting. etc.) .

actual

desired

1

t

2

2

3

3

4

4

5 6

5 6

7. Computers, Student Terminals

....

desired

.

1

_

2

_

3 4 5

_

6

actual 1 2 3 2 5 6

S. Scotia] Education. Child Find
--I-- desired 1 2 3 4 5 6

actual 1 2 3 4 5 5

4. Special Education, 1n- service desired 1 2 3 4 5 6

actual 1 2 3 2 5 6

10. Special Education Materials (SEINC) desired 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pupil Services (gqidance. counseling, actual 1 2 3 4 : 6

:1. osychologists, etc ) desired 1 2 3 4 5 5

actual 1 2 3 4 5 5

::, Crime Prevention 6 Drug Education
desired 1 2 3 4 5 5

actual 1 2 3 4 5 6

13. Bus Driver '..lining desired 1 2 3 2 5 5

actual 1 2 3 4 5 a

:4. Driver Education desired 1 2 3 4 5 6 -

.5. :after Education

actual

desired

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5 5 -

16. Diffusion, Promising Practices, etc.
actual

desired

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

5 6 -
actual 1 rirrr

17. Bilingual Education desired 1 2 3 2 5 5 -

actual 1 2 3 4 5 3

18. Tignflt Education
desired 1 2 3 2 5 5 -

actual 1 2 3 4 S 7

:9. :lifted and Talented desired 1 2 3 4 5 5 -

actual 1 23 4 531
20. Codoerative Purcnasing desired 1 2 3 4 5 5 ! -

actual 1 2 3 2 5 5

:1. adult Basic Education desired 21455-
actual 1 2 1 4 7 6

:Z. AiTnt to Peed desired 1 2 2 2 5 5

actual 1 2 1 2 5 5
23. Services desired 1 2 3 4 5 5 -

actual 1 2 3 4 5

. management Services (other than above) desired 1 2 3 2 5 5 -

actvai 1 2 4 5 5

:5. 1n-service Education 'other than +Wove,
desired . 2 3 4551

(This copy-is -ptiatortaluted
66 percent ft-oml the actual
ffistfurriZnt7)1 1-

;

1-

-

-

COT 7AR :0 ;0 -- Flarr :urn chid sheet over and do 'art ti. :C.11 VACKIII"
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INCENTIVES FUN AND DETERRENTS PARCICIPAIIINI IN RISC SERVICES

Ullectiuul Circle tha Aver of Influence of factura as Iptentsyei, ur deteilents to your ItA's pesticIpetion In RISC services

imtmetqrs

!SCIKOO 01 1.111UcULL

1. No lurentive

2. Meal Wt./salve
2. Muskrat. IsnJurive
4. Strung 'mutative

5 Vary S11,05 latulalye
PegraqAd.

lailutnte.klrelu)une
Amber tar ficb Factor).

0LURALMIS

,Itguare ut influence

I. Mu deterrent

2. Meals deterrent

I. hush:rata 4 ttttt unt

4. Strudg deterrent
S. Vary Moog deterrent bugtaa411.,

fallmears.f(111190na
Somber fur lath !augur).

1.

1.

1.

4.

1.

II

9.

10.

II.

14.

14

15

tbUr011i

rt

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

1

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

S

5

I

1

I

4

5.

4.

1.

11.'

9

10.

11

116

11.

14.

IS

Travel flew

MLSC uult curt*

Mu Mbar lederui mid

Travel costs to and from progromm

lust ut substitutes fur feathers In RUC wurkakup.

Itvel ut availably LEA rueuurcas

hugsamar mat require. by state err fed*

111.512 program quality

ind.pondentu of We

Sesvit. already provided by this LEA

level of NEST -INA couparetioa

Too Ita miuurity purmuno uu iliSC staff and/01 board
of 4Is

Dtgrue ut 1111St. Weight tutu this 2114'm aced.

Ougret at ISA lavulvmear lu litSC planning

lIegoeu ass ILA staff 1 In OKSC rsrvlcur

1

1

1

1

1114
t

1

1

1

i

1

I

1

1

1

t

2

2

4

2

4

2

2

2

4

4

2

1

2

I

1

I

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

I

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

All tuat paid by state .uJ/ur ltdurel muurca(m)

Illy 194 alone tamest provide eltuc.... program

Tile ILA aksuo tamed, pruvide ecuammelcs1 prugran

44..ansty of ILA floantial staourte.

Ntbd, uulf Cu,).

*VW: proven OF ..1,014 quality

TrosinIty ut IlkSe latility

MESC vesvieu svullaLt., is thla ur nearby TEA

luvti of FLA MEW ILA touptratioa

quality ol litta ILA goemnilltatiorms

Advautogt. of multi-diatritt tuoperlsiluu

Degree ul ILA Invulver.ut lu NRSI planning

Yrogranv matt stilt.. 141141/01trdLtal equi COLO'

litSt .enslilvisy to our 1-..4.

Adtqsasty of oombes. 0 minority perauom on ALSt.

at.. f said hoard at dlr.. t411

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

2

e

2

2

2

1

4

1 .

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

e'

1

2

1

1

1

1

Hy 11r4 ulll.. Is. (I) milua from tku ALIA: cents.' ultica.

lit applicable) 12/ miles limes she ureasemi IIKSC satellite.

(This copy is photoreduced 75 per cent from the actual instrument.)
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To: RESC Executive Director

There are three parts to this brief instrument. All are quickies,

10 to 15 minutes, maximum for the whole thing, unless you ponder too long over

the perceptual items.

Part I. Only check those services that were not provided lEst year, 1977-78,

by or through your RESC.

1. Planning, Evaluation/Accred. 13. Bus Driver Training

2. Media, Film Library

3. Media, Sn -service

4. Media, Equipment Repair

14. Driver Education

15. Career Education

16. Diffusion, Prom. Practices

5. Computers, Student Acctg. test scor- 17. Bilingual Education

ing, grads reporting, etc.)
18. Migrant EducAtion

6. Computers, Business Services (payroll,
checks, financial acctg., etc.) 19. Gifted and Talented

7. Computers, Student Terminals 20. Cooperative Purchasing

8. Specl Education, Child Find 21. Adult Basic Education

9. Spool Education, In-service 22. Right to Read

10. Spec' Education Matls (SEIMC) 23. Health Services

]). Pupil Services (guidance, counsel- 24. Management Services (other than

ing, psychologists, etc.) above)

12. Crime Prevention G Drug Educ. 25. In-service Educ. (other than above)

Part II. GIVEN TM! PRESENT FUNDING, ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNANCE of RESCs in

Texas, please rate thwfollowing factors from strongest (1) to

weakest (6), according 'to your opinion of their importance in influ-

encing LEA participa_ion in RESC services in YOUR region. (Please

rate all 6 items.)

A. LEA wealth

B. LEA size (enrollment)

C. LEA remoteness (distance from RESC)

D. RESC program quality

E. RESC leadership,

F. LEA leadership

YOUR RESPONSES ARE CONFIDENTIAL

Part III (Other Side, Please)

o 8-4
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Part III. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S PERCEP:IONS OF INCENTIVES AND DETERRENTS TO LEA USE OF RESC SERVICES

Directional Circle the degree of influence of factors according to whit you generally believe to be true of the

LEAs in your region.

INCENTIVES DETERRENTS

Degree of influence Degree

(This copy is photo-

of influence reduced 75 percent from
the actual instrument.)

1. No incentive 1. No deterrent

2. Weak incentive 2. Weak deterrent

3. Moderate incentive 3. Moderate deterrent

4. Strong incentive 4. Strong deterrent

5. Very strong incentive 5. Very sarong deterrent

FACTORS FACTORS

I. All costs paid by state an/or federal sourcelsi 1 2 3 4 5 1. Travel time 1 2 3 4 5

2. LEAs alone cannot'provide affective program 1 2 3 4 5 2. RESC unit coats 1 2 3 4 q

3. LEAs alone cannot provide economical program 1 2 3 4 5 3. No state and/or federal aid 1 2 3 4 5

. LEA financial resources 1 2 3 4 5 4. Travel costs to and from programs 1 2 3 4 5

5. RESC unit costs 1 2 3 4 5 5. Costa of LEA substitutes for teachers In workshops 1 2 3 4 5

RESC program or,aervice quality 1 2 3 4 5 6. LEA financial resources 1 2 I 4 5

1. Proximity of RESC faciliq to LEAS 1 2 3 4 5 7. Programs not required by state or federal govt. 1 2 3 4 5

8. RESC service delivered to LEA or nearby LEA 1 2 3 4 5 8. RESC program or service quality 1 2 3 4 5

9. Level of TEA-RESC-LEA cooperation 1 2 3 4 5 9. Independence of LEAs 1 2 3 4 5

10. Quality of RESC-LEA communications 1 2 3 4 5 10. Service already provided by LEA 1 2 3 4 5

11. Advantages of multi-district cooperation 1 2 3 4 5 il. Level of RESC-LEA cooperation 1 2 3 4 5

i2. Degree of LEA involvement in RESC planning 1 2 3 4 5 12. Too few minority persons on RESC staff and/Or
board of dirictors 1 2 3 4 5

13. Programs meet state and/or federal requirements 1 2 3 4 5

13. Degree of RESC insight into LEA needs 1 2 3 4 5

14. WSC sensitivity to LEA needs 1 2 3'4 5

14. Degree of LEA involvement in RESC planning 1 2 3 4,5

15. Adaquacj, of numbers of minority person* on
RESC staff board of directors 1 2 3 4 5 ,15. Degree of LEA staff interest in RESC services i 2 3 4 5

B-5
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GIVEN THE PRESENT FUNDING & GOVERN-
ANCE of'Regional Education Service
Centers !RESCs) in Texas. .

Please RANK ORDER the factors below
from strongest (1) to weakest (6)

according to your opinion of their
relative. importance in influencing
LEA participation in RESC services.
(Use all 6 numbers in the ranking.)

LEA Code

A. LEA wealth

B. LEA size (enrollment)

C. LEA remoteness (distance
from RESC)

D. RESC program quality

E. RESC leadership

F. LEA leadership

Neither your, identity nor your
district's, will be identified in

the report.

Noble J. Gividen
Stephens Associates

Photocopy of the post card mailed to 236 LEA superintendents, eight of

whom were in,Region XIX, and the other 228 were evenly distributed among

the other 19 regions.
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This was filled out by the Executive Directorls Designee(s) in the

Office of the Regional- Education Service Center

LEA PARTICIPATION
IN SELECTED RESC SERVICES

LEA
Code

1. Media: (money collected for services)

'Film library:

State $ + Loeil $

Equipment
repair &
maint.

.State

Totals: State $

=

+ Local $ = $

zepcel $ = $

2. Dr ver Education: (1977-78) Please,check () driver 'education serkrices

us, i by this LEA and insert other requested data.
No. of Pupils Local Money

71, Behind- the -wheel instruction

Simulator

Classroom

Other (SPECIFY)

Total

3. Computer Services: (1977-78)

Pupil accounting (attendance, grade reporting,

test scoring, etc.)
Business services (payroll, checks, tax

rolls, financial accounting, etc.)

Student terminals

Total $

Local Money

4. Total number of technical assistance (T/A) contacts in all

service areas (consulting, planning, evaluating, advising,

staff development, etc.) with this'LZA

5. Total amount of money collected from this LEA 'for all services

in 1977-78.
0

If it is impossible or unfeasible to provide such a count, please enter a

4-, 0 or - in 44, in accord with the judgmlent explained in the cover letter.
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